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palavras-have operadores de Wiener-Hopf-Hankel, propriedade de Fredholm,
invertibilidade, fatorização, função quase periódia, função semi-quase
periódia, função quase periódia por troços
resumo Nesta tese estudamos as propriedades de regularidade de operadores de
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel om símbolos de Fourier pertenentes às álgebras das
funções quase periódias, das funções semi-quase periódias e das funções
quase periódias por troços e onsideramos estes operadores a atuar entre
espaços de Lebesgue Lp (para 1 < p < ∞). Por propriedades de regularidade
entende-se invertibilidade lateral e bilateral, propriedade de Fredholm e
solubilidade normal.
Propomos uma teoria de fatorização para operadores de Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel om símbolos de Fourier quase periódios, e a atuar entre
espaços de Lebesgue L2, introduzindo uma fatorização para os símbolos
de Fourier quase periódios de tal modo que as propriedades dos fatores
irão permitir orrespondentes fatorizações dos operadores. Um ritério para
a propriedade de semi-Fredholm e para a invertibilidade lateral e bilateral é
assim obtido em termos de determinados índies das fatorizações.
Baseado na relação delta após extensão, estabeleemos um teorema do
tipo de Sarason para operadores de Wiener-Hopf-Hankel om símbolos de
Fourier semi-quase periódios, a atuar entre espaços de Lebesgue L2. Uma
generalização do teorema do tipo de Sarason é também obtida onsiderando
agora os operadores a atuar entre espaços de Lebesgue Lp. Para operadores
de Wiener-Hopf-Hankel om símbolos de Fourier quase periódios por troços,
a atuar entre espaços de Lebesgue L2, um ritério para a propriedade de
Fredholm e para a invertibilidade lateral é também obtido através do uso da
relação delta após extensão. Todos estes resultados signiam uma
araterização da propriedade de Fredholm e da invertibilidade lateral e
bilateral destes operadores em termos dos valores médios e das médias
geométrias dos representantes quase periódios no innito dos símbolos de
Fourier, assim omo das desontinuidades de determinadas funções auxiliares
(no aso das funções quase periódias por troços). Para ada aso, é
apresentada uma fórmula para o índie de Fredholm.
Finalmente, de volta aos operadores de Wiener-Hopf-Hankel om símbolos
de Fourier na subálgebra das funções quase periódias APW , a atuar entre
espaços de Lebesgue L2, onsideramos o aso mais geral de operadores de
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel om símbolos matriiais de Fourier APW . Para estes
operadores, obtemos um ritério para a invertibilidade e a propriedade de
semi-Fredholm baseado na hipótese de um espeío onjunto de Hausdor
ser limitado fora de zero.
keywords Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators, Fredholm property, invertibility,
fatorization, almost periodi funtion, semi-almost periodi funtion,
pieewise almost periodi funtion
abstrat In this thesis we study the regularity properties of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators with Fourier symbols belonging to the algebras of almost periodi,
semi-almost periodi and pieewise almost periodi funtions and we onsider
these operators ating between Lp Lebesgue spaes (for 1 < p < ∞).
By regularity properties one means one-sided and both-sided invertibility,
Fredholm property and normal solvability.
We propose a fatorization theory for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with
almost periodi Fourier symbols, and ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes, by
introduing a fatorization onept for the almost periodi Fourier symbols
suh that the properties of the fators will allow orresponding operator
fatorizations. A riterion for the semi-Fredholm property and for one-sided
and both-sided invertibility is therefore obtained upon ertain indies of the
fatorizations.
Based on the delta relation after extension, we establish a Sarason's
type theorem for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with semi-almost periodi
Fourier symbols and ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes. We also derive
a generalization of the Sarason's type theorem, the so-alled Duduhava-
-Saginashvili's type theorem, when we onsider the same kind of operators
ating now between Lp Lebesgue spaes. For Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators
with pieewise almost periodi Fourier symbols, ating between L2 Lebesgue
spaes, a riterion for the Fredholm property and for the one-sided
invertibility is also obtained upon the use of the delta relation after extension.
All these results mean a haraterization of the Fredholm property, and
one-sided invertibility of these operators, based on the mean motions and
geometri mean values of the almost periodi representatives of the Fourier
symbols at minus and plus innity, as well as on the disontinuities of ertain
auxiliary funtions (in the ase of pieewise almost periodi funtions). For
eah ase, formulae for the Fredholm index of the operators are provided.
Finally, we return to Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with Fourier symbols
in the subalgebra of almost periodi funtions APW , ating between L2
Lebesgue spaes, and we onsider the more general ase of Wiener-Hopf-
Hankel operators with matrix APW Fourier symbols. For these operators we
ahieve an invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion based on the assumption
that a partiular Hausdor set is bounded away from zero.
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Introdution
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators (as well as their disrete analogues based on Toeplitz
and Hankel operators) are well-known to play an important role in several applied areas.
E.g., this is the ase in ertain wave diration problems, digital signal proessing, disrete
inverse sattering, and linear predition. For onrete examples of a detailed enrollment of
those operators in these (and others) appliations we refer to [21, 23, 32, 49, 52, 53, 68, 74℄.
In view of the needs of the appliations, it is natural to expet a orresponding higher
interest in mathematial fundamental researh for those kind of operators. In fat, in reent
years several authors have ontributed to the mathematial understanding of Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operators (and their disrete analogues) under dierent types of assumptions (f. [6,
7, 8, 20, 22, 31, 41, 42, 52, 63, 64, 69℄). As a onsequene, the theory of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators is nowadays well developed for some lasses of Fourier symbols (like in the ase of
ontinuous or pieewise ontinuous symbols). In partiular, the invertibility and Fredholm
properties of suh kind of operators with pieewise ontinuous Fourier symbols are now
well known (and of great importane for the appliations [23, 49, 52, 74℄). However, this
is not the ase for almost periodi or semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols whih are also
important in the appliations in view of their appearane due to, e.g., (i) partiular nite
boundaries in the geometry of physial problems [21℄, or (ii) the needs of ompositions
with shift operators whih introdue almost periodi and semi-almost periodi elements in
the Fourier symbols of those operators [19, 44℄.
Having this in mind, in this thesis we study the regularity properties of Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operators suh that the Wiener-Hopf operator, and the Hankel operator have equal
ix
or symmetri Fourier symbols, and we onsider these operators having Fourier symbols
belonging to the algebras of almost periodi, semi-almost periodi and pieewise almost
periodi funtions and ating between Lp Lebesgue spaes (1 < p < ∞). In the ase
where both Wiener-Hopf and Hankel operators have the same Fourier symbol, we obtain
a Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator, and in the ase where Wiener-Hopf and Hankel
operators have symmetri Fourier symbols, we get a Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator.
To study the regularity properties of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators, we use ertain
relations between operators that allow us derive the regularity properties of the Wiener-
-Hopf-Hankel operators from the regularity properties of others operators for whih results
onerning to regularity properties are known.
This thesis is organized as follows. In the rst hapter, after giving the formal deni-
tion of the operators under study - the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators - several relations
between some lasses of onvolution type operators are investigated. The rst relation is
a multipliative relation between Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators, whih is a general-
ization of the well-known result for the Wiener-Hopf operators. Using the same reasoning,
an analogue multipliative relation between Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators is also
possible to derive. After this, we present a relation between Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel
operators and Wiener-Hopf operators (based on Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel and paired
operators). Sine this relation is in fat a ∆relation after extension between the Wiener-
-Hopf plus Hankel operator and the Wiener-Hopf operator, and therefore there is transfer
of the regularity properties from the Wiener-Hopf operator to the Wiener-Hopf plus Han-
kel operator, this relation turns out to be a deisive result in the study of the regularity
properties of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators. The last relations under investigation
in this hapter are two relations of equivalene between Wiener-Hopf plus/minus Hankel
operators and Toeplitz plus/minus Hankel operators, this due to the equivalene relation
existent between Wiener-Hopf and Toeplitz operators. Finally, we use these equivalene
relations between Wiener-Hopf-Hankel and Toeplitz-Hankel operators to derive neessary
onditions for the semi-Fredholm property of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the several algebras where the Fourier symbols of the Wiener-
x
-Hopf-Hankel operators in study belong to. Here it will be presented the denition of the
algebra of almost periodi funtions, the algebra of semi-almost periodi funtions, and
the algebra of pieewise almost periodi funtions. Some properties of these algebras are
presented as well.
The main purpose of Chapter 3 is to establish an invertibility and semi-Fredholm ri-
terion for Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with almost periodi Fourier symbols, and
ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes. We start by onsidering the ase of Wiener-Hopf plus
Hankel operators with Fourier symbols in the subalgebra of almost periodi funtions APW
and then we onsider the more general ase of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with
almost periodi Fourier symbols. To obtain the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion
we introdue a fatorization onept for the almost periodi Fourier symbols suh that the
properties of the fators will allow orresponding operator fatorizations. Using then the
multipliative relation presented in Chapter 1, a riterion for the semi-Fredholm property
and for the one-sided and both-sided invertibility is therefore obtained upon ertain in-
dies of the fatorizations. Under suh onditions, the one-sided and two-sided inverses
of the operators are also obtained. Moreover, the introdued fatorizations also allow the
exposition of dependenies between the invertibility of Wiener-Hopf and Wiener-Hopf plus
Hankel operators with the same Fourier symbol. All these results hold true for Wiener-Hopf
minus Hankel operators sine we use an analogue multipliative relation for Wiener-Hopf
minus Hankel operators of that one used for Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators.
In Chapter 4, Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols
are in fous. Considering in rst plae these operators ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes,
and motivated by the Sarason's Theorem, we obtain a generalization of the invertibility
and semi-Fredholm riteria ahieved in Chapter 3 for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with
almost periodi symbols - the so-alled Sarason's type theorem. This result is attained
by using the ∆relation after extension and also the main idea of the approah of R.
V. Duduhava and A. I. Saginashvili [29℄. After settled the Sarason's type theorem, a
reformulation of the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion for Wiener-Hopf plus Han-
kel operators with almost periodi symbols in terms of the value of the mean motion of
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the Fourier symbol of the operator is presented. Moreover, we generalize this last result
by providing an invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel opera-
tors with almost periodi Fourier symbols without the assumption on the orresponding
fatorization of the Fourier symbol of the operator, being this also possible due to the
Sarason's type theorem. In a seond part of this hapter, we onsider Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols ating between Lp Lebesgue spaes
(1 < p < ∞). Having by motivation the Duduhava-Saginashvili's theorem, we ahieve a
generalization of the Sarason's type theorem, the so-alled Duduhava-Saginashvili's type
theorem. The fundamental key to reah this result is the ∆relation after extension be-
tween the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator and the Wiener-Hopf operator. All the results
mentioned above mean a haraterization of the Fredholm property, and one-sided invert-
ibility of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators, based on the mean motions and geometri
mean values of the almost periodi representatives of the Fourier symbols at minus and
plus innity. We end up this hapter with a setion devoted to the Fredholm index of
the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators under study in this hapter. In the rst ase where the
operators are onsidered ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes, a Fredholm index formula is
derived in terms of the winding number of the Fourier symbols of the operators, while in
the seond ase where we onsider the operators ating between Lp Lebesgue spaes, the
Fredholm index formula is given in terms of the winding number of ontinuous funtions
onstruted from the Fourier symbols of the operators. Additionally, in the ase of Wiener-
-Hopf-Hankel operators ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes, onditions for the invertibility
of these operators are also obtained.
Chapter 5 presents a riterion for the semi-Fredholm property and for the one-sided
invertibility of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi Fourier sym-
bols, ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes. This riterion is also obtained upon the use of the
∆relation after extension and, in virtue of the nature of pieewise almost periodi fun-
tions, it is based on the mean motions and geometri mean values of the almost periodi
representatives of the Fourier symbols as well as on the disontinuities of ertain auxil-
iary funtions. After established the one-sided invertibility and semi-Fredholm riteria, we
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obtain a formula for the sum of the Fredholm indies of the Wiener-Hopf plus and minus
Hankel operators. Sine in this hapter we are dealing with operators having disontinuous
symbols, the Fredholm index formula is also interpreted upon dierent ases of symmetries
of the disontinuities of the Fourier symbols. In order to exemplify the simpliation that
ours in the Fredholm index formula due to the symmetries of the disontinuities of the
Fourier symbol, several examples are presented. Finally, the (both-sided) invertibility of
the operators in study is also disussed.
In the last hapter, motivated by a result due to R. G. Babadzhanyan and V. S. Ra-
binovih that settles the (one-sided and both-sided) invertibility and the semi-Fredholm
property of Wiener-Hopf operators with matrix APW Fourier symbols having Hausdor
sets bounded away from zero, we derive a generalization of the invertibility and semi-
-Fredholm riteria obtained in Chapter 3. Here, we onsider Wiener-Hopf-Hankel opera-
tors ating in L2 Lebesgue spaes with matrix APW Fourier symbols having a partiular
Hausdor set bounded away from zero and obtain for these operators an invertibility and
semi-Fredholm riteria. Similarly to the result obtained in Theorem 3.2.1, the invertibility
and semi-Fredholm riteria here presented is given in terms of the mean motion, in this
ase, depending on a partiular Hausdor set bounded away from zero (instead of the mean
motion of the Fourier symbol of the operator as in Theorem 3.2.1).
As far as the author knows, the results presented in this thesis are new. Most of the
material is published or aepted for publiation in journals or onferene proeedings
[58, 59, 60, 61℄, and the material whih is not published or aepted for publiation is
submitted for publiation in journals [17, 57℄. Auxiliary results of other authors inluded
in the text are properly referred to.
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Chapter 1
Convolution Type Operators
The study of relations between dierent lasses of operators is an important subjet
in Operator Theory sine, in partiular, it allows the transfer of properties from one lass
of operators to the other ones. Due to this transfer of properties and in order to ahieve
the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riteria presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6, the main
purpose of this hapter is the study of some relations between some lasses of onvolution
type operators. In rst plae, we present a multipliative relation between Wiener-Hopf
plus Hankel operators (whih in fat is a orresponding result for Wiener-Hopf plus Han-
kel operators of the well-known result for the Wiener-Hopf operators). In seond plae,
it is exhibited a relation between Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators and Wiener-Hopf
operators (based on Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel and paired operators). This relation will
perform a signiant role in the obtainment of several results beause it allows to study
the regularity properties of Wiener-Hopf operators, and then transfer the regularity prop-
erties to Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators. Finally, in what onerns to relations between
onvolution type operators, sine Wiener-Hopf and Toeplitz operators in Hilbert spaes
are equivalent operators, it is also presented a way to relate Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators
with Toeplitz-Hankel operators. Here and in what follows, we will simply all Wiener-
-Hopf-Hankel operators to both Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel, and Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel
operators (f. also [49, 52, 74℄). Similarly, by Toeplitz-Hankel operators we mean both
1
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Toeplitz plus Hankel, and Toeplitz minus Hankel operators. Using equivalene relations
between Wiener-Hopf-Hankel and Toeplitz-Hankel operators, we end up this hapter by
deriving neessary onditions for the semi-Fredholm property of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel op-
erators.
Before presenting the results mentioned above, we will rst introdue the formal de-
nitions of the operators under study as well as some of the notation that will be used
throughout this thesis.
1.1 Some denitions, notations, and historial notes
Let Ω be an open set of R. For 1 ≤ p < ∞, Lp(Ω) represents the Banah spae of
Lebesgue measurable omplex-valued funtions ϕ on Ω suh that |ϕ|p is integrable. This
spae is endowed with the norm
‖ϕ‖Lp(Ω) :=
(∫
Ω
|ϕ(η)|pdη
) 1
p
. (1.1.1)
Furthermore, let Lp+(R) denote the subspae of L
p(R) formed by all the funtions supported
in the losure of R+ := (0,+∞), and Lp−(R) represent the subspae of Lp(R) formed by
all the funtions supported in the losure of R− := (−∞, 0). We will use the anonial
projetors P+ and P− that map Lp(R) onto L
p
+(R), and L
p(R) onto Lp−(R), respetively.
Considering r+ being the restrition operator from L
p(R) into Lp(R+) and ℓ0 the zero
extension operator from Lp(R+) into L
p(R), we have
P+ = ℓ0r+. (1.1.2)
Consider also L∞(Ω) as the Banah spae of Lebesgue measurable and essentially bounded
(omplex-valued) funtions on Ω. The norm in L∞(Ω) is given by
‖φ‖L∞(Ω) := ess sup |φ(η)|, (1.1.3)
where
ess sup |φ(η)| := inf{α : |{η ∈ Ω : |φ(η)| > α}| = 0}. (1.1.4)
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For the ase of Lebesgue spaes dened on the unit irle T := {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}, let
Lp(T) (1 ≤ p < ∞) stand for the Banah spae of Lebesgue measurable omplex-valued
funtions ϕ on T suh that |ϕ|p is integrable. The norm in Lp(T) is given by
‖ϕ‖Lp(T) := 1
2π
(∫ 2π
0
|ϕ(eiθ)|pdθ
) 1
p
. (1.1.5)
Moreover, let L∞(T) denote the Banah spae of Lebesgue measurable and essentially
bounded (omplex-valued) funtions dened on T. L∞(T) is endowed with the essential
supremum norm
‖φ‖L∞(T) := ess sup |φ(η)|, (1.1.6)
where, in this ase,
ess sup |φ(η)| := inf{α : |{η ∈ T : |φ(η)| > α}| = 0}. (1.1.7)
Let F denote the Fourier transformation dened in the Shwartz spae S(R) of rapidly
dereasing funtions on R by
Fϕ(ξ) :=
∫
R
eiξηϕ(η) dη, ξ ∈ R , (1.1.8)
and let F−1 denote the inverse of the Fourier transformation F , also dened on S(R),
given by
F−1ψ(η) := 1
2π
∫
R
e−iξηψ(ξ) dξ, η ∈ R . (1.1.9)
A onvolution operator is dened by
Cϕ(ξ) := (K ∗ ϕ)(ξ) =
∫
R
K(ξ − η)ϕ(η) dη, ξ ∈ R, (1.1.10)
where K is alled the onvolution kernel of C. Convolution operators may be onsidered
ating in several funtions spaes as well as their onvolution kernels that may also be
onsidered in dierent funtions spaes. For instane, we may onsider the onvolution
operator C ating in L1(R) with K ∈ L1(R). The onvolution operator C an be written in
the form
C = F−1φC · F , (1.1.11)
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with φC = FK. From this, we see why φC is alled the Fourier symbol of the onvolution
operator C. If in (1.1.10) instead of R we onsider the open set Ω ⊂ R, then we obtain a
onvolution type operator
Aϕ(ξ) := (K ∗ ϕ)(ξ) =
∫
Ω
K(ξ − η)ϕ(η) dη, ξ ∈ Ω. (1.1.12)
The probably best known onvolution type operators are the Wiener-Hopf operators
ating between Lebesgue spaes on the half-line. We reall that the name Wiener-Hopf
operators is due to the initial work of N. Wiener and E. Hopf in 1931 [76℄ where a reasoning
to solve integral equations whose kernels depend only on the dierene of the arguments
was provided:
cf(x) +
∫ +∞
0
k(x− y)f(y)dy = g(x), x ∈ R+ , (1.1.13)
i.e. the so-alled integral Wiener-Hopf equations. Here c ∈ C, k ∈ L1(R) and f, g ∈ L2(R+),
where c and k are xed, g is given and f is the unknown element.
From those Wiener-Hopf equations arise the (lassial) Wiener-Hopf operators dened
by
Wφf(x) = cf(x) +
∫ +∞
0
k(x− y)f(y)dy , x ∈ R+ , (1.1.14)
where φ = c+ Fk belongs to the Wiener algebra. The Wiener algebra is dened by
W := {φ : φ = c+ Fk, c ∈ C, k ∈ L1(R)} (1.1.15)
and it is a Banah algebra when endowed with the norm
‖c+ Fk‖W := |c|+ ‖k‖L1(R) (1.1.16)
and the usual multipliation operation. The Wiener algebra is a subalgebra of L∞(R).
Having in mind the onvolution operation, the denition of the lassial Wiener-Hopf
operators gives rise to the following representation of the Wiener-Hopf operators
Wφ := r+F−1φ · F : L2+(R)→ L2(R+) . (1.1.17)
Making use of the anonial projetor on L2+(R), the Wiener-Hopf operators on L
2
+(R)
may also be written in the form
P+A = ℓ0r+F−1φ · F : L2+(R)→ L2+(R) , (1.1.18)
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where A is the translation invariant operator F−1φ · F . Looking now to the struture of
the operators in (1.1.17) and (1.1.18), we reognize that possibilities other than only the
Wiener algebra an be onsidered for the so-alled Fourier symbols φ of the Wiener-Hopf
operators. Namely, we may onsider to hoose φ among the L∞(R) elements.
Within the ontext of (1.1.13) and (1.1.14), the Hankel integral operators have the form
Hf(x) =
∫ +∞
0
k(x+ y)f(y)dy , x ∈ R+ (1.1.19)
for some k ∈ L1(R). In this ase, it is well-known that H , as an operator dened between
L2 spaes, is a ompat operator. However, as seen above, it is also possible to provide a
rigorous meaning to the expression (1.1.19) when the kernel k is a temperate distribution
whose Fourier transform belongs to L∞(R). In suh ase, Hankel operators admit the
representation
Hφ := r+F−1φ · FJ : L2+(R)→ L2(R+) . (1.1.20)
Here and in what follows, J is the reetion operator on R given by the rule
Jϕ(x) = ϕ˜(x) = ϕ(−x), x ∈ R . (1.1.21)
Like in (1.1.18), we may write Hankel operators on L2+(R) as
P+AJ = ℓ0r+F−1φ · FJ : L2+(R)→ L2+(R) , (1.1.22)
being A = F−1φ · F . We would like to mention that the disrete analogue of H has its
roots in the year of 1861 with the Ph.D. thesis of H. Hankel [39℄. There the study of
nite matries with entries depending only on the sum of the oordinates was proposed.
Determinants of innite omplex matries with entries dened by ajk = aj+k (for j, k ≥ 0,
and where a = {aj}j≥0 is a sequene of omplex numbers) were also studied. For these
(innite) Hankel matries, one of the rst main results was obtained by L. Kroneker in
1881 [47℄ when haraterizing the Hankel matries of nite rank as the ones that have
orresponding power series, a(z) =
∞∑
j=0
aj z
j
, whih are rational funtions. In 1906, D.
Hilbert proved that the operator (indued by the famous Hilbert matrix),
H : ℓ2 → ℓ2 , {bj}j≥0 7→
{ ∞∑
k=0
bk
j + k + 1
}
j≥0
, (1.1.23)
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is bounded on the spae ℓ2 of all innite sequenes {ξi}∞i=1 suh that
∞∑
i=1
|ξi|2 <∞. This
result may be viewed as the origin of (disrete) Hankel operators, as natural objets arising
from Hankel matries. Later on, in 1957, Z. Nehari presented a haraterization of bounded
Hankel operators on ℓ2 [55℄. Due to the importane of suh haraterization, we may say
that it marks the beginning of the ontemporary period of the study of Hankel operators.
After a brief note on the origins of Wiener-Hopf and Hankel operators and before
present the denition of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators andWiener-Hopf minus Hankel
operators, let us reall the denition of Fourier multiplier on Lp(R).
A funtion φ ∈ L∞(R) is alled a Fourier multiplier on Lp(R) if the operator F−1φ · F ,
ating on L2(R) ∩ Lp(R), extends by ontinuity to a bounded operator on Lp(R). The set
of all Fourier multipliers on Lp(R) is denoted by Mp(R) and it is a Banah algebra when
endowed with the norm
‖φ‖Mp(R) := ‖F−1φ · F‖L(Lp(R)) (1.1.24)
and pointwise multipliation. Further, the set of all Fourier multipliers on L2(R) oinides
with L∞(R), i.e.,
M2(R) = L∞(R). (1.1.25)
We are now in position to present the main objets of this thesis - the Wiener-Hopf
plus Hankel operators and the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators. As the names sug-
gest, these operators result from ombinations between Wiener-Hopf and Hankel operators.
Combinations of suh kind appear for the rst time in 1979 in the lassial work of S. Power
[62℄, where a study of the spetra and essential spetra of Hankel operators was presented
by investigating the C∗algebra generated by Toeplitz and Hankel operators (in the two
ases of pieewise ontinuous symbols and almost periodi symbols). Although in the ma-
jor part of this thesis we will onsider operators ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes, we will
now dene Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators and Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators
ating between Lp Lebesgue spaes.
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For φ ∈ Mp(R), let Wφ and Hφ be the Wiener-Hopf and Hankel operators dened by
Wφ := r+F−1φ · F : Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+) (1.1.26)
Hφ := r+F−1φ · FJ : Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+), (1.1.27)
respetively. The Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator is given by
(W+H)φ := Wφ +Hφ : L
p
+(R)→ Lp(R+), (1.1.28)
and the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator is dened by
(W−H)φ := Wφ −Hφ : Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+). (1.1.29)
For a Banah spae Z, let IZ represent the identity operator on Z. Aording to (1.1.26),
(1.1.27) and (1.1.28), we have
(W+H)φ = r+(F−1φ · F + F−1φ · FJ) = r+F−1φ · F(ILp+(R) + J). (1.1.30)
Furthermore, sine
ILp+(R) + J = ℓ
er+ , (1.1.31)
where ℓe denotes the even extension operator from Lp(R+) into L
p(R), we may write the
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator as
(W+H)φ = r+F−1φ · Fℓer+ . (1.1.32)
Combining now (1.1.26), (1.1.27) and (1.1.29), we have
(W−H)φ = r+(F−1φ · F − F−1φ · FJ) = r+F−1φ · F(ILp+(R) − J). (1.1.33)
Denoting by ℓo the odd extension operator from Lp(R+) into L
p(R), it follows that
ILp+(R) − J = ℓor+ . (1.1.34)
In this way, we may write the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator as
(W−H)φ = r+F−1φ · Fℓor+ . (1.1.35)
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From (1.1.32) and (1.1.35), we observe that Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators may be written
as onvolution type operators with symmetry. Notie that onvolution type operators with
symmetry (CTOS) are operators of the form
T = r+Al
c : Lp(R+)→ Lp(R+) , (1.1.36)
where A = F−1φ · F : Lp(R)→ Lp(R) is a translation invariant operator and supposed to
be bounded invertible, and ℓc denotes even or odd extension as a ontinuous operator from
Lp(R+) into L
p(R). CTOS may also be onsidered in Bessel potential spaes. Operators
of this type were rst studied in [51℄ and then in [22℄.
1.2 Regularity properties
Let X and Y be two Banah spaes and onsider T ∈ L(X, Y ). The kernel KerT and
the image ImT of the operator T are dened by
KerT := {x ∈ X : Tx = 0}, ImT := {Tx : x ∈ X}. (1.2.37)
KerT and ImT are linear subspaes of X and Y , respetively. Moreover, KerT is a losed
subspae. If ImT is also a losed subspae, the operator T is said to be normally solvable.
In this ase, the okernel of T is dened as
CokerT := Y/ImT. (1.2.38)
For a normally solvable operator T , the deieny numbers of T are dened as
n(T ) := dimKerT, d(T ) := dimCoker T. (1.2.39)
Conerning the kernel of T , it holds that KerT satises (at least) one of the following
onditions:
(1) n(T ) = 0;
(2) n(T ) <∞;
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(3) KerT is omplementable in X;
(4) or KerT is losed in X.
A similar haraterization an be done for the image of T , that is, ImT satises (at least)
one of the following onditions:
(i) d(T ) = 0;
(ii) d(T ) <∞;
(iii) ImT is omplementable in Y ;
(iv) or ImT is losed in Y .
Combining these properties onerning to the kernel of T with the properties referring to
the image of T , we obtain several lasses that are alled regularity lasses [16, 18, 73℄. In
what follows, we will dene some of these regularity lasses.
The operator T is said to be a Fredholm operator if it is normally solvable and n(T )
and d(T ) are nite. In this ase, the Fredholm index of T is dened by
Ind T := n(T )− d(T ). (1.2.40)
The operator T is said to be a semi-Fredholm operator if it is normally solvable and at
least one of the deieny numbers n(T ) and d(T ) is nite. A semi-Fredholm operator
is said to be n-normal if n(T ) is nite, and d-normal if d(T ) is nite. In the ase where
only one of the deieny numbers is nite, the operator T is said to be a properly semi-
-Fredholm operator. In this ase, the operator T is said to be properly n-normal if n(T )
is nite and d(T ) is innite, and properly d-normal if d(T ) is nite and n(T ) is innite.
For semi-Fredholm operators, the index formula (1.2.40) is also well-dened. In partiular,
for properly semi-Fredholm operators, we have IndT = −∞ if T is properly n-normal and
IndT = +∞ if T is properly d-normal.
We point out that in German and Russian literature, (semi-)Fredholm operators are
often alled (semi-)Noether operators. This is due to the pioneering work [56℄ of F. Noether
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who was the rst to disover that singular integral operators with nonvanishing ontinuous
symbols are normally solvable, and have nite kernel and okernel dimensions.
Still onerning to semi-Fredholm operators, we present next a property about the
index of these operators whih will be used later on.
Theorem 1.2.1. (f. [35, 6.7℄) If T ∈ L(X, Y ) is a Fredholm operator (resp. properly
n-normal, properly d-normal), then there exists a number δ > 0 suh that, for all operators
M ∈ L(X, Y ) with ‖M‖ < δ, A +M ∈ L(X, Y ) is a Fredholm operator (resp. properly
n-normal, properly d-normal) and Ind (A +M) = IndA.
We end up this setion by introduing the denition of reexive generalized invertibil-
ity. As we will see in a moment, it is possible to haraterize the regularity lass of all
operators T suh that KerT is a omplementable subspae of X and ImT is a losed and
omplementable subspae of Y in terms of the reexive generalized invertibility of T .
Let T : X → Y be a bounded linear operator ating between Banah spaes. T is said
to be reexive generalized invertible if there exists a bounded linear operator T− : Y → X
suh that
T T−T = T and T−T T− = T−. (1.2.41)
In this ase, the operator T− is referred to as the reexive generalized inverse (or pseudoin-
verse) of T . From the denition of reexive generalized invertible operator, it follows that
a linear bounded one-sided or two-sided invertible operator is also a reexive generalized
invertible operator and one of its reexive generalized inverses is the one-sided or two-sided
inverse, respetively. In general, reexive generalized inverses are not unique. However, in
the ase where T is invertible, the reexive generalized inverses are unique and oinide
with the inverse of T .
Finally, and about the haraterization (mentioned above) of the regularity lass of all
operators T suh that KerT is a omplementable subspae of X and ImT is a losed and
omplementable subspae of Y , we have the following: T is reexive generalized invertible
if and only if KerT is a omplementable subspae of X and ImT is a losed and omple-
mentable subspae of Y . From this result, it holds that eah Fredholm operator is reexive
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generalized invertible.
1.3 Relations between onvolution type operators
1.3.1 Relations between bounded linear operators
In what follows, onsider T : X1 → X2 and S : Y1 → Y2 two bounded linear operators
ating between Banah spaes.
The operators T and S are said to be equivalent, and we will denote this by T ∼ S, if
there are two boundedly invertible linear operators, E : Y2 → X2 and F : X1 → Y1, suh
that
T = E S F. (1.3.42)
It diretly follows from (1.3.42) that if two operators are equivalent, then they belong to
the same regularity lass. Namely, one of these operators is invertible, one-sided invertible,
Fredholm, (properly) n-normal, (properly) d-normal or normally solvable, if and only if
the other operator enjoys the same property.
An operator relation that generalizes the operator equivalene relation is the equivalene
after extension relation. The operators T and S are said to be equivalent after extension,
and we will denote this by T
∗∼ S, if there exist two Banah spaes W and Z suh that
T ⊕ IW and S ⊕ IZ are equivalent operators, i.e.,T 0
0 IW
 = E
S 0
0 IZ
F, (1.3.43)
for invertible bounded linear operators E : Y2 × Z → X2 ×W and F : X1 ×W → Y1 × Z.
As we an easily see, the operator equivalene relation orresponds to the ase where the
extension spaes W and Z are hosen to be the trivial spae (in the equivalene after
extension relation). Like in the equivalene ase, two equivalent after extension operators
belong to the same regularity lass.
Another known relation between bounded linear operators is the matriial oupling.
We say that T and S are matriially oupled if they an be dilated to invertible bounded
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linear operators T T2
T1 T0
 : X1 × Y2 → X2 × Y1 , (1.3.44)
S0 S1
S2 S
 : X2 × Y1 → X1 × Y2 (1.3.45)
suh that T T2
T1 T0
−1 =
S0 S1
S2 S
 . (1.3.46)
In [3℄, H. Bart, I. Gohberg, and M. A. Kaashoek proved that matriial oupling implies
equivalene after extension. Later on, in [4℄, H. Bart and V. E. Tsekanovshii proved that
the onverse is also true, and therefore, matriial oupling and equivalene after extension
amount to the same. That is to say that two operators ating between Banah spaes are
equivalent after extension if and only if they are matriially oupled.
Conerning additional operators relations, we nd the ∆relation and the ∆relation
after extension that were introdued by L. P. Castro and F.-O. Spek in [15, 18℄. In regard
to the ∆relation, that an be viewed as a generalization of the equivalene relation, we
say that T is ∆related with S if there is a bounded linear operator ating between Banah
spaes T∆ : X1∆ → X2∆ and two invertible bounded linear operators E : Y2 → X2 ×X2∆
and F : X1 ×X1∆ → Y1 suh that T 0
0 T∆
 = ESF. (1.3.47)
As we an see here, in general the extension is not made with the identity operator, like
in the equivalene after extension relation (f. (1.3.43)), but with a third new operator
T∆. Therefore, due to the presene of three operators, T , T∆ and S, the relation (1.3.47)
is alled ∆relation.
In its turn, the ∆relation after extension appears a generalization of the ∆relation.
Thus, T is said to be ∆related after extension with S if there is a bounded linear operator
ating between Banah spaes T∆ : X1∆ → X2∆, a Banah spae Z and invertible bounded
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linear operators E : Y2 × Z → X2 ×X2∆ and F : X1 ×X1∆ → Y1 × Z suh thatT 0
0 T∆
 = E
S 0
0 IZ
F. (1.3.48)
From (1.3.47) and (1.3.48) it follows that if we have T being ∆related with S or T being
∆related after extension with S, then the transfer of regularity properties an only be
guaranteed in one diretion, that is, from operator S to operator T , as stated in [18,
Theorem 2.1℄. It is lear that this restrition ours only here and in ontrast to what
happens with the transfer of regularity properties between two equivalent (after extension)
operators, where the transfer an be done in both diretions.
1.3.2 Fatorization of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators
In order to obtain invertibility and semi-Fredholm riteria for Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel
operators with almost periodi Fourier symbols, and ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes,
we need a fatorization theory for these operators. In this sense, in what follows, we
will onsider Wiener-Hopf, Hankel and Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators ating between L2
Lebesgue spaes. We point out that similar results hold true for operators ating between
Lp Lebesgue spaes.
We will start by realling two well-known relations between Wiener-Hopf and Hankel
operators that arise from the Wiener-Hopf and Hankel operator theory.
Proposition 1.3.1. ([12, Proposition 2.10℄,[75℄) Let φ, ϕ ∈ L∞(R). Then
Wφϕ = Wφ ℓ0Wϕ +Hφ ℓ0Heϕ, (1.3.49)
Hφϕ = Wφ ℓ0Hϕ +Hφ ℓ0Weϕ. (1.3.50)
Proof. Taking into aount that
IL2(R) = P+ + P− = P+ + P−JJP− (1.3.51)
and
P−J = JP+ , JP− = P+J, (1.3.52)
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it holds
IL2(R) = P+ + JP+P+J = P+ + JP+J. (1.3.53)
Therefore, it follows
Wφϕ = r+F−1(φϕ) · F
= r+F−1φ · FF−1ϕ · F
= r+F−1φ · F(P+ + JP+J)F−1ϕ · F
= r+F−1φ · FP+F−1ϕ · F + r+F−1φ · FJP+JF−1ϕ · F
= r+F−1φ · F ℓ0 r+F−1ϕ · F + r+F−1φ · FJ ℓ0 r+F−1ϕ˜ · FJ
= Wφ ℓ0Wϕ +Hφ ℓ0Heϕ (1.3.54)
and
Hφϕ = r+F−1(φϕ) · FJ
= r+F−1φ · FF−1ϕ · FJ
= r+F−1φ · F(P+ + JP+J)F−1ϕ · FJ
= r+F−1φ · FP+F−1ϕ · FJ + r+F−1φ · FJP+JF−1ϕ · FJ
= r+F−1φ · F ℓ0 r+F−1ϕ · FJ + r+F−1φ · FJ ℓ0 r+F−1ϕ˜ · F
= Wφ ℓ0Hϕ +Hφ ℓ0Weϕ. (1.3.55)
Having in mind Proposition 1.3.1 and thinking on the lass of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel
operators, it is natural to expet a orresponding formula for this lass of operators. In
fat, for Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators also holds an analogue of formula (1.3.49) like
it is stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.3.2. Let φ, ϕ ∈ L∞(R). Then
(W+H)φϕ = (W+H)φ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ +Hφ ℓ0 (W+H)eϕ−ϕ . (1.3.56)
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Proof. Adding (1.3.49) and (1.3.50), we obtain
(W+H)φϕ = Wφ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ +Hφ ℓ0 (W+H)eϕ. (1.3.57)
Adding and subtrating Hφ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ on the right-hand side of the last identity, it holds
(W+H)φϕ = (W+H)φ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ +Hφ ℓ0 (W+H)eϕ−ϕ. (1.3.58)
Let C+ := {z ∈ C : ℑmz > 0} and C− := {z ∈ C : ℑmz < 0}. As usual, let H∞(C±)
denote the set of all bounded and analyti funtions in C±. Fatou's Theorem asserts
that funtions in H∞(C±) have non-tangential limits on R = ∂C± almost everywhere.
In this sense, let H∞± (R) be the set of all funtions in L
∞(R) that are non-tangential
limits of elements in H∞(C±). H∞+ (R) and H
∞
− (R) are losed subalgebras of L
∞(R). For
0 < p < ∞, Hp(C±) denote the set of all funtions φ whih are analyti in C± and suh
that
sup
±y>0
∫
R
|φ(x+ iy)|p dy <∞ . (1.3.59)
Like in the ase of H∞(C±), by Fatou's theorem, it also holds that funtions in Hp(C±)
have non-tangential limits almost everywhere on R. The set of all these non-tangential
funtions is denoted by Hp±(R). For 1 < p <∞, Hp±(R) is a losed subspae of Lp(R).
It is well-known that:
if φ ∈ H∞+ (R), then Heφ = 0; (1.3.60)
if φ ∈ H∞− (R), then Hφ = 0. (1.3.61)
These two simple fats are very important in the theory of Wiener-Hopf operators. Namely,
it is possible to fatorize the Wiener-Hopf operator if its Fourier symbol admits a fator-
ization where the left fator belongs to H∞− (R) and the right fator belongs to H
∞
+ (R).
Proposition 1.3.3. [14, 9.5℄ If ϕ± ∈ H∞± (R) and ψ ∈ L∞(R), then
Wϕ− ψ ϕ+ = Wϕ− ℓ0Wψ ℓ0Wϕ+ . (1.3.62)
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Proof. The result is a diret onsequene of (1.3.49), (1.3.60) and (1.3.61).
With a onvenient hange, it is possible to onstrut for Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel
operators a orresponding result as the previous one for Wiener-Hopf operators. Due to
(1.3.56), if we onsider φ ∈ H∞− (R) or ϕ being an even funtion belonging to L∞(R), then
we obtain a fatorization of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator
(W+H)φϕ = (W+H)φ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ . (1.3.63)
This means that in the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel ase we may fatorize the operator on
the left if the left fator belongs to H∞− (R) and on the right if the right fator is an even
funtion belonging to L∞(R).
Proposition 1.3.4. Let φ, ψ, ϕ ∈ L∞(R). If φ ∈ H∞− (R) and ϕ = ϕ˜, then the following
operator fatorization takes plae:
(W+H)φψ ϕ = (W+H)φ ℓ0 (W+H)ψ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ (1.3.64)
= Wφ ℓ0 (W+H)ψ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ. (1.3.65)
Proof. From the hypothesis φ ∈ H∞− (R), we may apply the already presented fatorization
of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators, see (1.3.63). Thus
(W+H)φ ψ ϕ = (W+H)φ ℓ0 (W+H)ψϕ. (1.3.66)
In addition, sine ϕ = ϕ˜, it also follows from (1.3.63) that
(W+H)ψϕ = (W+H)ψ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ. (1.3.67)
From (1.3.66) and (1.3.67), we have that
(W+H)φψ ϕ = (W+H)φ ℓ0 (W+H)ψ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ. (1.3.68)
Sine φ ∈ H∞− (R), we have Hφ = 0 and onsequently (W+H)φ = Wφ. Finally, it follows
from (1.3.68) that
(W+H)φψ ϕ = Wφ ℓ0 (W+H)ψ ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ. (1.3.69)
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From (1.3.63) we have that if the symbol of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator is
fatorized in suh a way that the right fator is an even funtion belonging to L∞(R), this
leads to a fatorization of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator, where a Wiener Hopf
plus Hankel operator with an even symbol appears. Due to the multipliative relation
for Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators (1.3.63), we onlude that the Wiener Hopf plus
Hankel operator with an even symbol is an invertible operator. So, we end this setion
with this result. Here and in what follows, we will use the notation GB for the group of
all invertible elements of a Banah algebra B. We point out that GB is an open subset of
B and is a group with respet to the multipliation on B.
Proposition 1.3.5. If φe ∈ GL∞(R) and φ˜e = φe, then (W +H)φe is invertible and its
inverse is the operator
ℓ0 (W+H)φ−1e ℓ0 : L
2(R+)→ L2+(R). (1.3.70)
Proof. On the one hand, we have
(W+H)φe·φ−1e ℓ0 = (W+H)1 ℓ0 = W1 ℓ0 = IL2(R+). (1.3.71)
On the other hand, sine φe ∈ GL∞(R)) and φ˜e = φe, then φ˜−1e = φ−1e and therefore we
may apply the fatorization of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators (1.3.63). So we have
(W+H)φe·φ−1e = (W+H)φe ℓ0 (W+H)φ−1e . (1.3.72)
Thus, ombining (1.3.71) and (1.3.72), we get that
(W+H)φe ℓ0 (W+H)φ−1e ℓ0 = IL2(R+). (1.3.73)
In the same way, we obtain that
ℓ0 (W+H)φ−1e ℓ0 (W+H)φe = IL2+(R). (1.3.74)
Therefore, (1.3.73)(1.3.74) show that (W+H)φe is invertible and its inverse is
ℓ0 (W+H)φ−1e ℓ0 : L
2(R+)→ L2+(R). (1.3.75)
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A similar result of Proposition 1.3.5 for Toeplitz plus Hankel operators is known in [5,
Corollary 2.3℄.
Remark 1.3.6. We would like to stress that for Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators
we obtain an analogue of Proposition 1.3.2 and due to this we reah a similar result of
Proposition 1.3.4. That is, for φ, ϕ ∈ L∞(R), we have
(W−H)φϕ = (W−H)φ ℓ0 (W−H)ϕ +Hφ ℓ0 (W−H)ϕ−eϕ , (1.3.76)
and, onsidering φ, ϕ ∈ L∞(R) suh that φ ∈ H∞− (R) or ϕ = ϕ˜, we obtain a similar formula
as in (1.3.63) for the fatorization of the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator:
(W−H)φϕ = (W−H)φ ℓ0 (W−H)ϕ . (1.3.77)
From here, it follows that, for φ, ψ, ϕ ∈ L∞(R), if φ ∈ H∞− (R) and ϕ = ϕ˜, then
(W−H)φψ ϕ = (W−H)φ ℓ0 (W−H)ψ ℓ0 (W−H)ϕ (1.3.78)
= Wφ ℓ0 (W−H)ψ ℓ0 (W−H)ϕ. (1.3.79)
1.3.3 Relation between Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators and
Wiener-Hopf operators
Following the spirit of the Gohberg-Krupnik-Litvinhuk identity (f. [15, 43, 46, 48, 64℄),
we will desribe a relation between Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators and Wiener-Hopf
operators. Suh relation is also based on Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel and paired opera-
tors, and it will be very important in the obtainment of the Sarason's type theorem, the
Duduhava-Saginashvili's type theorem, and the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riteria
for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi symbols and for matrix
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with good Hausdor sets (to be presented later).
The results presented ahead are obtained for the general ase of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators ating in Lp Lebesgue spaes. In partiular, these results hold true in the ase
where we onsider Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators ating in L2 Lebesgue spaes. Please
reall that, in this partiular ase, we have M2(R) = L∞(R).
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Lemma 1.3.7. (f. [15, Example 5.2.9℄, [18℄) Let φ ∈ GMp(R). The Wiener-Hopf plus
Hankel operator
(W+H)φ : L
p
+(R)→ Lp(R+) (1.3.80)
is ∆related after extension with the Wiener-Hopf operator
W
φgφ−1
: Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+). (1.3.81)
Proof. Extending (W+H)φ on the left by the zero extension operator ℓ0 : L
p(R+)→ Lp+(R),
we obtain
(W+H)φ ∼ ℓ0(W+H)φ : Lp+(R)→ Lp+(R). (1.3.82)
After this, we will extend
ℓ0(W+H)φ = P+F−1(φ ·+φ · J)F|P+Lp(R) (1.3.83)
to the full Lp(R) spae by using the identity in Lp−(R). Next we will extend the obtained
operator to [Lp(R)]2 with the help of the auxiliar paired operator
Tφ = F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ + P− : Lp(R)→ Lp(R) . (1.3.84)
Altogether, we have

ℓ0(W+H)φ 0 0
0 IP−Lp(R) 0
0 0 Tφ
 = E1WΦF1 (1.3.85)
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with
E1 =
1
2
ILp(R) J
ILp(R) −J
 , (1.3.86)
F1 =
ILp(R) ILp(R)
J −J
ILp(R) − P−F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ 0
0 ILp(R)
 , (1.3.87)
WΦ =
F−1φ · F 0
F−1φ˜ · F 1
P+ +
1 F−1φ · F
0 F−1φ˜ · F
P−
=
1 F−1φ · F
0 F−1φ˜ · F
 (F−1Ψ · FP+ + P−)
=
1 F−1φ · F
0 F−1φ˜ · F
 (P+F−1Ψ · FP+ + P−)(I[Lp(R)]2 + P−F−1Ψ · FP+), (1.3.88)
where in the last denition of operator WΦ we are using P± dened in [Lp(R)]2 and
Ψ :=
0 −φφ˜−1
1 φ˜−1
 . (1.3.89)
We point out that the paired operator
I[Lp(R)]2 + P−F−1Ψ · FP+ : [Lp(R)]2 → [Lp(R)]2 (1.3.90)
used above is an invertible operator with inverse given by
I[Lp(R)]2 − P−F−1Ψ · FP+ : [Lp(R)]2 → [Lp(R)]2. (1.3.91)
Therefore, we have just expliitly demonstrated that (W+H)φ is ∆related after extension
with
WΨ := r+F−1Ψ · F : [Lp+(R)]2 → [Lp(R+)]2 . (1.3.92)
Furthermore, we haveWφgφ−1ℓ0 0
0 ILp(R+)
 = WΨℓ0r+F−1
φ˜−1 1
−1 0
Fℓ0 : [Lp(R+)]2 → [Lp(R+)]2 (1.3.93)
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whih shows an expliit equivalene after extension relation between W
φgφ−1
and WΨ. This
together with the ∆relation after extension between (W +H)φ and WΨ onludes the
proof.
Corollary 1.3.8. Let φ ∈ GMp(R). If the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
is invertible, left-
-invertible, right-invertible, Fredholm, n-normal, d-normal or normally solvable, then the
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W+H)φ has the same property as Wφgφ−1.
Proof. The result is a diret onsequene of the ∆relation after extension between the
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W + H)φ and the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφgφ−1 pre-
sented in Lemma 1.3.7, whih ensures that:
(i)
Im
(W+H)φ 0
0 Tφ

is losed if and only if ImW
φgφ−1
is losed; (1.3.94)
(ii)
(Lp(R+)× Lp(R)) \ Im
(W+H)φ 0
0 Tφ
 ≃ Lp(R+) \ ImWφgφ−1 ; (1.3.95)
(iii)
Ker
(W+H)φ 0
0 Tφ
 ≃ KerW
φgφ−1
. (1.3.96)
Sine we are also interested in the study of the Fredholm property of the Wiener-
-Hopf minus Hankel operators, we are also looking for a result that allow us the transfer
of regularity properties from the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
to the Wiener-Hopf minus
Hankel operator (W−H)φ, that is, a similar result of Corollary 1.3.8 for the Wiener-Hopf
minus Hankel ase. In fat, a result of suh kind is possible to obtain if we take into aount
the following operators relation.
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Proposition 1.3.9. Let φ ∈ GMp(R). The operator
Tφ = F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ + P− : Lp(R)→ Lp(R) (1.3.97)
is equivalent after extension to the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator
(W−H)φ : Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+). (1.3.98)
Proof. We start by observing that
Tφ = F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ + P− : Lp(R)→ Lp(R) (1.3.99)
and
P+F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ + P− : Lp(R)→ Lp(R) (1.3.100)
are equivalent operators:
Tφ =
(
P+F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ + P−
)(
ILp(R) + P−F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+
)
. (1.3.101)
In fat, this is the ase beause the operator
ILp(R) + P−F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ : Lp(R)→ Lp(R) (1.3.102)
used above is an invertible operator with inverse given by
ILp(R) − P−F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ : Lp(R)→ Lp(R). (1.3.103)
Attending now to the diret sum Lp(R) = Lp+(R) ⊕ Lp−(R), we may write the operator
P+F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ + P− : Lp(R)→ Lp(R) in the matrix formP+F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ 0
0 P−
 : Lp+(R)× Lp−(R)→ Lp+(R)× Lp−(R) . (1.3.104)
Using P− = IP−Lp(R) : L
p
−(R)→ Lp−(R), it follows that
P+F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ : Lp+(R)→ Lp+(R) (1.3.105)
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is equivalent after extension to P+F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ + P− : Lp(R) → Lp(R). Realling
that P+ = ℓ0r+, and taking into onsideration the spae where the operator P+F−1(φ ·−φ ·
J)FP+ is ating, we have
P+F−1(φ · −φ · J)FP+ = ℓ0r+F−1(φ · −φ · J)F : Lp+(R)→ Lp+(R). (1.3.106)
Finally, due to the fat that ℓ0 : L
p(R+)→ Lp+(R) is invertible, it follows that
ℓ0r+F−1(φ · −φ · J)F : Lp+(R)→ Lp+(R) (1.3.107)
is equivalent to
r+F−1(φ · −φ · J)F = (W−H)φ : Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+). (1.3.108)
Altogether, it holds
Tφ ∗∼ (W−H)φ , (1.3.109)
whih ompletes the proof.
After settling the equivalene after extension between the operators Tφ and (W−H)φ,
the transfer of regularity properties from the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
to the Wiener-
-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)φ follows as a orollary of Lemma 1.3.7.
Corollary 1.3.10. Let φ ∈ GMp(R). If the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
is invertible,
left-invertible, right-invertible, Fredholm, n-normal, d-normal or normally solvable, then
the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)φ has the same property as Wφgφ−1.
Proof. The assertion follows diretly from the ∆relation presented in Lemma 1.3.7 and
from Proposition 1.3.9.
1.3.4 Relation between Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators and
Toeplitz-Hankel operators
A relation between Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators and Toeplitz-Hankel operators ap-
pears in the obtainment of some results in Subsetions 4.1.3 and 5.2.1. Sine there we are
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dealing with Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes, in what
follows we will onsider operators ating in L2 Lebesgue spaes and H2 Hardy spaes.
Consider the Cauhy singular integral operator S on L2(R) given by
(Sϕ)(ξ) :=
1
πi
∫
R
ϕ(x)
x− ξ dx, ξ ∈ R, (1.3.110)
and the orthogonal projetion of L2(R) onto H2+(R)
P :=
1
2
(
IL2+(R) + S
)
: L2(R)→ L2(R). (1.3.111)
With the help of Fourier transformations, it is possible to relate P and P+ as follows:
P = FP+F−1. (1.3.112)
Let D+ := {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} and D− := {z ∈ C : |z| ≥ 1} ∪ {∞}. Analogously to the
denition of H∞(C±) presented in Setion 1.3.2, H∞(D±) denotes the set of all bounded
and analyti funtions in D±. Considering 1 ≤ p < ∞, Hp(D+) denotes the set of all
funtions φ whih are analyti in D+ and suh that
sup
r∈(0,1)
∫ 2π
0
|φ(reiθ)|p dθ <∞, (1.3.113)
and Hp(D−) denotes the set of all funtions φ(z) (z ∈ D−) for whih φ(1z ) is a funtion
in Hp(D+). For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and similarly to what happens in the ase of Hp(C±), by
a theorem of Fatou, we have that funtions in Hp(D±) have non-tangential limits almost
everywhere on the unit irle T (T = ∂D±). In this way, H
p
±(T) represents the set of all
funtions on T that are non-tangential limits of elements in Hp(D±). H
p
±(T) are losed
subspaes of Lp(T).
Let ST be the Cauhy singular integral operator on L
2(T) dened by
(STϕ)(t) :=
1
πi
∫
T
ϕ(τ)
τ − t dτ, t ∈ T. (1.3.114)
Consider also the orthogonal projetion of L2(T) onto H2+(T),
PT :=
1
2
(IL2(T) + ST) : L
2(T)→ L2(T). (1.3.115)
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For any ν ∈ L∞(T), we will onsider Toeplitz plus Hankel operators dened by
(T+H)ν := PTνPT + PTνJTPT : H
2
+(T)→ H2+(T) (1.3.116)
and Toeplitz minus Hankel operators dened by
(T−H)ν := PTνPT − PTνJTPT : H2+(T)→ H2+(T), (1.3.117)
where JT : θ(t)→ 1t θ
(
1
t
)
, t ∈ T, is the reetion operator on T.
The aim of this subsetion is the obtainment of a relation between Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators ating in L2 Lebesgue spaes dened on the real line and Toeplitz-Hankel op-
erators ating in H2 Hardy spaes dened on the unit irle. To obtain suh relation, we
will need to use some isomorphisms that allow us to pass from the real line to the unit
irle and vie-versa. Thus, let B0 be an isometri isomorphism from L
∞(R) onto L∞(T)
(as well as from H∞+ (R) onto H
∞
+ (T)) dened by
(B0φ)(t) := φ
(
i
1 + t
1− t
)
, t ∈ T\{1} (1.3.118)
and with inverse
(B−10 ψ)(x) := ψ
(
x− i
x+ i
)
, x ∈ R. (1.3.119)
Consider also the isometri isomorphism of L2(T) onto L2(R) (as well as of H2+(T) onto
H2+(R)) given by
(Bϕ)(x) :=
√
2
x+ i
ϕ
(
x− i
x+ i
)
, x ∈ R. (1.3.120)
The inverse of B is given by
(B−1ψ)(t) :=
i
√
2
1− tψ
(
i
1 + t
1− t
)
, t ∈ T\{1}. (1.3.121)
Additionally, it is also useful to observe that for any φ ∈ L∞(R) it holds
B−1φ ·B = (B0φ)IL2(R). (1.3.122)
Using now the isomorphism B and its inverse, we see how orthogonal projetions PT and
P , and reetion operators JT and J an be related:
PT = B
−1PB, (1.3.123)
JB = −BJT. (1.3.124)
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After all this bakground on spaes and operators, we are now in position to present
how Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators relate with Toeplitz-Hankel operators.
Lemma 1.3.11. Let φ ∈ L∞(R). The Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator
(W+H)φ : L
2
+(R)→ L2(R+) (1.3.125)
and the Toeplitz minus Hankel operator
(T−H)B0φ : H2+(T)→ H2+(T) (1.3.126)
are equivalent operators.
Proof. Aording to (1.1.30), we have that
(W+H)φ = r+F−1φ · F(IL2+(R) + J) : L2+(R)→ L2(R+). (1.3.127)
From this it follows that
(W+H)φ ∼ ℓ0 (W+H)φ = ℓ0r+F−1φ · F(IL2+(R) + J)
= P+F−1φ · F(IL2+(R) + J)P+ : L2+(R)→ L2+(R). (1.3.128)
More than this, we have
P+F−1φ · F(IL2+(R) + J)P+ ∼ FP+F−1φ · F(IL2+(R) + J)P+F−1
: FL2+(R)→ FL2+(R), (1.3.129)
whih, due to the fat that FL2+(R) = H2+(R), leads to
(W+H)φ ∼ FP+F−1φ · F(IL2+(R) + J)P+F−1 : H2+(R)→ H2+(R). (1.3.130)
Thus, taking into aount that JF = FJ , (1.3.130) yields that
(W+H)φ ∼ Pφ · (IL2+(R) + J)P : H2+(R)→ H2+(R). (1.3.131)
Consequently, one obtains
(W+H)φ ∼ B−1Pφ · (IL2+(R) + J)PB =
PT(B
−1φ · B)PT + PT(B−1φ · JB)PT : H2+(T)→ H2+(T), (1.3.132)
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having in onsideration (1.3.123). Now we are able to rewrite the last operator in (1.3.132)
as
(T−H)B0φ = PT(B0φ)PT − PT(B0φ)JTPT : H2+(T)→ H2+(T), (1.3.133)
just by observing that it holds (1.3.122) and (1.3.124).
Corollary 1.3.12. The operators (W+H)φ and (T−H)B0φ have the same regularity prop-
erties.
Proof. The statement is a diret onsequene of the equivalene relation presented in
Lemma 1.3.11.
Similarly, one an also relate Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators with Toeplitz plus
Hankel operators.
Lemma 1.3.13. Let φ ∈ L∞(R). The Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator
(W−H)φ : L2+(R)→ L2(R+) (1.3.134)
and the Toeplitz plus Hankel operator
(T+H)B0φ : H
2
+(T)→ H2+(T) (1.3.135)
are equivalent operators.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3.11.
Corollary 1.3.14. The operators (W−H)φ and (T+H)B0φ have the same regularity prop-
erties.
Proof. The result follows diretly from the equivalene relation stated in Lemma 1.3.13.
1.4 Neessary onditions for the semi-Fredholm property
Let X be a Banah algebra with the unit element e. The spetrum of an element φ ∈ X
is dened by
spX φ := {λ ∈ C : φ− λe /∈ GX}. (1.4.136)
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In the partiular ase where X = L∞(R), the spetrum of φ ∈ L∞(R) is alled the essential
range of φ and is denoted by R(φ). Therefore, we have
R(φ) := spL∞(R) φ = {λ ∈ C : φ− λ /∈ GL∞(R)}. (1.4.137)
Thinking now on the ase of operators, the spetrum of an operator T ∈ L(X) is given
by spL(X)T , i.e.,
sp T := {λ ∈ C : T − λIX /∈ GL(X)}. (1.4.138)
Reall that, being L(X) the set of all bounded linear operators ating in the Banah spae
X, L(X) is a unital Banah algebra when endowed with the natural algebrai operations
and with the operator norm, and it has as unit element the identity operator IX . As about
the spetrum of operators and related with the Fredholm property, we have the essential
spetrum of an operator T ∈ L(X) dened by
spessT := {λ ∈ C : T − λIX is not a Fredholm operator}. (1.4.139)
From the denitions of spetrum and essential spetrum of an operator, it follows that
spessT is a ompat nonempty subset of sp T .
Looking now at the operators under study, and onsidering the general ase of bounded
linear Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators ating between Lp Lebesgue spaes, (W ±H)φ :
Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+), we have
sp (W±H)φ = {λ ∈ C : ℓ0(W±H)φ − λILp+(R) /∈ GL(L
p
+(R))} , (1.4.140)
spess (W±H)φ = {λ ∈ C : ℓ0(W±H)φ − λILp+(R) is not a Fredholm operator} , (1.4.141)
as the spetrum and essential spetrum of (W±H)φ, respetively. Notie that, sine the
operators are ating between dierent Banah spaes, we need to introdue the zero exten-
sion operator in the denitions presented above for the spetrum and essential spetrum
of (W±H)φ.
Theorem 1.4.1. If φ ∈Mp(R) and the operator
(W+H)φ : L
p
+(R)→ Lp(R+) (1.4.142)
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is n-normal or d-normal, then φ ∈ GMp(R). Consequently,
R(φ) ⊂ spess(W+H)φ ⊂ sp (W+H)φ. (1.4.143)
Proof. Suppose that (W+H)φ is a n-normal operator. Then, by Corollary 1.3.12, (T−H)B0φ
is also a n-normal operator. Due to the n-normality of (T−H)B0φ, there exist a (nite-rank)
projetion K onto Ker (T−H)B0φ and a δ > 0 suh that
‖(T−H)B0φf‖Hp+(T) + ‖Kf‖Hp+(T) ≥ δ‖f‖Hp+(T) (1.4.144)
for all f ∈ Hp+(T). Considering PTf instead of f and taking into aount the inequality
‖PTf‖Lp(T) ≥ ‖f‖Lp(T) − ‖(ILp(T) − PT)f‖Lp(T), (1.4.145)
it follows that
‖(T−H)B0φf‖Lp(T) + ‖KPTf‖Lp(T) + δ‖(ILp(T) − PT)f‖Lp(T) ≥ δ‖f‖Lp(T) (1.4.146)
for all f ∈ Lp(T). Let us now introdue, for n ∈ Z, the isometries
Un : Lp(T)→ Lp(T), Unf(t) = tnf(t). (1.4.147)
Replaing f by Unf in (1.4.146), we obtain
‖(T−H)B0φUnf‖Lp(T) + ‖KPTUnf‖Lp(T) +
δ‖(ILp(T) − PT)Unf‖Lp(T) ≥ δ‖Unf‖Lp(T) (1.4.148)
for all f ∈ Lp(T), and sine U±n are isometries, it follows
‖U−n(T−H)B0φUnf‖Lp(T) + ‖KPTUnf‖Lp(T) +
δ‖U−n(ILp(T) − PT)Unf‖Lp(T) ≥ δ‖f‖Lp(T) (1.4.149)
for all f ∈ Lp(T). Due to the fat of Un −−−→
n→∞
0 weakly on Lp(T) and being K a ompat
operator, we have
KPTU
n −−−→
n→∞
0 strongly on Lp(T). (1.4.150)
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Additionally, onsider the dense subset P of Lp(T) of all trigonometri polynomials
n∑
k=−n
fkt
k (t ∈ T) . (1.4.151)
Sine in P the ation of PT onsists of
PT :
n∑
k=−n
fkt
k 7→
n∑
k=0
fkt
k, (1.4.152)
it is lear that U−nPTUnf onverges in Lp(T) to f , for every f ∈ P. This together with
the uniformly boundedness of U−nPTUn on Lp(T) yields that
U−nPTUn −−−→
n→∞
ILp(T) strongly on L
p(T). (1.4.153)
A similar argument allows the onlusion that
U−nPTU−n −−−→
n→∞
0 strongly on Lp(T). (1.4.154)
Using the identities UnU−n = ILp(T) and JTUn = U−nJT, we an write
U−nTB0φ U
n = (U−nPTUn)(B0φ) (U−nPTUn), (1.4.155)
U−nHB0φ U
n = (U−nPTU−n)(B0φ) JT(U−nPTUn). (1.4.156)
From (1.4.153) and (1.4.154), it follows that
U−nTB0φ U
n −−−→
n→∞
(B0φ)ILp(T) strongly on L
p(T), (1.4.157)
U−nHB0φ U
n −−−→
n→∞
0 strongly on Lp(T), (1.4.158)
i.e.,
U−n(T−H)B0φ Un −−−→
n→∞
(B0φ)ILp(T) strongly on L
p(T). (1.4.159)
Taking now the limit n→∞ in (1.4.149) and using (1.4.150), (1.4.153) and (1.4.159), we
obtain
‖(B0φ)f‖Lp(T) ≥ δ‖f‖Lp(T) (1.4.160)
for all f ∈ Lp(T). Therefore B0φ ∈ GL∞(T) or, equivalently, φ ∈ GL∞(R). Sine
‖φ‖L∞(R) ≤ ‖φ‖Mp(R), it holds that φ ∈ GMp(R). The d-normal ase follows from the
n-normal ase by passage to adjoint operators.
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To prove that R(φ) ⊂ spess(W +H)φ, let us onsider λ ∈ R(φ). Then ψ = φ − λ /∈
GMp(R) and, from the rst part of the theorem, (W +H)ψ is neither a n-normal or a
d-normal operator. Thus (W+H)ψ is not a Fredholm operator, and so ℓ0(W+H)ψ is not
also a Fredholm operator. Additionally, we have
ℓ0(W+H)ψ = ℓ0Wψ + ℓ0Hψ
= ℓ0Wφ − λℓ0r+F−1F + ℓ0Hφ − λℓ0r+F−1FJ
= ℓ0(W+H)φ − λILp+(R). (1.4.161)
As ℓ0(W+H)φ−λILp+(R) is not a Fredholm operator, it follows that λ ∈ spess(W+H)φ. The
inlusion spess(W+H)φ ⊂ sp (W+H)φ is obvious from the denitions of these sets.
Sine a Fredholm operator is a n-normal and a d-normal operator, a trivial onsequene
of Theorem 1.4.1 is that φ ∈ GL∞(R) if (W +H)φ is a Fredholm operator. This weaker
result an also be reahed without appealing to Theorem 1.4.1 by using the equivalene
relation presented in Lemma 1.3.11 to onlude that (T −H)B0φ is a Fredholm operator
if (W+H)φ is also a Fredholm operator. Then, applying [31, Proposition 2.1℄, it follows
B0φ ∈ GL∞(T) (whih is the same as φ ∈ GL∞(R)).
A diret onsequene of Theorem 1.4.1 is the next result whih shows us the reason
why in the Fredholm and invertibility riteria presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 we only
onsider operators with invertible symbols.
Corollary 1.4.2. If φ /∈ GMp(R), then (W +H)φ : Lp+(R) → Lp(R+) is not a semi-
-Fredholm operator.
Proof. The statement follows diretly from Theorem 1.4.1.
For the ase of Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators, similar results hold true.
Theorem 1.4.3. If φ ∈Mp(R) and the operator
(W−H)φ : Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+) (1.4.162)
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is n-normal or d-normal, then φ ∈ GMp(R). Consequently,
R(φ) ⊂ spess(W−H)φ ⊂ sp (W−H)φ. (1.4.163)
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.4.1.
Corollary 1.4.4. If φ /∈ GMp(R), then (W −H)φ : Lp+(R) → Lp(R+) is not a semi-
-Fredholm operator.
Proof. Diret onsequene of Theorem 1.4.3.
Chapter 2
Fourier Symbols
This hapter is devoted to the algebras where the Fourier symbols of the Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operators under study belong to: the algebra of almost periodi funtions, the
algebra of semi-almost periodi funtions, and the algebra of pieewise almost periodi
funtions. For eah ase, after a brief historial bakground, we present the denition of
the algebra, some examples of elements of the algebra, as well as some properties that will
be used in the next hapters. As we will see later, pieewise almost periodi funtions are
a generalization of semi-almost periodi funtions and semi-almost periodi funtions are
a generalization of almost periodi funtions. Moreover, for eah pieewise almost periodi
funtion or semi-almost periodi funtion, we identify two almost periodi funtions, alled
their almost periodi representatives at minus and plus innity. Taking this into aount,
we also present in the setion devoted to almost periodi funtions the denitions of some
mean numbers. These mean numbers of the almost periodi funtions or of the almost
periodi representatives of semi-almost periodi or pieewise almost periodi funtions will
play a deisive role in the Fredholm and invertility riteria presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5
and 6 in order to deide if the operator is Fredholm, (properly) n-normal or (properly)
d-normal, invertible, left-invertible or right-invertible.
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2.1 Almost periodi funtions
The theory of almost periodi funtions was reated by H. Bohr between 1923 and
1925. Sine then, many ontributions to the development of the theory of almost periodi
funtions were made, namely by V. V. Stepanov, H. Wyel, A. S. Besiovith, S. Bohner, J.
Von Neumann, C. Corduneanu, and others. The importane of almost periodi funtions
in problems of dierential equations, stability theory and dynamial systems potentiated
the development of the theory of this lass of funtions.
For dening almost periodi funtions, H. Bohr used the onepts of relative density
and translation number (f. [11℄). Conerning to relative density, a set E ⊂ R is said to be
relatively dense if there exists a number l > 0 suh that any interval of length l ontains
at least one number of E. To dene a translation number, onsider φ being a real or
omplex funtion dened on the real line. A number τ is alled a translation number of φ,
orresponding to ε > 0, if
|φ(x+ τ)− φ(x)| ≤ ε (2.1.1)
for all x ∈ R. These two onepts provide the onditions to present the denition of almost
periodi funtion: a ontinuous funtion φ dened on the real line is alled (uniformly)
almost periodi if for every ε > 0 there exists a relatively dense set of translation numbers
of φ orresponding to ε. That is to say, φ is alled an almost periodi funtion if for every
ε > 0 there exists a number l > 0 suh that any interval of length l ontains at least one
number τ for whih
|φ(x+ τ)− φ(x)| ≤ ε , (2.1.2)
for all x ∈ R. The lass of almost periodi funtions is usually denoted by AP .
To illustrate the notion of almost periodi funtion, Figures 2.1 and 2.2 exhibit the
images of two partiular almost periodi funtions.
The theory of almost periodi funtions was developed in analogy with the theory of
periodi funtions, sine almost periodi funtions are a generalization of periodi funtions.
In this way, some of the properties of periodi funtions still hold true for almost periodi
funtions. Namely, every almost periodi funtion is bounded and uniformly ontinuous.
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Figure 2.1: The image of φ(x) = −eiπx − πe− ix2 for x in [−50, 50] and [−200, 200], respe-
tively.
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Figure 2.2: The image of φ(x) = 15 + 15i+ 10e−ix + (1 + i)ei
√
2x − iei5x for x in [−25, 25]
and [−100, 100], respetively.
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Therefore, due to the boundedness of almost periodi funtions, we may dene the norm
‖φ‖AP := sup
x∈R
|f(x)|, (2.1.3)
for φ ∈ AP . It follows that AP is a Banah algebra when endowed with this norm and
with respet to pointwise addition and multipliation.
Like the periodi funtions, almost periodi funtions an also be represented by Fourier
series. To obtain suh representation, we have to onsider the mean value of an almost
periodi funtion. The Mean Value Theorem (f. [11, 50℄) states that for every φ ∈ AP
the limit
M(φ) := lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
φ(x) dx (2.1.4)
exists and is nite. In this ontext, the number M(φ) is alled the Bohr mean value of
φ (or simply the mean value of φ). Figures 2.3 and 2.4 exhibit two examples of almost
periodi funtions and their orresponding mean values.
In [11, 52℄, H. Bohr proved the Strengthened Mean Value Theorem, that is, the limit
lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ a+T
a
φ(x) dx = M(φ) (2.1.5)
exists uniformly with respet to a (a ∈ R). Due to this result, some authors present an
equivalent denition of the Bohr mean value of φ, dening it as
M(φ) = lim
α→∞
1
|Iα|
∫
Iα
φ(x)dx, (2.1.6)
where for an unbounded set A ⊂ R+, {Iα}α∈A = {(xα, yα)}α∈A is a family of intervals
Iα ⊂ R suh that |Iα| = yα − xα → ∞, as α → ∞. In this ase, we have that M(φ) is
independent of the partiular hoie of the family {Iα} (see, e.g., [12, Proposition 2.22℄).
For λ ∈ R, let
eλ(x) := e
iλx, x ∈ R. (2.1.7)
Considering φ ∈ AP and for eah λ ∈ R, it follows that the funtion φ e−λ, being the prod-
ut of two almost periodi funtions, is also an almost periodi funtion. Therefore, there
exits the Bohr mean value of φ e−λ. In this way, for eah φ ∈ AP , dene a orresponding
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Figure 2.3: The image of φ(x) = 1
2
e−iπx + ei
√
2x
for x in [−200, 200] and its mean value
(dot).
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Figure 2.4: The image of φ(x) = 3eix cosx + eiπx sin x for x in [−100, 100] and its mean
value (dot).
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funtion ϕ given by ϕ(λ) = M(φ e−λ), λ ∈ R. These orresponding funtions ϕ have a
property that will be very important in the representation of the almost periodi funtions
by a Fourier series. The property is the following: every funtion ϕ is zero for all values of
λ with the exeption of at most a ountable set of numbers λ. Therefore, the set
Ω(φ) := {λ ∈ R : ϕ(λ) 6= 0} (2.1.8)
is at most ountable, and is alled the Bohr-Fourier spetrum of φ. For eah λj ∈ Ω(φ),
onsider φj = ϕ(λj). Clearly, sine Ω(φ) is an at most ountable set, the set of all φj is
also at most ountable. Thus, the Fourier series assoiated with the funtion φ is given by∑
λj∈Ω(φ)
φj eλj , (2.1.9)
and so we may write
φ(x) ∼
∑
λj∈Ω(φ)
φj e
iλjx . (2.1.10)
From this representation of φ in terms of a Fourier series, it follows that the elements
λj of the Bohr-Fourier spetrum Ω(φ) are alled the Fourier exponents of φ, and the
orresponding mean values φj are alled the Fourier oeients of φ.
In [11, 84℄, we nd the Fundamental Theorem of the theory of almost periodi fun-
tions. The Fundamental Theorem states that the lass of almost periodi funtions is
idential with the losure of the lass of all trigonometri polynomials:
p(x) =
N∑
n=1
φn e
iλnx, (2.1.11)
where φn ∈ C and λn ∈ R. To reah the Fundamental Theorem, H. Bohr proved that
the limit of a uniformly onvergent sequene of almost periodi funtions is also an almost
periodi funtion. Thus, being trigonometri polynomials almost periodi funtions, it
follows that the limit of a uniformly onvergent sequene of trigonometri polynomials is
an almost periodi funtion. This means that every funtion belonging to the losure of the
lass of all nite sums (2.1.11) is in the lass of almost periodi funtions. The onverse also
holds, i.e., every almost periodi funtion is the limit of a uniformly onvergent sequene of
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trigonometri polynomials. This result is alled the Approximation Theorem (f. [11, 84℄).
More preisely, the Approximation Theorem asserts that given φ ∈ AP , for eah ε > 0,
there exists a trigonometri polynomial p, whose exponents are the Fourier exponents of
φ, and suh that
|φ(x)− p(x)| ≤ ε (2.1.12)
for all x ∈ R.
From the Approximation Theorem, we obtain a haraterization of almost periodi fun-
tions whih is by some authors presented as the denition of almost periodi funtions. See,
e.g., [26, Chapter I℄ where almost periodi funtions are those omplex-valued funtions
dened on the real line whih an be uniformly approximated by trigonometri polynomi-
als, and [12, Denition 1.11℄ where the algebra of the almost periodi funtions is dened
as the smallest losed subalgebra of L∞(R) that ontains all the funtions eλ (λ ∈ R).
From this last denition, we learly see that AP is a C∗subalgebra of L∞(R).
H. Bohr also proved that the argument of an invertible almost periodi funtion is given
by the sum of a linear funtion and an almost periodi funtion. More preisely, by Bohr's
Theorem (see [10℄ and [50, pp. 49℄), for eah φ ∈ GAP there exists a real number κ(φ) and
a funtion ψ ∈ AP suh that
φ(x) = eiκ(φ)xeψ(x) , x ∈ R. (2.1.13)
Sine κ(φ) is uniquely determined, κ(φ) is usually alled themean motion of φ. Considering
φ ∈ GAP , the mean motion of φ an be obtained by
κ(φ) = lim
T→∞
(argφ)(T )− (arg φ)(0)
T
, (2.1.14)
where argφ is any ontinuous argument of φ. For an invertible bounded ontinuous funtion
on R, φ, a ontinuous funtion ϕ : R → R is said to be a ontinuous argument of φ,
and is denoted by argφ, if ϕ is suh that φ = |φ|eiϕ. From the denition of ontinuous
argument, it yields that there are ountably many ontinuous arguments of φ sine any
two of ontinuous arguments of φ dier only by a multiple of 2π.
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For every almost periodi funtion φ, we already assoiated one mean number: the
Bohr mean value, M(φ). In the ase where φ is also invertible, we also assoiated the
mean motion, κ(φ). There is still one more mean number that we an assoiate to φ  the
geometri mean value. For φ ∈ GAP , the number
d(φ) := eM(ψ) (2.1.15)
is alled the geometri mean value of φ (where ψ is the same as in (2.1.13)). If κ(φ) = 0,
then we may represent d(φ) as
d(φ) = eM(log φ) (2.1.16)
where log φ is any funtion in AP for whih φ = elog φ. The geometri mean value of an
almost periodi funtion is an important harateristi sine we may say that it plays the
same role as the one-sided limits play for pieewise ontinuous funtions.
As we have seen before, every almost periodi funtion may be represented by a series.
Nevertheless, not every almost periodi funtion may be represented by an absolutely
onvergent series. Thus, we denote by APW the sublass of all funtions ϕ ∈ AP whih
an be written in the form of an absolutely onvergent series:
ϕ(x) =
∑
j
ϕje
iλjx (x ∈ R), λj ∈ R, ϕj = M(ϕ e−λj ),
∑
j
|ϕj| <∞ . (2.1.17)
APW is a Banah algebra with respet to pointwise addition and multipliation and with
respet to the norm
‖ϕ‖APW :=
∑
j
|ϕj|, (2.1.18)
where ϕj are dened in (2.1.17). The algebras AP and APW are inverse losed in L
∞(R),
i.e., if φ ∈ AP (φ ∈ APW ) is invertible in L∞(R), then φ−1 ∈ AP (φ−1 ∈ APW ).
Next, we present the denitions of other speial subsets of AP that will have a pre-
ponderant use in the fatorizations of almost periodi funtions proposed in Setion 3.1.
For that purpose, let AP+ denote the smallest losed subalgebra of L∞(R) that ontains
all the funtions eλ with λ ≥ 0, and AP− the smallest losed subalgebra of L∞(R) that
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ontains all the funtions eλ with λ ≤ 0, i.e.,
AP+ := algL∞(R){eλ : λ ≥ 0}, (2.1.19)
AP− := algL∞(R){eλ : λ ≤ 0}. (2.1.20)
Clearly, we see that AP± are losed subalgebras of AP . Therefore, we have
AP− = {φ ∈ AP : Ω(φ) ⊂ (−∞, 0]}, (2.1.21)
AP+ = {φ ∈ AP : Ω(φ) ⊂ [0,+∞)}. (2.1.22)
Moreover, it also holds that AP± are losed subalgebras of AP ∩ H∞± (R). Thus, AP− ∩
AP+ = C sine H∞− (R) ∩ H∞+ (R) = C (this onlusion follows also diretly from (2.1.21)
and (2.1.22)). Additionally, let APW− (APW+) be the set of all funtions ψ ∈ APW
suh that Ω(ψ) ⊂ (−∞, 0] (Ω(ψ) ⊂ [0,+∞)). Obviously, APW± are losed subalgebras of
APW , APW− ⊂ AP− and APW+ ⊂ AP+.
To end up this setion about almost periodi funtions, we present a well-known har-
aterization of invertible AP± funtions.
Lemma 2.1.1. ([12, Lemma 3.4℄) Let φ ∈ AP±. φ ∈ GAP± if and only if there exists a
ψ ∈ AP± suh that φ = eψ.
For APW± funtions, a similar haraterization holds. That is, φ ∈ GAPW± if and
only if there exists a ψ ∈ APW± suh that φ = eψ. Combining now Lemma 2.1.1 with
Bohr's Theorem (f. (2.1.13)), it follows that φ ∈ GAP± if and only if κ(φ) = 0.
For more information about almost periodi funtions we refer to [9, 11, 26, 50℄.
2.2 Semi-almost periodi funtions
We start this setion by introduing some notation onerned with ontinuous funtions.
For that purpose, let C(R˙) denote the set of all (bounded) ontinuous (omplex-valued)
funtions on R˙ := R ∪ {∞}, i.e., the set of all (bounded) ontinuous (omplex-valued)
funtions on R for whih both limits at −∞ and at +∞ exist and oinide. Further, let
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C0(R˙) denote the set of all funtions in C(R˙) suh that the limits at −∞ and at +∞ are
equal to zero, and C(R) be the set of all (bounded) ontinuous (omplex-valued) funtions
on R with a possible jump at ∞ (i.e., the limits at −∞ and at +∞ exist but ould be
distint). Here and in what follows, R := R ∪ {±∞}.
Before dening the algebra of semi-almost periodi funtions, we will briey reall how
semi-almost periodi funtions appear. Convolution operators with symbols in AP+C0(R˙)
were studied in rst plae by I. Gohberg and I. A. Feldman, and L. A. Coburn and R. G.
Douglas. Then, due to an initial suggestion of I. Gohberg to D. Sarason, in view of the
onsideration at the same time of pieewise ontinuous and almost periodi symbols, D.
Sarason [67℄ developed the semi-Fredholm theory for Toeplitz operators in the Hardy spae
H2, with symbols in the algebra of semi-almost periodi elements. In fat, in this paper
of D. Sarason, we nd the origin of the semi-almost periodi funtions. Later on, R. V.
Duduhava and A. I. Sagina²vili [29, 65℄ worked out the orresponding semi-Fredholm
theory for Wiener-Hopf operators with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols, and ating
between Lp Lebesgue spaes (1 < p <∞). All this was done upon onditions on the mean
motions and on the geometri mean values of the almost periodi representatives of the
Fourier symbols at minus and plus innity.
The suggestion of I. Gohberg to D. Sarason lead D. Sarason to onsider the algebra gen-
erated by almost periodi funtions and ontinuous funtions. Therefore, the C∗algebra
of the semi-almost periodi funtions on R (usually denoted by SAP ) is by denition the
smallest losed subalgebra of L∞(R) that ontains AP and C(R). I.e.,
SAP := algL∞(R)(AP,C(R)). (2.2.23)
Consider now the produt φ = ϕψ, with ϕ ∈ AP and ψ ∈ C(R). For u ∈ C(R) suh
that u(−∞)= 0 and u(+∞)= 1, it holds
φ = (1− u)ψϕ+ uψϕ
= (1− u)(ψ(−∞) + ψ0−)ϕ+ u(ψ(+∞) + ψ0+)ϕ
= (1− u)ψ(−∞)ϕ+ uψ(+∞)ϕ+ (1− u)ψ0−ϕ+ uψ0+ϕ, (2.2.24)
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Figure 2.5: The range of φl(x) = −2e−2ix + 5eix + 32eiπx for x in [−200, 200] (upper left),
of φr(x) = 10e
ix
for x in [−200, 200] (upper right), and of φ = (1 − u)φl + uφr + φ0 for x
in [−500, 500] (bottom), where u(x) = 1
2
+ 1
π
arctanx, and φ0(x) =
1
x2+1
.
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Figure 2.6: The range of φl(x) = −2e−2ix + 5eix + 32eiπx for x in [−200, 200] (upper left),
of φr(x) = 20 + 20i − 4e−i4x + 10ieix + 3eiπx for x in [−200, 200] (upper right), and of
φ = (1 − u)φl + uφr + φ0 for x in [−250, 250] (bottom), where u(x) = 12ex if x < 0,
u(x) = 1− 1
2
e−x if x ≥ 0, and φ0(x) = arctan(−|x|).
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where ψ0± ∈ C(R) are suh that ψ0± = ψ−ψ(±∞) (onsequently ψ0−(−∞) = ψ0+(+∞) =
0). Being
φl = ψ(−∞)ϕ, φr = ψ(+∞)ϕ, φ0 = (1− u)ψ0−ϕ+ uψ0+ϕ, (2.2.25)
it follows from (2.2.24) that
φ = (1− u)φl + uφr + φ0, (2.2.26)
where φl, φr ∈ AP and φ0 ∈ C0(R˙). From this, we obtain a well-known haraterization of
SAP (f. [67℄): for any φ ∈ SAP there exist φl, φr ∈ AP and φ0 ∈ C0(R˙) suh that, for a
xed u in C(R) satisfying u(−∞) = 0 and u(+∞) = 1, it holds
φ = (1− u)φl + uφr + φ0. (2.2.27)
As we an see in (2.2.25), the funtions φl, φr and φ0 are uniquely determined by φ, and
φl, φr are independent of the hoie of u. The maps whih perform the transformations
φ 7→ φl, φ 7→ φr (2.2.28)
are C∗homomorphisms of SAP onto AP . In virtue of the uniqueness of φl and φr, φl and
φr are usually alled the almost periodi representatives of φ at −∞ and +∞, respetively.
As an example, we present the images of two semi-almost periodi funtions and also the
images of the orresponding almost periodi representatives (see Figures 2.5 and 2.6).
Finally, we would like to mention that SAP is an inverse losed algebra in L∞(R) (i.e.,
if φ ∈ SAP is invertible in L∞(R), then φ−1 ∈ SAP ).
2.3 Pieewise almost periodi funtions
Realling the suggestion of I. Gohberg to D. Sarason, in view of the onsideration of
onvolution operators with at the same time pieewise ontinuous and almost periodi
symbols, the rst results onerning to this were given by J. Xia [77℄, and A. Bötther
and B. Silbermann [14℄. Although both papers were devoted to Wiener-Hopf operators
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with pieewise almost periodi funtions, they have dierent goals. J. Xia studied the
Fredholmness of ertain subalgebras of Wiener-Hopf operators with pieewise almost peri-
odi funtions and presented a generalization of the index theory existent for Wiener-Hopf
operators with almost periodi symbols in the ontext of von Neumann algebras for the
ase of Wiener-Hopf operators with pieewise almost periodi funtions. On the other
hand, A. Bötther and B. Silbermann haraterized the Fredholm property of all lass
of Wiener-Hopf operators with pieewise almost periodi funtions but using arguments
dierent from those of J. Xia.
In order to dene the algebra of pieewise almost periodi funtions, we need to intro-
due rst some notions about pieewise ontinuous funtions.
Consider the C∗-algebra of all (bounded) pieewise ontinuous funtions on R˙ (usually
denoted by PC or PC(R˙)) as being the algebra of all funtions ψ ∈ L∞(R) for whih the
one-sided limits
ψ(x0 − 0) := lim
x→x0−0
ψ(x) , ψ(x0 + 0) := lim
x→x0+0
ψ(x) (2.3.29)
exist for eah x0 ∈ R˙. By onvention, we take
ψ(∞− 0) := ψ(+∞) = lim
x→+∞
ψ(x) , ψ(∞+ 0) := ψ(−∞) = lim
x→−∞
ψ(x). (2.3.30)
Sine we identify funtions whih dier only on null measure sets, for ψ ∈ PC we an
assume that ψ(x − 0) = ψ(x), for all x ∈ R˙. This means that it is enough to onsider
pieewise ontinuous funtions whih are always ontinuous from the left. Furthermore,
let PC0 be the sub-lass of PC of all pieewise ontinuous funtions for whih both limits
at −∞ and at +∞ are equal to zero.
Considering now φ = ψϕ suh that ψ ∈ PC, ϕ ∈ AP , and u ∈ C(R) satisfying
u(−∞)= 0 and u(+∞)= 1, it holds
φ = (1− u)ψϕ+ uψϕ
= (1− u)(ψ(−∞) + ψ0−)ϕ+ u(ψ(+∞) + ψ0+)ϕ
= (1− u)ψ(−∞)ϕ+ uψ(+∞)ϕ+ (1− u)ψ0−ϕ+ uψ0+ϕ, (2.3.31)
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where ψ0± ∈ PC are suh that ψ0± = ψ − ψ(±∞). Put
φl = ψ(−∞)ϕ, φr = ψ(+∞)ϕ, φ0 = (1− u)ψ0−ϕ+ uψ0+ϕ. (2.3.32)
From (2.3.31), we obtain
φ = (1− u)φl + uφr + φ0, (2.3.33)
where φl, φr ∈ AP and φ0 ∈ PC0 (please note that ψ0−(−∞) = ψ0+(+∞) = 0). After
this, the denition of pieewise almost periodi funtion arises naturally. In this sense, the
C∗-algebra of pieewise almost periodi funtions on R (denoted by PAP ) is by denition
the olletion of all funtions of the form
φ := (1− u)φl + uφr + φ0, (2.3.34)
where φl, φr ∈ AP , φ0 ∈ PC0 and u ∈ C(R) suh that u(−∞)= 0 and u(+∞)= 1. From
the denition of pieewise almost periodi funtions, it an be shown that PAP is the
algebra generated by AP and PC (f. (2.3.31)), i.e.,
PAP = algL∞(R)(AP, PC). (2.3.35)
From (2.3.32), we see that the funtions φl, φr and φ0 are uniquely determined by
φ, and φl, φr are independent of the hoie of u. Similarly to the semi-almost periodi
funtions ase, the maps whih perform the transformations
φ 7→ φl, φ 7→ φr (2.3.36)
are C∗homomorphisms of PAP onto AP . Due to all this, the funtions φl and φr are
alled the almost periodi representatives of φ at −∞ and +∞, respetively.
Consider φ ∈ GPAP . Taking into aount the representation (2.3.34) of φ, we dene
by
κl(φ) := κ(φl), κr(φ) := κ(φr), dl(φ) := d(φl), dr(φ) := d(φr) (2.3.37)
the left and right mean motions, and the left and right geometri mean values of φ, respe-
tively.
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For the ase of invertible elements in PAP, it is possible to give an alternative rep-
resentation to (2.3.34) in terms of a produt between an invertible semi-almost periodi
funtion and an invertible pieewise ontinuous funtion.
Proposition 2.3.1. ([12, Proposition 3.15℄) If φ ∈ GPAP , then there exist ϕ ∈ GSAP
and ψ ∈ GPC satisfying ψ(−∞) = ψ(+∞) = 1 suh that
φ = ϕψ. (2.3.38)
Proof. From the denition of PAP , we have
φ = (1− u)φl + uφr + φ0, (2.3.39)
where φl, φr ∈ AP , φ0 ∈ PC0 and u ∈ C(R) satisfying u(−∞) = 0 and u(+∞) = 1.
Considering α = (1− u)φl + uφr, there exists an M > 0 suh that |α(x)| is bounded away
from zero for |x| > M . Therefore, it is possible to nd a funtion α0 ∈ C0(R˙) suh that
ϕ = α + α0 ∈ GSAP . Thus, we have
φ = ϕ + φ0 − α0 = ϕ
(
1 + ϕ−1(φ0 − α0)
)
= ϕψ, (2.3.40)
where ψ = 1 + ϕ−1(φ0 − α0). Sine the limits at innity of φ0 and α0 are equal to zero,
it follows that ψ(−∞) = ψ(+∞) = 1. This means that ψ /∈ SAP . In fat, due to the
disontinuities of φ0, it holds that ψ ∈ PC. From (2.3.40), we obtain ψ = ϕ−1φ and so we
onlude that ψ is also invertible in L∞(R) in virtue of the invertibility of φ and ϕ. Finally,
from the fat of PC being a C∗- subalgebra of L∞(R) that ontains the identity element of
L∞(R), it holds that PC is an inverse losed subalgebra in L∞(R), i.e. ψ ∈ PC ∩GL∞(R)
implies ψ ∈ GPC.
In order to exemplify the above result, we present an example of an invertible pieewise
almost periodi funtion for whih we exhibit the semi-almost periodi and the pieewise
ontinuous funtions that appear in (2.3.38).
Example 2.3.2. Consider the funtion φ (see Figure 2.7) given by
φ(x) = (1− u(x)) π e2ix + u(x) e−ix + φ0(x), (2.3.41)
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Figure 2.7: The range of φ(x) dened in (2.3.41) for x in [−500, 500].
where
u(x) =
1
2
+
1
π
arctan x and φ0(x) =

−ex3 if x ≤ −1
−ix
2
10
if − 1 < x ≤ 1
e−x sin x if x > 1
. (2.3.42)
Sine φ ∈ GPAP (f. Figure 2.7), we may look for a representation of φ as in (2.3.38). For
instane, onsidering ϕ and ψ given by
ϕ(x) = (1− u(x)) π e2ix + u(x) e−ix − ie−x2 (2.3.43)
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Figure 2.8: The range of ϕ(x) presented in (2.3.43) for x in [−500, 500].
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Figure 2.9: The range of ψ(x) presented in (2.3.44) for x in [−500, 500].
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and
ψ(x) =
(
1 + ϕ−1
(
φ0 + ie
−x2))(x) =

1 +
ie−x
2 − ex3
ϕ(x)
if x ≤ −1
1 +
ie−x
2 − ix
2
10
ϕ(x)
if − 1 < x ≤ 1,
1 +
ie−x
2
+ e−x sin x
ϕ(x)
if x > 1
(2.3.44)
respetively, we get
φ = ϕψ. (2.3.45)
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 onrm that ϕ ∈ SAP and ψ ∈ PC are invertible elements. Moreover,
by (2.3.44), we get ψ(−∞) = ψ(+∞) = 1.
Clearly, we have that funtions ϕ and ψ dened in (2.3.43) and (2.3.44), respetively, are
not unique in the representation of φ in (2.3.38). In fat, if we had hosen another funtion
belonging to C0(R˙) in (2.3.43) suh that ϕ ∈ GSAP , we would obtain orresponding
dierent semi-almost periodi and pieewise ontinuous funtions ϕ and ψ.
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Chapter 3
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel Operators
with Almost Periodi Symbols
For Wiener-Hopf operators with Fourier symbols in the algebra of almost periodi
funtions, ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes, there is a famous invertibility and semi-
-Fredholm riterion based on the sign of the mean motion of the Fourier symbol of the
operator. This riterion, whih was obtained independently by L. A. Coburn and R. G.
Douglas [25℄, and I. Gohberg and I. A. Feldman [37℄, states the following:
Theorem 3.0.3. ([12, Theorem 2.28℄) Let φ ∈ AP and suppose that φ is not identially
zero.
(a) If φ /∈ GAP , then Wφ is not normally solvable.
(b) If φ ∈ GAP and k(φ) < 0, then Wφ is properly d-normal and right-invertible.
() If φ ∈ GAP and k(φ) > 0, then Wφ is properly n-normal and left-invertible.
(d) If φ ∈ GAP and k(φ) = 0, then Wφ is invertible.
Motivated by this result, the main purpose of this hapter is to establish an analogue in-
vertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion for Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with almost
periodi Fourier symbols, ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes.
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In a rst plae, we begin by studying the invertibility and semi-Fredholm properties
of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with Fourier symbols in the subalgebra of almost
periodi funtions APW . To reah suh a riterion, a fatorization theory is proposed
for the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators. We introdue a new fatorization onept
for the APW funtions  the so-alled APW asymmetri fatorization  suh that the
properties of the fators will allow orresponding operator fatorizations. As we will see in
Theorem 3.1.3, every invertible APW funtion admits an APW asymmetri fatorization,
where the index of the middle fator of the fatorization orresponds to the mean motion
of the funtion. From here, onditions for left, right, both-sided invertibility, properly
d-normal or properly n-normal of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators are obtained
upon the mean motion of the Fourier symbol of the operators (f. Theorem 3.2.1). Under
suh onditions, we are able to provide a formula for the one-sided and two-sided inverses
of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators by using the fators of the APW asymmetri
fatorization. This result is stated in Theorem 3.2.2, and exhibits the importane of having
onvenient fatorizations for the Fourier symbols of the orresponding operators.
Still onerning to Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with APW Fourier symbols, we
also present a result on the invertibility dependenies between Wiener-Hopf and Wiener-
-Hopf plus Hankel operators with the same APW Fourier symbol (see Theorem 3.2.3). At
a rst glane, this may appear to be a very surprising result. Notiing however that in
this ase we are dealing with a partiular kind of fatorization, it is more natural to hope
to ahieve the invertibility of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators from the invertibility of
Wiener-Hopf operators. In fat, to obtain this result, we need to introdue a new APW
fatorization  the APW antisymmetri fatorization  as an analogue of fatorizations
used in [6, 30℄ for a dierent situation. This fatorization allows to relate the APW
asymmetri fatorization with the well-known right APW fatorization, being this the key
result to reah the invertibility dependeny between Wiener-Hopf and Wiener-Hopf plus
Hankel operators.
After this study being omplete, we onsider the more general ase of Wiener-Hopf
plus Hankel operators with almost periodi Fourier symbols. Although this ase runs
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analogously to the ase of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with APW Fourier symbols
in the greater part of the results, there are some dierenes. The reason is that in the
AP ase we annot guarantee that every invertible AP funtion admits an AP asymmetri
fatorization, ontrarily to what happens in the APW ase, where every invertible APW
funtion admits an APW asymmetri fatorization (with the index of the middle fator of
the fatorization orresponding to the mean motion of the fatorized funtion). Therefore,
in the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion and, onsequently, in order to provide a
formula for the one-sided and two-sided inverses of the operators, we have to assume that
the Fourier symbol of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator admits an AP asymmetri
fatorization (f. Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). Due to this assumption and sine we also
annot identify the index of the middle fator of the AP fatorization with the mean motion
of the funtion, Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 are obtained upon the index of the middle fator
of the AP fatorization instead of the mean motion of the Fourier symbol of the operator.
Finally, like in the APW ase, we an also establish invertibility dependenies between
Wiener-Hopf and Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with the same AP Fourier symbol.
However, in this ase, we have to onsider an additional assumption related with the right
AP fatorization of the Fourier symbol, as we an see in Theorem 3.3.3.
The hapter is organized as follows. In the rst setion, we introdue the denitions of
APW asymmetri fatorization, APW antisymmetri, AP asymmetri fatorization and
AP antisymmetri fatorization, as well as some results onerning to these fatorizations
that will be used in the obtainment of the results presented in the subsequent setions. The
seond setion is devoted to the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion for Wiener-Hopf
plus Hankel operators with APW Fourier symbols, while in the third setion we present
the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion for Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with
AP Fourier symbols. Seeing that the AP ase follows as a generalization of the APW
ase, some results of the AP ase have similar proofs of the analogous APW results. In
those ases, we deided to omit the proofs.
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3.1 AP fatorizations
Fatorization theory is a well-known tehnique to study the Fredholm property of
several lasses of operators, namely, Wiener-Hopf, Toeplitz and singular integral operators
related to dierent urves and weighted spaes. Due to this, there exist several types of
fatorizations. As far as we know, the rst fatorization that appeared (due to this goal)
was the Wiener-Hopf fatorization. Although the most popular denition of this type of
fatorization is on the ontext of the unit irle, sine we are dealing with operators ating
on the real line, let us reall the analogue denition for the real line ase.
A funtion φ ∈ GL∞(R) is said to admit a right Wiener-Hopf fatorization if it an be
represented in the form
φ(x) = φ−(x)
(
x− i
x+ i
)κ
φ+(x) (3.1.1)
for almost all x ∈ R, where κ is an integer and the fators φ− and φ+ satisfy the following
onditions:
(i)
φ−(x)
x− i ∈ H
2
−(R),
φ−1− (x)
x− i ∈ H
2
−(R),
(ii)
φ+(x)
x+ i
∈ H2+(R),
φ−1+ (x)
x+ i
∈ H2+(R),
(iii) the operator φ−Sφ−1− I is bounded on L
2(R).
Due to the uniqueness of κ, it is alled the right index of φ. Moreover, a right Wiener-Hopf
fatorization with κ = 0 is referred to as a anonial right Wiener-Hopf fatorization.
The name of the fatorization presented above - the Wiener-Hopf fatorization - is due
to the fatorization method proposed in 1931 by N. Wiener and E. Hopf for solving Wiener-
-Hopf integral equations. In spite of this, the Wiener-Hopf fatorization has its origins in
the work of F. D. Gakhov [33℄, who solved the Riemann-Hilbert problem with Hölder
ontinuous oeients on smooth Jordan urves, using the method of the Wiener-Hopf
fatorization.
The importane of this kind of fatorization is given by a result of I. B. Simonenko ([70,
72℄) that states the following: for φ ∈ L∞(R), the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφ is Fredholm
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on L2(R) if and only if φ ∈ GL∞(R) and φ admits a right Wiener-Hopf fatorization. In
this ase, the defet numbers are given by
n(Wφ) = max{0,−κ}, d(Wφ) = max{0, κ}, (3.1.2)
and hene
IndWφ = −κ, (3.1.3)
where κ is the right index of φ. In partiular, the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφ is invertible
if and only if φ admits a anonial right Wiener-Hopf fatorization.
Considering now almost periodi funtions, there is a fatorization for almost periodi
funtions that follows the fatorization presented in Bohr's Theorem (f. (2.1.13)) and
also the Wiener-Hopf fatorization. This fatorization is the almost periodi fatorization
and it was introdued by Yu. I. Karlovih and I. M. Spitkovsky in [45℄ for matrix almost
periodi funtions.
Reall that a funtion φ ∈ GAP is said to admit a right AP fatorization (see e.g. [12,
 6.3℄) if
φ = ϕ−eλϕ+ (3.1.4)
where ϕ− ∈ GAP−, ϕ+ ∈ GAP+, and λ ∈ R. In addition, if λ = 0 this fatorization is
alled a anonial right AP fatorization. In [12,  6.3℄, we also nd an analogue of the
right AP fatorization for APW funtions, that is, the right APW fatorization. Thus, a
funtion φ ∈ GAPW is said to admit a right APW fatorization if
φ = ϕ−eλϕ+ (3.1.5)
where ϕ− ∈ GAPW−, ϕ+ ∈ GAPW+, and λ ∈ R. In the ase where λ = 0, the fatoriza-
tion is alled a anonial right APW fatorization.
In both ases, if φ admits a right AP or a right APW fatorization, it follows that
Wφ is equivalent to Weλ , sine, by Theorem 3.0.3, Wφ− and Wφ+ are invertible operators
(see also the omment that follows Lemma 2.1.1). Therefore, from Theorem 3.0.3, it holds
that if φ ∈ GAP admits a right AP fatorization or if φ ∈ GAPW admits a right APW
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fatorization and (a) λ > 0, then Wφ is properly n-normal and left-invertible; (b) λ < 0,
then Wφ is properly d-normal and right-invertible; and () λ = 0, then Wφ is invertible.
From here, we obtain a similar result of the Simonenko's result mentioned before. That
is, for φ ∈ AP (resp. φ ∈ APW ), the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφ is invertible if and only
if φ ∈ GAP (resp. φ ∈ GAPW ) and φ admits a anonial right AP fatorization (resp.
anonial right APW fatorization).
We would like to mentioned that by symmetry it is possible to dene the left analogue
of the right fatorizations presented above, i.e., the left Wiener-Hopf fatorization and the
left AP (APW ) fatorization (f. e.g. [12,  6.2 and  6.3℄).
Having present all the right fatorizations, let us see if we an obtain a fatorization
for the almost periodi funtions in suh a way that it will be possible to fatorize the
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators in order to obtain a haraterization for the invertibility
and the semi-Fredholm property of these operators.
In [6℄, E. L. Basor and T. Ehrhardt introdued the notion of asymmetri fatorization
of a funtion φ ∈ GL∞(T) in the spae Lp(T) (with 1 < p < ∞). In order to present
the denition of the asymmetri fatorization, we will rst introdue some notation. Let
Lp
even
(T) denote the set of all funtions φ ∈ Lp(T) whih are even, i.e., the set of all funtions
φ ∈ Lp(T) suh that φ(t) = φ(t−1). Considering PJT := I+JT2 , let LpJT(T) := ImPJT|Lp(T).
Additionally, reall that P denotes the linear spae of all trigonometri polynomials (f.
(1.4.151)). After all this, we said that a funtion φ ∈ GL∞(T) admits an asymmetri
fatorization in Lp(T) if it an be represented in the form
φ(t) = φ−(t)tκφ0(t), t ∈ T, (3.1.6)
where κ ∈ Z and the fators φ− and φ0 satisfy the following onditions:
(i) (1 + t−1)φ− ∈ Hp−(T), (1− t−1)φ−1− ∈ Hq−(T),
(ii) |1− t|φ0 ∈ Lq
even
(T), |1 + t|φ−10 ∈ Lpeven(T),
(iii) the linear operator V := φ−10 (I + JT)PTφ
−1
− I ating from X1 into X2 extends to a
linear bounded operator Ve ating from L
p(T) into LpJT(T),
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where
1
p
+
1
q
= 1, and
X1 = {(1− t−1)ϕ(t) : ϕ ∈ P}, X2 = {(1 + t−1)φ−10 (t)ϕ(t) : ϕ ∈ P, ϕ(t) = ϕ(t−1)}.
(3.1.7)
With the help of this kind of fatorization, E. L. Basor and T. Ehrhardt established a
neessary and suient ondition for the invertibility of the Toeplitz plus Hankel operator
in terms of the asymmetri fatorization of the Fourier symbol of the operator. The
obtained ondition states the following: onsidering φ ∈ GL∞(T), the Toeplitz plus Hankel
operator (T+H)φ is invertible on H
p
+(T) if and only if φ admits an asymmetri fatorization
in Lp(T) with index κ = 0. Similar to the role of the right Wiener-Hopf fatorization in
Simonenko's result, the importane of the asymmetri fatorization is exhibited in this
neessary and suient ondition.
Motivated by these reent results on Toeplitz plus Hankel operators and also by the
reent work on onvolution type operators with symmetry [20, 22, 23℄, and having in
mind the role of the APW fatorization in the theory of Wiener-Hopf operators with
APW symbols, we introdue a new type of APW fatorization - the APW asymmetri
fatorization.
Denition 3.1.1. We will say that a funtion φ ∈ GAPW admits an APW asymmetri
fatorization if it an be represented in the form
φ = φ− eλ φe (3.1.8)
where φ− ∈ GAPW−, φe ∈ GL∞(R), φ˜e = φe and λ ∈ R (reall that eλ(x) = eiλx, x ∈ R).
The partiular ase of an APW asymmetri fatorization with λ = 0 will be referred to as
a anonial APW asymmetri fatorization.
Suh as the asymmetri fatorization presented by E. L. Basor and T. Ehrhardt, the
APW asymmetri fatorization here introdued is also unique up to a onstant.
Proposition 3.1.2. Let φ ∈ GAPW . Suppose that φ admits two APW asymmetri
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fatorizations:
φ = φ
(1)
− eλ1 φ
(1)
e , (3.1.9)
φ = φ
(2)
− eλ2 φ
(2)
e . (3.1.10)
Then λ1 = λ2, φ
(1)
− = γφ
(2)
− and φ
(1)
e = γ−1φ
(2)
e , γ ∈ C \ {0}.
Proof. The equality φ
(1)
− eλ1 φ
(1)
e = φ
(2)
− eλ2 φ
(2)
e , implies that
(φ
(2)
− )
−1 φ(1)− eλ1 = eλ2 φ
(2)
e (φ
(1)
e )
−1. (3.1.11)
Assume, without loss of generality, that λ1 ≤ λ2. Then λ = λ1 − λ2 ≤ 0. From (3.1.11) it
follows that
(φ
(2)
− )
−1 φ(1)− eλ = φ
(2)
e (φ
(1)
e )
−1. (3.1.12)
Sine the right-hand side of (3.1.12) is an even funtion, (φ
(2)
− )
−1 φ(1)− eλ is also an even
funtion. Put
ϕ = (φ
(2)
− )
−1 φ(1)− . (3.1.13)
Thus
ϕ(x) eλ(x) = ϕ˜(x) e˜λ(x), (3.1.14)
i.e.,
ϕ(x) eλ(x) = ϕ˜(x) e−λ(x), (3.1.15)
or equivalently
ϕ(x) e2λ(x) = ϕ˜(x). (3.1.16)
On one hand, sine ϕ ∈ GAPW−, we may apply the well-known haraterization of
GAPW− whih assures the existene of a funtion ψ ∈ APW− suh that ϕ = eψ (see
the omment that follows Lemma 2.1.1). On the other hand, sine ϕ ∈ GAPW−, we
have ϕ˜ ∈ GAPW+, and therefore, by a orresponding haraterization of GAPW+ (f.
Lemma 2.1.1), there exists a funtion η ∈ APW+ suh that ϕ˜ = eη. From (3.1.16), it
follows that
eψ(x)+i2λx = eη(x), (3.1.17)
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whih implies that λ = 0 and ψ ∈ APW− ∩ APW+, i.e., λ1 = λ2 and ψ is a onstant
funtion. Finally, from (3.1.13), we get φ
(1)
− = γφ
(2)
− with γ ∈ C\{0}, and by (3.1.12), we
obtain φ
(1)
e = γ−1φ
(2)
e .
The next result shows that every invertible funtion in APW possesses an APW asym-
metri fatorization, and reveals through this the rst indiator of the importane of suh
a fatorization.
Theorem 3.1.3. If φ ∈ GAPW , then φ admits an APW asymmetri fatorization of the
form
φ = φ− eκ(φ) φe. (3.1.18)
Proof. Suppose φ ∈ GAPW . From a reformulation of Bohr's theorem to the lass GAPW
(see [12, Theorem 8.11℄), there exists a funtion ϕ ∈ APW suh that
φ(x) = eik(φ)xeϕ(x) (3.1.19)
(and realling that k(φ) ∈ R). Sine ϕ ∈ APW , ϕ an be represented in the form of an
absolutely onvergent series
ϕ(x) =
∑
j
ϕje
iλjx , x ∈ R, (3.1.20)
where λj ∈ R, ϕj = M(ϕ e−λj ), and
∑
j
|ϕj| <∞. Hene, we may write
ϕ(x) =
∑
λj<0
ϕje
iλjx +
∑
λj≥0
ϕje
iλjx , x ∈ R, (3.1.21)
where
∑
λj<0
ϕje
iλjx ∈ APW− and
∑
λj≥0
ϕje
iλjx ∈ APW+. From (3.1.21), it follows that
ϕ(x) =
(∑
λj<0
ϕje
iλjx −
∑
λj≥0
ϕje
−iλjx
)
+
(∑
λj≥0
ϕje
iλjx +
∑
λj≥0
ϕje
−iλjx
)
=
(∑
λj<0
ϕje
iλjx −
∑
αj≤0
ϕje
iαjx
)
+
∑
λj≥0
ϕj(e
iλjx + e−iλjx) , x ∈ R, (3.1.22)
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with αj = −λj , for all j suh that λj ≥ 0. Considering
ϕ−(x) =
∑
λj<0
ϕje
iλjx −
∑
αj≤0
ϕje
iαjx , x ∈ R, (3.1.23)
and
ϕe(x) =
∑
λj≥0
ϕj(e
iλjx + e−iλjx) , x ∈ R, (3.1.24)
we have
ϕ = ϕ− + ϕe, (3.1.25)
where ϕ− ∈ APW− and ϕe ∈ L∞(R) is an even funtion. Sine φ(x) = eik(φ)xeϕ(x) (x ∈ R),
it results that
φ(x) = eϕ−(x)eik(φ)xeϕe(x)
= φ−(x)eik(φ)xφe(x) , x ∈ R, (3.1.26)
where φ− = eϕ− ∈ GAPW− and φe = eϕe ∈ GL∞(R) is an even funtion.
In the present setion the APW asymmetri fatorization will be related to a speial
ase of right APW fatorization, whih we will all APW antisymmetri fatorization. The
notion of antisymmetri fatorization was introdued by E. L. Basor and T. Ehrhardt in [6℄.
In this new kind of fatorization - the antisymmetri fatorization - a strong dependene
between the left and the right fator ours, as we may realize in the next denition.
Denition 3.1.4. A funtion φ ∈ GAPW is said to admit an APW antisymmetri fa-
torization if it an be represented in the form
φ = φ− e2λ φ˜−1− (3.1.27)
where φ− ∈ GAPW− and λ ∈ R (reall that e2λ(x) = ei2λx, x ∈ R).
The following proposition shows how the APW asymmetri fatorization and the APW
antisymmetri fatorization are related. That is, φ has an APW asymmetri fatorization
if and only if Φ = φφ˜−1 has an APW antisymmetri fatorization. Moreover, it shows how
the APW antisymmetri fatorization of φφ˜−1 an be onstruted in an expliit way from
the APW asymmetri fatorization of φ, and vie-versa.
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Proposition 3.1.5. Let φ ∈ GAPW and put Φ = φφ˜−1.
(a) If φ admits an APW asymmetri fatorization, φ = φ− eλ φe, then Φ admits an
APW antisymmetri fatorization with the same fator φ− and the same index λ.
(b) If Φ admits an APW antisymmetri fatorization, Φ = ψ− e2λ ψ˜−1− , then φ admits
an APW asymmetri fatorization with the same minus fator ψ−, the same index
λ and the even fator φe = e−λψ−1− φ.
Proof. (a) From the APW asymmetri fatorization of φ, φ = φ− eλ φe, we have φ˜−1 =
φ−1e eλ φ˜
−1
− , with φ− ∈ GAPW−. Hene Φ = φφ˜−1 = φ− e2λ φ˜−1− .
(b) It follows from the denition of the fator φe that φ = ψ− eλ φe. Thus it only
remains to prove that φe is an even funtion. One again by the denition of φe, we obtain
φ˜e = eλψ˜
−1
− φ˜ = eλe−2λψ
−1
− φ = e−λψ
−1
− φ = φe, (3.1.28)
sine ψ˜−1− φ˜ = e−2λψ
−1
− φ (due to the APW antisymmetri fatorization of Φ). Therefore φe
is an even funtion.
Sine APW antisymmetri fatorization is a speial ase of right APW fatorization
and, by Proposition 3.1.5, we already know how to relate the APW antisymmetri fa-
torization with the APW asymmetri fatorization, it is natural to wonder how APW
asymmetri fatorization and right APW fatorization are related. The next theorem
gives the answer to this question.
Theorem 3.1.6. Let φ ∈ GAPW . If φ admits a right APW fatorization,
φ = ϕ−eλϕ+, (3.1.29)
then φ admits an APW asymmetri fatorization,
φ = φ−eλφe (3.1.30)
with φ− = ϕ−ϕ˜−1+ , and φe = ϕ˜+ϕ+.
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Proof. Suppose that φ admits a right APW fatorization, i.e, φ = ϕ−eλϕ+, where ϕ− ∈
GAPW− and ϕ+ ∈ GAPW+. Considering Φ = φφ˜−1, we have
Φ = ϕ−eλϕ+ϕ˜−1+ eλϕ˜
−1
− = ϕ−ϕ˜
−1
+ e2λϕ+ϕ˜
−1
− . (3.1.31)
Sine ϕ− ∈ GAPW− and ϕ+ ∈ GAPW+, then ϕ˜−1+ ∈ GAPW−, ϕ˜−1− ∈ GAPW+, and
therefore ϕ−ϕ˜−1+ ∈ GAPW− and ϕ+ϕ˜−1− ∈ GAPW+. Putting φ− = ϕ−ϕ˜−1+ , it follows from
(3.1.31) that Φ = φ−e2λφ˜−1− . Sine φ− ∈ GAPW−, it results that Φ admits an APW
antisymmetri fatorization. By Proposition 3.1.5, this implies that φ admits an APW
asymmetri fatorization, φ = φ−eλφe, with φe = e−λφ
−1
− φ. Realling that φ− = ϕ−ϕ˜
−1
+ ,
we may rewrite φe using the fators of the right APW fatorization of φ, ϕ− and ϕ+,
obtaining φe = ϕ˜+ϕ+.
Corollary 3.1.7. Let φ ∈ GAPW . If φ admits a anonial right APW fatorization,
φ = ϕ−ϕ+, (3.1.32)
then φ admits a anonial APW asymmetri fatorization,
φ = φ−φe (3.1.33)
with φ− = ϕ−ϕ˜
−1
+ , and φe = ϕ˜+ϕ+.
Proof. The result is a diret onsequene of Theorem 3.1.6, if we take there λ = 0.
After we have stated and proved all the results onerning to APW fatorizations that
will be needed to establish the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion for Wiener-Hopf
plus Hankel operators with APW Fourier symbols, we will now extend these results for
the ase of almost periodi funtions.
Denition 3.1.8. We will say that a funtion φ ∈ GAP admits an AP asymmetri fa-
torization if it an be represented in the form
φ = φ− eλ φe (3.1.34)
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where φ− ∈ GAP−, φe ∈ GL∞(R), φ˜e = φe and λ ∈ R (reall that eλ(x) = eiλx, x ∈ R).
The partiular ase of an AP asymmetri fatorization with λ = 0 will be referred to as a
anonial AP asymmetri fatorization.
Example 3.1.9. Consider the funtion φ given by
φ(x) = e−i2x+ eiπx ln
( arctan(100x2) + π
2
)e−i2 sin(πx) , x ∈ R . (3.1.35)
Clearly, φ is an almost periodi funtion, as it an be onrmed by the images of φ(x)
(when x belongs to four dierent intervals) exhibit in Figure 3.1. We may rewrite φ as
φ(x) = ee
−iπx
e−i2x ln
(
arctan(100x2) +
π
2
)
, x ∈ R . (3.1.36)
Considering φ− and φe given by
φ−(x) = ee
−iπx
, x ∈ R , (3.1.37)
φe(x) = ln
(
arctan(100x2) +
π
2
)
, x ∈ R , (3.1.38)
we have φ− ∈ GAP− and φe ∈ GL∞(R) suh that φ˜e = φe. Therefore, it follows that φ
admits an AP asymmetri fatorization.
As about more examples, in APW we nd an endless number of almost periodi fun-
tions whih have an AP asymmetri fatorization. Indeed, realling that in Theorem 3.1.3
it was proved that every invertible APW funtion admits an APW asymmetri fatoriza-
tion and due to the fat that AP asymmetri fatorization is a generalization of APW
asymmetri fatorization, it results that every invertible APW funtion admits an AP
asymmetri fatorization.
Similarly to the APW asymmetri fatorization, the AP asymmetri fatorization of
an almost periodi funtion, when exists, is also unique up to a onstant, like it is stated
in the following proposition.
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Figure 3.1: The image of φ(x) = e−i2x+e
ipix
ln
(
(arctan(100x2) + π
2
)e
−i2 sin(pix)
)
for x in
[−100, 100], [−250, 250], [−300, 300] and [−400, 400], respetively.
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Proposition 3.1.10. Let φ ∈ GAP . Suppose that φ admits two AP asymmetri fator-
izations:
φ = φ
(1)
− eλ1 φ
(1)
e , (3.1.39)
φ = φ
(2)
− eλ2 φ
(2)
e . (3.1.40)
Then λ1 = λ2, φ
(1)
− = γφ
(2)
− and φ
(1)
e = γ−1φ
(2)
e , γ ∈ C \ {0}.
Suh as in the APW asymmetri fatorization ase, it is also possible to relate the AP
asymmetri fatorization with a speial ase of right AP fatorization. In this speial ase
of right AP fatorization a strong dependene between the left and the right fator ours
and due to that it will be alled AP antisymmetri fatorization.
Denition 3.1.11. A funtion φ ∈ GAP is said to admit an AP antisymmetri fator-
ization if it an be represented in the form
φ = φ− e2λ φ˜−1− (3.1.41)
where φ− ∈ GAP− and λ ∈ R (reall that e2λ(x) = ei2λx, x ∈ R).
Analogously to the APW asymmetri fatorization, in this ase it holds the same
relation between the AP asymmetri fatorization and the AP antisymmetri fatorization,
i.e., φ has an AP asymmetri fatorization if and only ifΦ = φφ˜−1 has an AP antisymmetri
fatorization.
Proposition 3.1.12. Let φ ∈ GAP and put Φ = φφ˜−1.
(a) If φ admits an AP asymmetri fatorization, φ = φ− eλ φe, then Φ admits an AP
antisymmetri fatorization with the same fator φ− and the same index λ.
(b) If Φ admits an AP antisymmetri fatorization, Φ = ψ− e2λ ψ˜−1− , then φ admits an
AP asymmetri fatorization with the same minus fator ψ−, the same index λ and
the even fator φe = e−λψ−1− φ.
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As a onsequene of Proposition 3.1.12, and realling that AP antisymmetri fator-
ization is a speial ase of right AP fatorization, we provide a way to relate the right AP
fatorization with the AP asymmetri fatorization.
Theorem 3.1.13. Let φ ∈ GAP . If φ admits a right AP fatorization,
φ = ϕ−eλϕ+, (3.1.42)
then φ admits an AP asymmetri fatorization,
φ = φ−eλφe (3.1.43)
with φ− = ϕ−ϕ˜−1+ , and φe = ϕ˜+ϕ+.
Corollary 3.1.14. Let φ ∈ GAP . If φ admits a anonial right AP fatorization,
φ = ϕ−ϕ+, (3.1.44)
then φ admits a anonial AP asymmetri fatorization,
φ = φ−φe (3.1.45)
with φ− = ϕ−ϕ˜−1+ , and φe = ϕ˜+ϕ+.
3.2 Invertibility of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators
with APW symbols
In this setion, we present an invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion, as well as an
expliit formula for the (one-sided and two-sided) inverses of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel
operators with APW Fourier symbols.
Theorem 3.2.1. Let φ ∈ GAPW .
(a) If k(φ) < 0, then (W+H)φ is properly d-normal and right-invertible.
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(b) If k(φ) > 0, then (W+H)φ is properly n-normal and left-invertible.
() If k(φ) = 0, then (W+H)φ is invertible.
Therefore, if (W+H)φ is a Fredholm operator then (W+H)φ is invertible.
Proof. From Theorem 3.1.3 it follows that φ admits an APW asymmetri fatorization of
the form
φ = φ− ek(φ) φe. (3.2.46)
In the ase where k(φ) < 0, we have that ek(φ) ∈ AP−. Sine AP− = AP ∩ H∞− (R), it
holds that ek(φ) ∈ H∞− (R) and hene
(W+H)φ = Wφ− ℓ0Wek(φ) ℓ0 (W+H)φe, (3.2.47)
due to Proposition 1.3.4 and (1.3.61). Sine φ− ∈ GAPW−, by the haraterization of
GAPW−, there exists a funtion ψ ∈ APW− suh that φ− = eψ. Thus, the mean motion
of φ− is zero and by Theorem 3.0.3,Wφ− is invertible. From Proposition 1.3.5, we know that
(W+H)φe is invertible. Therefore, sine ℓ0 : L
2(R+)→ L2+(R) is also an invertible operator,
(3.2.47) shows that (W+H)φ is equivalent to Wek(φ). One again, by Theorem 3.0.3, sine
the mean motion of ek(φ) is k(φ) and k(φ) < 0, it follows that the operatorWek(φ) is properly
d-normal and right-invertible. Consequently, due to the equivalene relation (3.2.47), the
operator (W+H)φ is also properly d-normal and right-invertible. This ompletes the proof
of part (a).
Part (b) an be derived from part (a) by passage to adjoint operators.
Finally, let us now suppose that k(φ) = 0. Then φ = φ− φe and
(W+H)φ = Wφ− ℓ0 (W+H)φe. (3.2.48)
Sine Wφ− and (W+H)φe are invertible, then (W+H)φ is also invertible, and therefore the
proof of part () is omplete.
In order to proeed to the next result, we reall here that T is reexive generalized
invertible if and only if KerT is a omplementable subspae of X and ImT is a losed and
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omplementable subspae of Y . Consequently, eah Fredholm operator is reexive gener-
alized invertible. Therefore and after having reahed an invertibility and semi-Fredholm
riterion for the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with APW symbols, we start now
looking for an expliit formula for the reexive generalized inverses of these Wiener-Hopf
plus Hankel operators.
The obtained formula exhibits the importane of the APW asymmetri fatorization
of the Fourier symbols of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators sine the inverses are
expressed in terms of the fators of the APW asymmetri fatorization and the value of
the mean motion of φ allows to distinguish if the reexive generalized inverse is in fat a
right-inverse, left-inverse or inverse. I.e., depending on κ(φ) < 0, κ(φ) > 0 and κ(φ) = 0,
we obtain the right-inverse, the left-inverse and the inverse of (W+H)φ, respetively. As
we will see in the theorem below, the expliit formula for the reexive generalized inverse
of (W+H)φ is given in terms of an arbitrary extension operator ℓ : L
2(R+)→ L2(R). This
means that the reexive generalized inverse of (W+H)φ is independent of the hoie of ℓ
(and therefore several hoies are allowed, like for instane ℓ = ℓ0 or ℓ = ℓ
e
).
Theorem 3.2.2. Let φ ∈ GAPW and
(W+H)−φ = ℓ0r+F−1φ−1e ·Fℓer+F−1e−k(φ) ·Fℓer+F−1φ−1− ·Fℓ : L2(R+)→ L2+(R), (3.2.49)
where φ−1e , e−k(φ), and φ
−1
− are the inverses of the orresponding fators of an APW asym-
metri fatorization of φ, φ = φ− ek(φ) φe, and the operator ℓ : L2(R+) → L2(R) denotes
an arbitrary extension operator. Then the operator (W +H)−φ is a reexive generalized
inverse of (W+H)φ and, moreover, it is
(a) the right-inverse of (W+H)φ, if k(φ) < 0,
(b) the left-inverse of (W+H)φ, if k(φ) > 0,
() the inverse of (W+H)φ, if k(φ) = 0.
Proof. Sine φ ∈ GAPW , due to Theorem 3.1.3, we have that φ admits an APW asym-
metri fatorization of the form
φ = φ− ek(φ) φe. (3.2.50)
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Consequently, from (1.1.32), it follows that
(W+H)φ = r+A−E Ae ℓer+, (3.2.51)
where
A− = F−1φ− · F , (3.2.52)
E = F−1ek(φ) · F , (3.2.53)
Ae = F−1φe · F . (3.2.54)
(i) If k(φ) ≤ 0, onsider
(W+H)φ (W+H)
−
φ = r+A−EAe ℓ
er+ ℓ0r+A
−1
e ℓ
er+E
−1ℓer+ A−1− ℓ
= r+A−EAe ℓer+A−1e ℓ
er+E
−1ℓer+A−1− ℓ, (3.2.55)
where the term ℓ0r+ was omitted due to the fat that r+ℓ0r+ = r+. Sine A
−1
e preserves the
even property of its symbol, we may also drop the rst ℓer+ term in (3.2.55), and obtain
(W+H)φ (W+H)
−
φ = r+A−E ℓ
er+E
−1ℓer+A−1− ℓ. (3.2.56)
Additionally, sine in the present ase E is a minus type fator, i.e., k(φ) ≤ 0 in (3.2.53)
(see [22, 73℄), it follows that E−1 is a plus type fator, i.e., λ ≥ 0 in the representation of
E−1 as E−1 = F−1eλ · F . Due to this and to the properties of A−, we may also omit the
rst ℓer+ term in (3.2.56). It follows then that
(W+H)φ (W+H)
−
φ = r+A−ℓ
er+A
−1
− ℓ = r+ ℓ = IL2(R+). (3.2.57)
(ii) If k(φ) ≥ 0, we will now analyze the omposition
(W+H)−φ (W+H)φ = ℓ0r+A
−1
e ℓ
er+E
−1ℓer+ A−1− ℓ r+A−EAe ℓ
er+ . (3.2.58)
In the present ase E−1 is a minus type fator and for this reason ℓer+E−1ℓer+ = ℓer+E−1.
The same reasoning applies to the fator A−1− , and therefore the equality (3.2.58) takes the
form
(W+H)−φ (W+H)φ = ℓ0r+A
−1
e ℓ
er+Ae ℓ
er+ = ℓ0r+ ℓ
er+ = ℓ0r+ = IL2+(R) , (3.2.59)
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where we took into aount that ℓer+Aeℓ
er+ = Aeℓ
er+.
(iii) Interseting the last two ases, (i) and (ii), it follows that for k(φ) = 0, the operator
(W+H)−φ is the (both-sided) inverse of (W+H)φ (f. (3.2.57) and (3.2.59)).
Finally, please observe that all the above three situations are stronger than
(W+H)φ (W+H)
−
φ (W+H)φ = (W+H)φ , (W+H)
−
φ (W+H)φ (W+H)
−
φ = (W+H)
−
φ ,
(3.2.60)
i.e., (W+H)−φ is a reexive generalized inverse of (W+H)φ.
As a onsequene of Theorem 3.2.1 and of the relation between right APW fatorization
and APW asymmetri fatorization presented in Theorem 3.1.6 and Corollary 3.1.7, we
end up this setion with a urious result about the dependene between the invertibility of
Wiener-Hopf and Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with the same APW Fourier symbol.
That is, from the invertibility of the Wiener-Hopf operator, we obtain the invertibility of
the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator.
Theorem 3.2.3. Let φ ∈ GAPW . If Wφ is invertible, then (W+H)φ is invertible.
Proof. Aording to [12, Corollary 9.8℄, if φ ∈ GAPW , then Wφ is invertible if and only if
φ admits a anonial right APW fatorization. Thus, sine Wφ is invertible, φ admits a
anonial right APW fatorization. Suppose that
φ = ϕ−ϕ+ (3.2.61)
is a anonial right APW fatorization of φ. By Corollary 3.1.7, φ admits a anonial
APW asymmetri fatorization,
φ = φ−φe, (3.2.62)
where
φ− = ϕ− ϕ˜−1+ , φe = ϕ˜+ ϕ+ . (3.2.63)
From Theorem 3.2.1, it follows that (W+H)φ is an invertible operator.
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3.3 Invertibility of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators
with AP symbols
After we have ahieved an invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion, as well as an
expliit formula for the (one-sided and two-sided) inverses of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel
operators with APW Fourier symbols, in this setion we will onsider the general ase of
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with almost periodi Fourier symbols. As mentioned
before, there is a result in Setion 3.1 that it is not possible to generalize from the APW ase
to the AP ase. That is, we annot guarantee that every invertible AP funtion admits an
AP asymmetri fatorization, while in Theorem 3.1.3 we proved that every invertible APW
funtion admits an APW asymmetri fatorization. Due to this, the results presented in
this setion are onerned with the invertibility and semi-Fredholm property and to the
one-sided and two-sided inverses of the operators are obtained assuming an AP asymmetri
fatorization of the Fourier symbol of the operators in study.
We omit the proofs in this setion sine the results that will be presented next have
similar proofs of the analogous APW results.
Theorem 3.3.1. Let φ ∈ GAP admit an AP asymmetri fatorization φ = φ− eλ φe.
(a) If λ < 0, then (W+H)φ is properly d-normal and right-invertible.
(b) If λ > 0, then (W+H)φ is properly n-normal and left-invertible.
() If λ = 0, then (W+H)φ is invertible.
Therefore, if (W+H)φ is a Fredholm operator then (W+H)φ is invertible.
Theorem 3.3.2. If φ ∈ GAP admits an AP asymmetri fatorization
φ = φ− eλ φe , (3.3.64)
then a reexive generalized inverse of (W+H)φ is dened by
(W+H)−φ = ℓ0r+F−1φ−1e · Fℓer+F−1e−λ · Fℓer+F−1φ−1− · Fℓ : L2(R+)→ L2+(R), (3.3.65)
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where ℓ : L2(R+)→ L2(R) denotes an arbitrary extension operator.
Additionally, in a more detailed way:
(a) if λ < 0, then (W+H)−φ is the right-inverse of (W+H)φ;
(b) if λ > 0, then (W+H)−φ is the left-inverse of (W+H)φ;
() if λ = 0, then (W+H)−φ is the inverse of (W+H)φ.
Combining now Theorem 3.3.1, and Theorem 3.1.13 and Corollary 3.1.14 (onerning
to the relation between right AP fatorization and AP asymmetri fatorization), we an
also establish invertibility dependenies between Wiener-Hopf and Wiener-Hopf plus Han-
kel operators with the same AP Fourier symbol. In this ase, we also have to deal with
an additional assumption, this time not onerning to the AP asymmetri fatorization
of the Fourier symbols of the operators, but onerning with the right AP fatorization.
This is due to the AP analogue of Simonenko's theorem that states that, for φ ∈ AP , Wφ
is invertible if and only if φ admits a anonial generalized right AP fatorization (see [12,
Theorem 21.7℄). The generalized right AP fatorization, as its name suggest, is a gener-
alization of the right AP fatorization, and it was introdued to prove the AP analogue
of Simonenko's theorem mentioned before. We will not go into details about this new
kind of AP fatorization. For more information about generalized right AP fatorization,
see [12, 13℄. Seeing that Wφ is invertible if and only if φ admits a anonial generalized
right AP fatorization and that we an only establish a relation between AP asymmet-
ri fatorization and right AP fatorization (whih is a partiular ase of a generalized
right AP fatorization), the assumption onerning to the anonial right AP fatoriza-
tion arises naturally in the attainment of invertibility dependenies between Wiener-Hopf
and Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators.
Theorem 3.3.3. Let φ ∈ GAP . If Wφ is invertible with φ having a anonial right AP
fatorization, then (W+H)φ is invertible.
Proof. Suppose that
φ = ϕ−ϕ+ (3.3.66)
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is a anonial right AP fatorization of φ. By Corollary 3.1.14, φ admits a anonial AP
asymmetri fatorization,
φ = φ−φe, (3.3.67)
where
φ− = ϕ− ϕ˜−1+ , φe = ϕ˜+ ϕ+ . (3.3.68)
From Theorem 3.3.1, it follows that (W+H)φ is an invertible operator.
Remark 3.3.4. We would like to mention that Theorems 3.2.1, 3.2.3, 3.3.1 and 3.3.3
onerning to Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators also hold true for Wiener-Hopf minus
Hankel operators. This ours beause for Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators we have an
analogue of Proposition 1.3.2 and due to this we obtain a similar result of Proposition 1.3.4
(f. Remark 1.3.6). Similar versions of Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.3.2 are also possible to obtain
for Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators if we onsider the reexive generalized inverses
of (W−H)φ dened by
(W−H)−φ = ℓ0r+F−1φ−1e · Fℓor+F−1e−λ · Fℓor+F−1φ−1− · Fℓ : L2(R+)→ L2+(R). (3.3.69)
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Chapter 4
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel Operators with
Semi-Almost Periodi Symbols
In 1977, D. Sarason [67℄ developed the semi-Fredholm theory for Toeplitz operators
in the Hardy spae H2, with symbols in the algebra of semi-almost periodi elements.
Few years later, in 1981, R. V. Duduhava and A. I. Saginashvili [29, 65℄ worked out the
orresponding semi-Fredholm theory for Wiener-Hopf operators with semi-almost periodi
Fourier symbols, ating between Lp Lebesgue spaes (1 < p < ∞). Both results of D.
Sarason, and R. V. Duduhava and A. I. Saginashvili were obtained upon onditions on
the mean motions and on the geometri mean values of the almost periodi representatives
at minus and plus innity of the Fourier symbols.
Motivated by these results, in this hapter, we establish a orresponding analysis for
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols. In a rst part,
by onsidering Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators ating in L2 Lebesgue spaes and then, in
a seond part, onsidering Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators ating in Lp Lebesgue spaes
(1 < p <∞). To end up, we dediate a setion to the study of a formula for the Fredholm
index of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators.
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4.1 A Sarason's type theorem
4.1.1 Motivation
The aim of this setion is the obtainment of a Sarason's type theorem for Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operators. We an nd the rst version of the Sarason's theorem in [67, Theorem 1℄.
There, D. Sarason only onsiders Toeplitz operators with Fourier symbols invertible in the
algebra of semi-almost periodi funtions. In [12, Theorem 3.9℄, the Sarason's Theorem for
Wiener-Hopf operators with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols is presented, where the
ase of Wiener-Hopf operators with Fourier symbols that are not invertible in the algebra
of semi-almost periodi funtions is also onsidered. This result is presented below.
From now on, onsider [c1, c2] to be the line segment in the omplex plane between and
inluding the endpoints c1, c2 ∈ C.
Theorem 4.1.1. ([12, Theorem 3.9℄) Let φ ∈ SAP and suppose that φ is not identially
zero.
(a) If φ /∈ GSAP , then Wφ is not normally solvable.
(b) If φ ∈ GSAP and κ(φl) · κ(φr) < 0, then Wφ is not normally solvable.
() If φ ∈ GSAP , κ(φl) ·κ(φr) ≥ 0, and κ(φl)+κ(φr) > 0, then Wφ is properly n-normal
and left-invertible.
(d) If φ ∈ GSAP , κ(φl) ·κ(φr) ≥ 0, and κ(φl)+κ(φr) < 0, then Wφ is properly d-normal
and right-invertible.
(e) If φ ∈ GSAP , κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0, and 0 ∈ [d(φl),d(φr)], then Wφ is not normally
solvable.
(f) If φ ∈ GSAP , κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0, and 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)], then Wφ is a Fredholm
operator.
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While D. Sarason used an approah related with loalization tehniques and C⋆-algebra
arguments to prove the Sarason's Theorem, A. Bötther, Yu. I. Karlovih and I. M.
Spitkovsky followed the arguments used by R. V. Duduhava and A. I. Saginashvili in [29℄.
Although some parts of the approah of R. V. Duduhava and A. I. Saginashvili are also
possible to be arried out to Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators, there are other parts where we
have to use a dierent reasoning. After some attempts, we were able to provide a proof of
the Sarason's type theorem in a muh more simple and elegant way by using the ∆relation
after extension as it is stated in the next setion. In Setion 4.1.3, we follow, as far as
possible, a similar approah of that one used by R. V. Duduhava and A. I. Saginashvili.
Sine, in this ase, we obtain a dierent version of the Sarason's type theorem, ombining
these two versions, we an rene the initial version of the Sarason's type theorem. In
this sense, we will end this setion by presenting a stronger version of the Sarason's type
theorem.
4.1.2 First approah
Theorem 4.1.2. Let φ ∈ GSAP .
(a) If κ(φl) + κ(φr) < 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are right-invertible. Moreover, at
least one of these operators is properly d-normal.
(b) If κ(φl) + κ(φr) > 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are left-invertible. In addition, at
least one of these operators is properly n-normal.
() If κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and ℜe
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
6= 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are Fredholm
operators.
(d) If κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and ℜe
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
= 0, then at least one of the operators (W+H)φ
and (W−H)φ is not normally solvable.
Proof. By the well-known haraterization of SAP (f. (2.2.27)), onsidering u ∈ C(R)
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for whih u(−∞) = 0 and u(+∞) = 1, there exist φl, φr ∈ AP and φ0 ∈ C0(R˙) suh that
φ = (1− u)φl + uφr + φ0. (4.1.1)
Beause φ ∈ GSAP , it results that φl, φr ∈ GAP . Consequently, taking into onsideration
Bohr's Theorem and the denition of the geometri mean value (f. (2.1.13) and (2.1.15)),
it follows that
φl = eκ(φl)d(φl)e
ωl
(4.1.2)
and
φr = eκ(φr)d(φr)e
ωr
(4.1.3)
with ωl, ωr ∈ AP and M(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0 (and obviously d(φl)d(φr) 6= 0). Thus
φ = (1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eωl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eωr + φ0. (4.1.4)
In view of the transfer of regularity properties from the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
to the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W+H)φ and to the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel
operator (W−H)φ (stated in Corollary 1.3.8 and Corollary 1.3.10), we will now study the
Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
. Sine
φ˜ = (1− u˜)d(φl)e−κ(φl)e eωl + u˜d(φr)e−κ(φr)efωr + φ˜0, (4.1.5)
we have
φφ˜−1 =
(1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eωl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eωr + φ0
(1− u˜)d(φl)e−κ(φl)e eωl + u˜d(φr)e−κ(φr)efωr + φ˜0
. (4.1.6)
To nd the almost periodi representatives of φφ˜−1, we just have to study the behaviour of
φφ˜−1 at −∞ and +∞ (reall that the almost periodi representatives of an almost periodi
funtion are uniquely determined). Therefore, for the almost periodi representatives of
φφ˜−1, we get
(
φφ˜−1
)
l
=
d(φl)
d(φr)
eκ(φl)+κ(φr)e
ωl−fωr , (4.1.7)
(
φφ˜−1
)
r
=
d(φr)
d(φl)
eκ(φl)+κ(φr) e
ωr− eωl . (4.1.8)
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Beause ωl, ωr ∈ AP are suh that M(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0 (whih additionally implies
M(ω˜l) = M(ω˜r) = 0), it follows from (4.1.7) and (4.1.8) that
κ
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
= κ
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
)
= κ(φl) + κ(φr) (4.1.9)
and
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
=
d(φl)
d(φr)
, d
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
)
=
d(φr)
d(φl)
. (4.1.10)
Applying now Sarason's Theorem to the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
, it holds that:
(a) if κ(φl) + κ(φr) < 0, then Wφgφ−1 is properly d-normal and right-invertible;
(b) if κ(φl) + κ(φr) > 0, then Wφgφ−1 is properly n-normal and left-invertible;
() if κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and
0 /∈
[
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
, d
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
)]
, (4.1.11)
then W
φgφ−1
is a Fredholm operator;
(d) if κ(φl)+κ(φr) = 0 and (4.1.11) does not happen, thenWφgφ−1 is not normally solvable.
In this ase, sine d
(
(φφ˜−1)l
)
and d
(
(φφ˜−1)r
)
are inverses of eah other (f. (4.1.10)),
the ondition (4.1.11) is satised if and only if d(φl)/d(φr) is suh that
ℜe
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
6= 0. (4.1.12)
Applying now Corollary 1.3.8 and Corollary 1.3.10, we obtain the following: (W+H)φ and
(W−H)φ are right-invertible, under the onditions of ase (a); (W +H)φ and (W−H)φ
are left-invertible, under the onditions of ase (b); and (W +H)φ and (W −H)φ are
Fredholm operators, under the onditions of ase (). To arrive at the nal assertion,
we an interpret the ∆relation after extension between the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel
operator (W +H)φ and the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφgφ−1 (presented in Lemma 1.3.7) as
an equivalene after extension between diag[(W+H)φ, Tφ] and Wφgφ−1. In this way, we get
in ases (a) and (b) that diag[(W +H)φ, Tφ] is properly d-normal or properly n-normal,
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respetively. This means that at least one of the operators (W+H)φ and Tφ is properly
d-normal or properly n-normal, in the ase (a) or (b), respetively. Considering now the
equivalene after extension between Tφ and (W −H)φ (f. Proposition 1.3.9), the last
proposition tells us that at least one the operators (W +H)φ and (W −H)φ is properly
d-normal or properly n-normal, if in the onditions of ase (a) or ase (b), respetively. In
ase (d), we have that diag[(W+H)φ, Tφ] is not normally solvable, whih implies that at
least one the operators (W+H)φ and Tφ is not normally solvable. From the equivalene
after extension (1.3.109), it therefore follows that at least one the operators (W+H)φ and
(W−H)φ is not normally solvable (in this ase (d)).
Remark 4.1.3. We would like to point out the following details onerning to this last
result:
(i) Theorem 4.1.2 is alled a Sarason's type theorem for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators
sine it desribes the Fredholm nature of (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ based on the values
of κ(φl), κ(φr), d(φl) and d(φr) when φ ∈ GSAP ;
(ii) being lear that Theorem 4.1.2 is not a omplete haraterization of all the regularity
properties of (W±H)φ, we would like to mentioned that under the onditions of the
theorem some open questions remain to be answered. For instane, this is the ase
of ondition (d) whih is formulated as a minimal ondition about the image of the
two operators;
(iii) nally, from the above theorem and from the Sarason's Theorem for Wiener-Hopf
operators Wφ, it follows that if φ ∈ GSAP is suh that κ(φl) · κ(φr) < 0 and κ(φl) +
κ(φr) 6= 0, the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W +H)φ and the Wiener-Hopf
minus Hankel operator (W −H)φ are normally solvable although the Wiener-Hopf
operatorWφ is not normally solvable. In partiular, this exemplies the dierenes in
the regularity properties of the Wiener-Hopf plus/minus Hankel operators by adding
or subtrating the Hankel operator to the Wiener-Hopf operator.
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4.1.3 A stronger version of the Sarason's type theorem
Following the main idea of the approah of R. V. Duduhava and A. I. Saginashvili
(f. [29℄), we reah a dierent version of the Sarason's type theorem presented before.
Combining then these two versions, we an settle a stronger version of the Sarason's type
theorem. Before that, and in order to establish the seond version of the Sarason's type
theorem, we will rst state and prove some lemmas that will be needed in the proof of this
result.
Lemma 4.1.4. Let φ, ϕ ∈ GSAP and suppose that their almost periodi representatives
φl, ϕl, φr, ϕr are onneted by
φl = ψ
−
l ϕlψ
+
l , with ψ
±
l ∈ GAP± and d(ψ±l ) = 1, (4.1.13)
φr = ψ
−
r ϕrψ
+
r , with ψ
±
r ∈ GAP± and d(ψ±r ) = 1. (4.1.14)
Then there exist ζ− ∈ G(C(R˙) +H∞− (R)) ∩ GSAP and ζe ∈ GL∞(R), ζ˜e = ζe, suh that
φ = ζ−ϕ ζe . (4.1.15)
Proof. In [12, Lemma 3.11℄, it is guaranteed the existene of γ± ∈ G(C(R˙) + H∞± (R)) ∩
GSAP suh that
φ = γ−ϕγ+. (4.1.16)
Thus, if we onsider
ζ− = γ−γ˜
−1
+ , (4.1.17)
ζe = γ˜+γ+, (4.1.18)
we obtain
φ = ζ−ϕ ζe (4.1.19)
with ζ− ∈ G(C(R˙) +H∞− (R)) ∩ GSAP and ζe ∈ GL∞(R), ζ˜e = ζe.
Lemma 4.1.5. Let φ, ϕ ∈ L∞(R). If there are funtions ζ− ∈ G(C(R˙) + H∞− (R)) and
ζe ∈ GL∞(R), ζ˜e = ζe, suh that φ = ζ−ϕ ζe, then the operator (W+H)φ
(
resp. (W−H)φ
)
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is properly n-normal, properly d-normal or Fredholm operator if and only if the operator
(W+H)ϕ
(
resp. (W−H)ϕ
)
enjoys the same property.
Proof. From the fatorization of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators presented in
(1.3.63), we obtain
(W+H)φ = (W+H)ζ−ϕ ℓ0 (W+H)ζe . (4.1.20)
Applying now Proposition 1.3.2 to (W+H)ζ−ϕ, it yields
(W+H)ζ−ϕ = (W+H)ζ− ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ +Hζ− ℓ0 (W+H)eϕ−ϕ . (4.1.21)
Sine ζ− ∈ G(C(R˙) + H∞− (R)), in virtue of a theorem due to P. Hartman (see [40℄, [12,
Theorem 2.18℄), we have thatHζ− is a ompat operator. Therefore we may rewrite (4.1.21)
as follows
(W+H)ζ−ϕ = (W+H)ζ− ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ + C (4.1.22)
with C being the ompat operator Hζ−ℓ0 (W+H)eϕ−ϕ. Combining (4.1.20) and (4.1.22),
we obtain
(W+H)φ = (W+H)ζ−ℓ0 (W+H)ϕ ℓ0 (W+H)ζe +K (4.1.23)
where K is the ompat operator Hζ− ℓ0 (W+H)eϕ−ϕ ℓ0 (W+H)ζe. Now, due to a theorem of
R. G. Douglas (f. [27, 28℄, [12, Theorem 2.19℄), we know thatWζ− is a Fredholm operator,
and onsequently, (W+H)ζ− is a Fredholm operator (as the sum of a Fredholm Wiener-
-Hopf operator with a ompat Hankel operator). Clearly, sine (W+H)ζ− is a Fredholm
operator, (W+H)ζ−ℓ0 will be also a Fredholm operator. Finally, from Proposition 1.3.5,
it follows that ℓ0(W+H)ζe is a Fredholm operator too. This, in onnetion with (4.1.23),
means that (W+H)φ is properly n-normal, properly d-normal or Fredholm operator if and
only if (W+H)ϕ has the same property.
Due to (1.3.76) and (1.3.77), the proof for the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel ase runs
identially.
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Proposition 4.1.6. Let φ, ϕ ∈ GSAP and suppose that their almost periodi representa-
tives φl, ϕl, φr, ϕr are onneted by
φl = ψ
−
l ϕlψ
+
l , with ψ
±
l ∈ GAP± and d(ψ±l ) = 1, (4.1.24)
φr = ψ
−
r ϕrψ
+
r , with ψ
±
r ∈ GAP± and d(ψ±r ) = 1. (4.1.25)
Then the operator (W+H)φ
(
resp. (W−H)φ
)
is properly n-normal, properly d-normal or
Fredholm if and only if the operator (W+H)ϕ
(
resp. (W−H)ϕ
)
enjoys the same property.
Proof. It runs immediately from Lemmas 4.1.4 and 4.1.5.
After having proved these auxiliary results, we present next the seond version of the
Sarason's type theorem. In what follows, let PC(T) denote the C∗-algebra of all pieewise
ontinuous funtions on T, i.e., funtions θ ∈ L∞(T) for whih the one-sided limits
θ(τ − 0) := lim
ε→0−
θ(τeiε) , θ(τ + 0) := lim
ε→0+
θ(τeiε) (4.1.26)
exist for eah τ ∈ T.
Theorem 4.1.7. Let φ ∈ GSAP .
(a) If κ(φl) > 0 and κ(φr) > 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly n-normal and
left-invertible.
(b) If κ(φl) < 0 and κ(φr) < 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly d-normal and
right-invertible.
() Let κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0.
(i) (W+H)φ is a Fredholm operator if and only if
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
/∈ Z+ 1
4
.
(ii) (W−H)φ is a Fredholm operator if and only if 12π arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
/∈ Z− 1
4
.
Proof. Applying the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2, we obtain the fol-
lowing representation of φ:
φ = (1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eωl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eωr + φ0, (4.1.27)
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with ωl, ωr ∈ AP and M(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0.
Consider now
ϕ = (1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl) + ud(φr)eκ(φr) + ϕ0, (4.1.28)
where ϕ0 ∈ C0(R˙) is hosen in order to ϕ ∈ GSAP .
In the rst part of this proof, we will prove that (W+H)φ is properly n-normal, properly
d-normal or Fredholm if and only if (W+H)ϕ enjoys the same property.
Suppose that (W+H)φ is properly n-normal. Then, by a well-known property onern-
ing to the index of semi-Fredholm operators (f. Theorem 1.2.1), there exists an δ > 0
suh that
Ind (W+H)̺ = Ind (W+H)φ, (4.1.29)
for all operators (W+H)̺ with Fourier symbols ̺ satisfying the ondition ‖φ− ̺‖∞ < δ.
This means that there exists an δ > 0 suh that (W +H)̺ is properly n-normal for ̺
satisfying ‖φ− ̺‖∞ < δ. Let p±l , p±r ∈ AP± be almost periodi polynomials suh that
M(p±l ) = M(p
±
l ) = 0, (4.1.30)
‖ωl − p−l − p+l ‖∞ < ε, (4.1.31)
‖ωr − p−r − p+r ‖∞ < ε, (4.1.32)
for ε > 0. Consider now
ζ = (1− u)d(φl)ep
−
l eκ(φl)e
p+
l + ud(φr)e
p−r eκ(φr)e
p+r + φ0. (4.1.33)
If, in (4.1.31) and (4.1.32), we hose a suiently small ε, then we obtain ‖φ− ζ‖∞ < δ,
whih assures that (W+H)ζ is properly n-normal. Aording to Theorem 1.4.1, it holds
that ζ ∈ GL∞(R). Sine ζ ∈ SAP and being SAP an inverse losed subalgebra in L∞(R),
it follows that ζ ∈ GSAP . Moreover, due to (4.1.30), we have the guarantee that d(ep±l ) =
d
(
ep
±
r
)
= 1. So, ζ and ϕ are in the onditions of Proposition 4.1.6, and therefore, sine
(W+H)ζ is properly n-normal, we onlude that (W+H)ϕ is properly n-normal.
Assume now that (W+H)ϕ is properly n-normal. Consider
γ = (1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eσl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eσr + ϕ0, (4.1.34)
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with σl, σr ∈ AP . By Theorem 1.2.1 there exists an δ > 0 suh that (W+H)γ is properly
n-normal if in (4.1.34) we hoose ‖σl‖∞ < δ and ‖σr‖∞ < δ. Following the same reasoning
as before, if (W+H)γ is properly n-normal, then γ ∈ GSAP . Dene now
η = (1− u)d(φl)eq
−
l eκ(φl)e
σleq
+
l + ud(φr)e
q−r eκ(φr)e
σreq
+
r + η0, (4.1.35)
where q±l , q
±
r ∈ AP± are almost periodi polynomials suh that M(q±l ) = M(q±l ) = 0
(onsequently d
(
eq
±
l
)
= d
(
eq
±
r
)
= 1) and η0 ∈ C0(R˙) is so that η ∈ GSAP . Aording to
Proposition 4.1.6, we have that (W+H)η is properly n-normal. If, in (4.1.35), we hoose
η0 = φ0 and q
±
l , q
±
r suh that
ωl = σl + q
−
l + q
+
l and ωr = σr + q
−
r + q
+
r , (4.1.36)
we obtain η = φ, and therefore, we get that (W +H)φ is properly n-normal (note that
the last identities put additional onditions to σl and σr). At this moment, we proved
that (W +H)φ is properly n-normal if and only if (W +H)ϕ is also properly n-normal.
Analogously it an be shown that (W+H)φ is properly d-normal (resp. Fredholm) if and
only if (W +H)ϕ is properly d-normal (resp. Fredholm). Using the same reasoning, we
obtain that (W−H)φ is properly n-normal, properly d-normal or Fredholm operator if and
only if (W−H)ϕ enjoys the same property.
Due to this, and in a seond part, we will prove the theorem for the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators (W±H)ϕ.
Suppose that κ(φl) < 0 and κ(φr) < 0. Due to a result of Sarason (f. [66, 67℄), it
follows ϕ ∈ C(R˙) +H∞− (R), and onsequently Hϕ is a ompat operator. From the proof
of Theorem 3.9 in [12℄, we have that Wϕ is properly d-normal. Therefore, sine (W±H)ϕ
is the sum/dierene of a properly d-normal Wiener-Hopf operator with a ompat Hankel
operator, it results that (W±H)ϕ is a properly d-normal operator (f. [34, Theorem 15.3℄),
whih ompletes the proof of part (b) of the theorem. Part (a) derives from part (b) by
passage to adjoint operators, and in this way we prove that (W±H)ϕ is properly n-normal
if κ(φl) > 0 and κ(φr) > 0.
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Finally, onsider κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0. In this ase, ϕ ∈ GC(R) seeing that
ϕ = (1− u)d(φl) + ud(φr) + ϕ0, (4.1.37)
with u ∈ C(R) and ϕ0 ∈ C0(R˙). Thus ϕ an be viewed as a pieewise ontinuous funtion
with a single jump at ∞. Using the results of E. L. Basor and T. Ehrhardt on Toeplitz
plus Hankel operators with PC(T) symbols, we will see how one an prove part (). We
will start by proving the assertion for the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)ϕ
and then we will prove for the ase of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W +H)ϕ.
Reall from Lemma 1.3.13 that the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)ϕ and the
Toeplitz plus Hankel operator (T+H)B0ϕ are equivalent operators. In [5, Corollary 3.2℄,
we nd the following result onerning to the Fredholm property of Toeplitz plus Hankel
operators with PC(T) symbols: for θ ∈ PC(T), the Toeplitz plus Hankel operator (T+H)θ
is a Fredholm operator if and only if θ(τ ± 0) 6= 0 for eah τ ∈ T and
1
2π
arg
(
θ(τ − 0)θ(τ¯ − 0)
θ(τ + 0)θ(τ¯ + 0)
)
/∈ Z+ 1
2
for eah τ ∈ T+, (4.1.38)
1
2π
arg
(
θ(τ − 0)
θ(τ + 0)
)
/∈ Z+ τ
4
for eah τ ∈ {−1, 1}. (4.1.39)
Here, and in what follows, T+ := {t ∈ T : ℑm t > 0}. In our ase,
θ(t) = B0ϕ(t)
=
(
1− u
(
i
1 + t
1− t
))
d(φl) + u
(
i
1 + t
1− t
)
d(φr) + ϕ0
(
i
1 + t
1− t
)
, t ∈ T\{1}. (4.1.40)
Sine ϕ ∈ GC(R), it follows that θ(τ±0) 6= 0 for eah τ ∈ T. Taking into aount that ϕ is
a pieewise ontinuous funtion with a single jump at ∞, it yields that θ(τ − 0) = θ(τ +0)
and θ(τ¯ − 0) = θ(τ¯ + 0) for all τ ∈ T+. Consequently, it holds that
1
2π
arg
(
θ(τ − 0)θ(τ¯ − 0)
θ(τ + 0)θ(τ¯ + 0)
)
∈ Z for eah τ ∈ T+, (4.1.41)
whih implies that
1
2π
arg
(
θ(τ − 0)θ(τ¯ − 0)
θ(τ + 0)θ(τ¯ + 0)
)
/∈ Z+ 1
2
for eah τ ∈ T+. (4.1.42)
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Moreover, due to the equality θ(−1− 0) = θ(−1 + 0), it also holds that
1
2π
arg
(
θ(−1− 0)
θ(−1 + 0)
)
∈ Z, (4.1.43)
and therefore
1
2π
arg
(
θ(−1− 0)
θ(−1 + 0)
)
/∈ Z− 1
4
. (4.1.44)
Then, sine
θ(1− 0) = (1− u(+∞))d(φl) + u(+∞)d(φr) + ϕ0(+∞) = d(φr), (4.1.45)
θ(1 + 0) = (1− u(−∞))d(φl) + u(−∞)d(φr) + ϕ0(−∞) = d(φl), (4.1.46)
it follows that
1
2π
arg
(
θ(1− 0)
θ(1 + 0)
)
=
1
2π
arg
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
)
. (4.1.47)
Therefore, by [5, Corollary 3.2℄ stated above (f. (4.1.38) and (4.1.39)), we onlude that
the Toeplitz plus Hankel operator (T+H)B0ϕ is a Fredholm operator if and only if
1
2π
arg
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
)
/∈ Z+ 1
4
. (4.1.48)
In this way, the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)ϕ is also a Fredholm operator
(sine (W−H)ϕ and (T+H)B0ϕ are equivalent operators) if and only if
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
= − 1
2π
arg
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
)
/∈ Z− 1
4
. (4.1.49)
Now that we already proved the Fredholm haraterization of the Wiener-Hopf minus
Hankel operator (W−H)ϕ, we will prove the Fredholm haraterization of the Wiener-Hopf
plus Hankel operator (W+H)ϕ. From Lemma 1.3.11, we have that the Wiener-Hopf plus
Hankel operator (W+H)ϕ and the Toeplitz minus Hankel operator (T−H)B0ϕ are equiv-
alent operators. Using [30, Theorem A.4℄, we obtain a similar result of [5, Corollary 3.2℄
for Toeplitz minus Hankel operators. In this ase, the Fredholm haraterization is the
following: for θ ∈ PC(T), the Toeplitz minus Hankel operator (T −H)θ is a Fredholm
operator if and only if θ(τ ± 0) 6= 0 for eah τ ∈ T and
1
2π
arg
(
θ(τ − 0)θ(τ¯ − 0)
θ(τ + 0)θ(τ¯ + 0)
)
/∈ Z+ 1
2
for eah τ ∈ T+, (4.1.50)
1
2π
arg
(
θ(τ − 0)
θ(τ + 0)
)
/∈ Z− τ
4
for eah τ ∈ {−1, 1}. (4.1.51)
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From (4.1.42) and (4.1.43), we already know that
1
2π
arg
(
θ(τ − 0)θ(τ¯ − 0)
θ(τ + 0)θ(τ¯ + 0)
)
/∈ Z+ 1
2
for eah τ ∈ T+, (4.1.52)
1
2π
arg
(
θ(−1− 0)
θ(−1 + 0)
)
/∈ Z+ 1
4
. (4.1.53)
Therefore, from (4.1.47), we onlude that the Toeplitz minus Hankel operator (T−H)B0ϕ
is a Fredholm operator if and only if
1
2π
arg
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
)
/∈ Z− 1
4
, (4.1.54)
i.e., if and only if
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
= − 1
2π
arg
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
)
/∈ Z+ 1
4
. (4.1.55)
Finally, due to the equivalene between the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W+H)ϕ
and the Toeplitz minus Hankel operator (T−H)B0ϕ, we have that the Wiener-Hopf plus
Hankel operator (W+H)ϕ is a Fredholm operator if and only if (4.1.55) holds true.
Remark 4.1.8. Looking for both versions of the Sarason's type theorem (f. Theo-
rems 4.1.2 and 4.1.7), we see that seond version of the Sarason's type theorem is more
restritive than the rst one in what onerns the assumptions. This ours sine the
seond version onsiders only the ase where the mean motions κ(φl) and κ(φr) have the
same sign, while the rst version onsiders all the possibilities for the values of κ(φl) and
κ(φr). Consequently, the fat of onditions presented in the seond version of the Sarason's
type theorem being more rened allow the ahievement of a haraterization more aurate
than the haraterization presented in the rst version of the Sarason's type theorem.
After having proved the seond version of the Sarason's type theorem, we are now
in the position to present a stronger version of the Sarason's type theorems provided in
Theorems 4.1.2 and 4.1.7.
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Theorem 4.1.9. Let φ ∈ GSAP .
(a) If κ(φl) + κ(φr) < 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are right-invertible, and at least
one of these operators is properly d-normal. Moreover, if κ(φl) < 0 and κ(φr) < 0,
then both operators are properly d-normal.
(b) If κ(φl)+κ(φr) > 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are left-invertible, and at least one
of these operators is properly n-normal. Moreover, if κ(φl) > 0 and κ(φr) > 0, then
both operators are properly n-normal.
() If κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
/∈ Z± 1
4
, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are
Fredholm operators.
(d) If κ(φl)+ κ(φr) = 0 and
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
∈ Z+ 1
4
or
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
∈ Z− 1
4
, then
at least one of the operators (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ is not normally solvable.
(e) Let κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0.
(i) (W+H)φ is a Fredholm operator if and only if
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
/∈ Z+ 1
4
.
(ii) (W−H)φ is a Fredholm operator if and only if 12π arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
/∈ Z− 1
4
.
(iii) (W+H)φ is a Fredholm operator and (W−H)φ is not a normally solvable operator
if and only if
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
∈ Z− 1
4
.
(iv) (W−H)φ is a Fredholm operator and (W+H)φ is not a normally solvable operator
if and only if
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
∈ Z+ 1
4
.
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorems 4.1.2 and 4.1.7. Notie that ondition
ℜe
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
6= 0 (4.1.56)
that appears in Theorem 4.1.2 is equivalent to the ondition
1
2π
arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
/∈ Z± 1
4
. (4.1.57)
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4.1.4 Another look at the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riteria
of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with AP symbols
Reall that the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion for Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel
operators with AP Fourier symbols obtained in Setion 3.3 was establish under the as-
sumption on the AP asymmetri fatorization of the Fourier symbol of the orresponding
operator. There, the value of the index of the middle term of the fatorization is what
determines if the operator is properly d-normal and right-invertible, properly n-normal
and left-invertible or invertible. This ours ontrarily to what happens in the ase of
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators with APW symbols, where onditions for left, right
and both-sided invertibility, and for the semi-Fredholm properties (properly d-normal or
properly n-normal) of the operators are obtained from the mean motion of the Fourier sym-
bol of the operator. Using the seond version of the Sarason's type theorem for Wiener-
-Hopf-Hankel operators with SAP symbols (see Theorem 4.1.7), we are able to reformulate
the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with AP
symbols in terms of the value of the mean motion of the Fourier symbol of the operator.
Theorem 4.1.10. Let φ ∈ GAP admit an AP asymmetri fatorization.
(a) If k(φ) < 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly d-normal and right-invertible.
(b) If k(φ) > 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly n-normal and left-invertible.
() If k(φ) = 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are invertible.
Therefore, if (W +H)φ
(
resp. (W −H)φ
)
is a Fredholm operator then (W +H)φ
(
resp.
(W−H)φ
)
is invertible.
Proof. Suppose that
φ = φ− eλ φe (4.1.58)
is an AP asymmetri fatorization of φ. From Theorem 3.3.1 and Remark 3.3.4, we obtain:
(A) if λ < 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly d-normal and right-invertible;
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(B) if λ > 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly n-normal and left-invertible;
(C) if λ = 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are invertible.
Sine φ ∈ GAP , then φ ∈ GSAP and therefore we have
φl = φr = φ. (4.1.59)
Due to this,
κ(φl) = κ(φr) = κ(φ), (4.1.60)
d(φl) = d(φr) = d(φ), (4.1.61)
and onsequently
κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 2κ(φ), (4.1.62)
ℜe
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
= 1 6= 0. (4.1.63)
Rewriting now Theorem 4.1.7 for φ ∈ GAP , one obtains:
(i) if κ(φ) < 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly d-normal and right-invertible;
(ii) if κ(φ) > 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly n-normal and left-invertible;
(iii) if κ(φ) = 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are Fredholm operators.
From (A)(C), we observe that the algebra of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with AP
Fourier symbols does not ontain Fredholm operators that are not invertible. This together
with (i)(iii) ompletes the proof.
Remark 4.1.11. Combining Theorems 3.3.1 and 4.1.10, we observe that we an relate
the index λ of the AP asymmetri fatorization of φ with the mean motion of φ in the
following way:
λ = Cκ(φ), C > 0, (4.1.64)
i.e.,
sgnλ = sgn κ(φ). (4.1.65)
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The ahievement of an invertibility and semi-Fredholm riterion forWiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators with AP Fourier symbols without the assumption on the AP asymmetri fator-
ization of the Fourier symbol of the operator is also possible and follows from Theorem 4.1.7.
In this ase, statements (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.1.10 remain true, and the hypothesis
k(φ) = 0 gives us the Fredholm property of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators while in
Theorem 4.1.10 (with the assumption on the AP asymmetri fatorization of the Fourier
symbol) we obtain the invertibility of the operators.
Theorem 4.1.12. Let φ ∈ GAP .
(a) If k(φ) < 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly d-normal and right-invertible.
(b) If k(φ) > 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are properly n-normal and left-invertible.
() If k(φ) = 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are Fredholm operators.
Proof. It follows diretly from Theorem 4.1.7.
4.2 A Duduhava-Saginashvili's type theorem
In this setion, motivated by the Duduhava-Saginashvili's Theorem, we present a
Duduhava-Saginashvili's type theorem for the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators under study.
This result is a generalization of the Sarason's type theorem presented in Theorem 4.1.2
for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators ating in Lp Lebesgue spaes (1 < p <∞).
Sine, from now on, we will deal with onvolution type operators ating in Lp Lebesgue
spaes, and in order to ensure the boundedness of the operators, we will need to assume that
the Fourier symbols of the operators belong to the algebra of Fourier multipliers in Lp. For
this reason, we will deal with onvolution type operators suh that its Fourier symbols will
belong to a partiular lass of semi-almost periodi funtions. Due to this, we begin this
setion by presenting the denition of some partiular lasses of almost and semi-almost
periodi funtions, the lasses APp and SAPp , that were introdued by R. V. Duduhava
and A. I. Saginashvili in [29℄. Then, we present the Duduhava-Saginashvili's Theorem
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whih is the motivation of this setion, and nally, we state and prove our Duduhava-
-Saginashvili's type theorem.
4.2.1 Some partiular lasses of almost and semi-almost periodi
funtions
In Setion 2.1 was dened the Banah algebra APW . We reall here that APW is
the set of all almost periodi funtions whih an be written in the form of an absolutely
onvergent series:
ϕ(x) =
∑
j
ϕje
iλjx (x ∈ R), λj ∈ R, ϕj = M(ϕ e−λj ),
∑
j
|ϕj| <∞ . (4.2.66)
Sine F−1eλ · F is a shift operator, it follows that the almost periodi polynomials belong
toMp(R) , and therefore we have the inlusion APW ⊂Mp(R) . Due to this inlusion, let
APp denote the losure of APW inMp(R) . As already pointed out before, M2 = L∞(R),
and therefore we have that AP2 oinides with AP. Moreover, we also have
APW ⊂ APp ⊂ AP. (4.2.67)
For a funtion in GAPp, R. V. Duduhava and A. I. Saginashvili presented a similar
result of Bohr's Theorem (see [29℄). That is, every funtion φ ∈ GAPp has a representation
of the form
φ = eκ(φ) e
ψ , (4.2.68)
where κ(φ) is a real number and ψ ∈ APp .
Realling now that C(R˙) denotes the spae of all (bounded) ontinuous (omplex-
-valued) funtions on R for whih both limits at ±∞ exist and oinide, and C(R) denotes
the set of all (bounded) ontinuous (omplex-valued) funtions on R with a possible jump
at ∞, let Cp(R˙) and Cp(R) denote the losures inMp(R) of C(R˙) and C(R), respetively.
After we have dened APp , Cp(R˙), and Cp(R), we are now in position to dene the
lass of Fourier symbols of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators that will be on fous in this
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setion: the algebra SAPp . Following the spirit of haraterization (2.2.27), let SAPp
denote the set of all funtions of the form
φ = (1− u)φl + uφr + φ0, (4.2.69)
where φl, φr ∈ APp, φ0 ∈ Cp(R˙) suh that φ0(∞) = 0 and u is a monotonially inreasing
real-valued funtion in C(R) satisfying u(−∞) = 0 and u(+∞) = 1. The denition of
SAPp was rst introdued by R. V. Duduhava and A. I. Saginashvili in [29℄.
Similarly to ase of the algebra of semi-almost periodi funtions, the elements φl, φr
and φ0 are uniquely determined by φ, and φl, φr are independent of the hoie of u, and
the maps whih perform the transformations
φ 7→ φl, φ 7→ φr (4.2.70)
are Banah algebra homomorphisms of SAPp onto APp.
From the denition of SAPp , it follows that SAPp ⊂ Mp(R) and that SAPp ontains
the algebras APp and Cp(R). In fat, SAPp is the smallest losed subalgebra of Mp(R)
that ontains APp and Cp(R). This is another possibility for dening SAPp (whih mimis
the denition of SAP ) that was presented by Yu. I. Karlovih and I. M. Spitkovsky. We
an nd this denition in [44℄, where it was also proved that both denitions lead to the
same lass of funtions (f. [44, Lemma 3.1℄).
Finally, please notie that SAP2 = SAP and, onsequently, we have
SAPp ⊂ SAP. (4.2.71)
4.2.2 The Duduhava-Saginashvili's theorem
For all ψ ∈ PC (in partiular, for all ψ ∈ C(R)), the funtion ψ# : R˙× [0, 1] → C is
dened by
ψ#(x, µ) := (1− µ) ψ(x− 0) + µ ψ(x+ 0). (4.2.72)
The range of ψ# is a ontinuous losed urve with a natural orientation indued by the
orientation of R from −∞ to +∞. Basially, ψ# is obtained from ψ by joining, in eah
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jump of ψ, the points ψ(x0 − 0) and ψ(x0 + 0) with a line segment. In this way, the line
segment [ψ(x0 − 0), ψ(x0 + 0)] is oriented from ψ(x0 − 0) to ψ(x0 + 0).
For Wiener-Hopf operators with PC Fourier symbols and ating in L2 Lebesgue spaes,
there is a result that asserts the Fredholm property of the Wiener-Hopf operators based
on ψ#. The result is the following: onsidering ψ ∈ PC\{0}, if 0 ∈ Imψ#, then Wψ is
not normally solvable; otherwise, if 0 /∈ Imψ#, then Wψ is a Fredholm operator. Clearly,
this result states the fundamental role of ondition 0 ∈ Imψ# in order to deide if the
Wiener-Hopf operator is a Fredholm operator or if it is not a normally solvable operator.
Considering now Wiener-Hopf operators with PCp Fourier symbols and ating in L
p
Lebesgue spaes, there is also a well-known result onerning to the Fredholm property of
the operators and based on ontinuous funtions whih depend on the Fourier symbols of
the operators. To establish this result, we need rst to dene these ontinuous funtions
dependent on the Fourier symbols of the operators.
Consider the funtion σp : R→ C given by
σp(µ) :=
1
2
+
1
2
coth
[
π
(
i
p
+ µ
)]
(4.2.73)
(where the number p ∈ (1,∞) is the Lebesgue index of the spaes). Sine σp(−∞) = 0
and σp(+∞) = 1, σp(µ) runs along the irular ar joining 0 and 1, whenever µ runs from
−∞ to +∞. Moreover, from the points of the ar σp, the line segment [0, 1] is seen at the
angle 2π/max{p, q} (1/p + 1/q = 1), and σp(µ) lies on the left (resp. right) of the line
segment [0, 1] if 1 < p < 2 (resp. 2 < p < ∞). In the partiular ase of p = 2, the ar σp
oinides with the line segment [0, 1].
Given two points z1, z2 ∈ C, we will denote by Ap
(
z1, z2
)
the irular ar that joints
the points z1 and z2 as follows
Ap (z1, z2) :=
{
z1 + (z2 − z1) σp(µ), µ ∈ R
}
. (4.2.74)
Figure 4.1 illustrates the denition of Ap (z1, z2), where are represented the irular ars
Ap (z1, z2) for several values of p.
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Figure 4.1: The irular ars Ap (1− i, 2 + 2i) for several values of p.
Given now ψ ∈ PC, we dene the funtion ψp : R˙× R→ C by
ψp(x, µ) := (1− σp(µ)) ψ(x− 0) + σp(µ) ψ(x+ 0). (4.2.75)
The range of ψp is a ontinuous losed urve with a natural orientation indued by the
orientation of R from −∞ to +∞ and it is obtained from the range of ψ by joining, in
eah jump of ψ, the points ψ(x0− 0) and ψ(x0 +0) with the ar Aq (ψ(x0 − 0), ψ(x0 + 0))
if x0 ∈ R, and the points ψ(+∞) and ψ(−∞) with the ar Ap (ψ(+∞), ψ(−∞)) if ψ has
a jump at ∞.
After dening the funtion ψp, we an now present a Fredholm riterion for Wiener-
-Hopf operators with PCp Fourier symbols and ating in L
p
spaes. That is, for ψ ∈ PCp,
the Wiener-Hopf operator Wψ is Fredholm if and only if ψ
p(x, µ) 6= 0 for all (x, µ) ∈ R˙×R
(f. e.g. [14℄). Similarly to the Fredholm riterion for Wiener-Hopf operators with PC
Fourier symbols and ating in L2 Lebesgue spaes, the ondition 0 /∈ Imψp is fundamental
in order to deide if the Wiener-Hopf operator with PCp Fourier symbols, ating between
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Lp Lebesgue spaes, is a Fredholm operator or not.
For Wiener-Hopf operators with SAPp Fourier symbols, there is also a result onerning
the Fredholm property where the ar of the form Ap (z1, z2) is important to deide if the
operator is or is not a Fredholm operator. This result is due to R. V. Duduhava and A.
I. Saginashvili and states the following:
Theorem 4.2.1. (f. [29, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2℄) If φ ∈ SAPp\{0} and 1 < p < ∞, the
Wiener-Hopf operator
Wφ : L
p
+(R)→ Lp(R+) (4.2.76)
is normally solvable if and only if:
(I) inf
x∈R
|φ(x)| > 0;
(II) κ(φl)κ(φr) ≥ 0, and inf
x∈R
|φ˜p(∞, x)| > 0 if κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0, where
φ˜p(∞, x) := 1
2
(
d(φr)+d(φl)
)− 1
2
(d(φr)−d(φl)) coth
[
π
(
i
p
+x
)]
, x ∈ R. (4.2.77)
Moreover,
(1) if κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0, then the operator Wφ : L
p
+(R)→ Lp(R+) is Fredholm;
(2) if κ(φl)κ(φr) ≥ 0 and κ(φl) + κ(φr) > 0, then the operator Wφ : Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+) is
left-invertible and dimCokerWφ =∞;
(3) if κ(φl)κ(φr) ≥ 0 and κ(φl) + κ(φr) < 0, then the operator Wφ : Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+) is
right-invertible and dimKerWφ =∞.
Please notie that, for all x ∈ R,
φ˜p(∞, x) = d(φr) + (d(φl)− d(φr)) σp(x). (4.2.78)
Therefore, ondition inf
x∈R
|φ˜p(∞, x)| > 0 is equivalent to ondition 0 /∈ Ap (d(φr),d(φl)). In
[12℄, we nd the following version of the Duduhava-Saginashvili's theorem stated below.
Although it states the same as Theorem 4.2.1, it turns to be more easy to identify the
onditions on the Fourier symbol φ (namely, onditions about the ar Ap (d(φr),d(φl))) in
order to lassify the (semi-)Fredholm property of the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφ.
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Theorem 4.2.2. (f. [12, Theorem 19.15℄) Let φ ∈ SAPp\{0} and 1 < p <∞.
(a) If φ /∈ GSAPp, then Wφ : Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+) is not normally solvable.
(b) If φ ∈ GSAPp and κ(φl)κ(φr) < 0, then Wφ : Lp+(R) → Lp(R+) is not normally
solvable.
() If φ ∈ GSAPp, κ(φl)κ(φr) ≥ 0, and κ(φl) + κ(φr) > 0, then Wφ : Lp+(R) → Lp(R+)
is properly n-normal and has trivial kernel on Lp+(R).
(d) If φ ∈ GSAPp, κ(φl)κ(φr) ≥ 0, and κ(φl) + κ(φr) < 0, then Wφ : Lp+(R) → Lp(R+)
is properly d-normal and has dense range on Lp(R+).
(e) If φ ∈ GSAPp, κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0, and 0 /∈ Ap (d(φr),d(φl)), then Wφ : Lp+(R) →
Lp(R+) is a Fredholm operator.
(f) If φ ∈ GSAPp, κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0, and 0 ∈ Ap (d(φr),d(φl)), then Wφ : Lp+(R) →
Lp(R+) is not normally solvable.
4.2.3 Main result
Now that we have presented the denitions of SAPp funtions and of the ar Ap (z1, z2),
as well as the motivation of this setion - the Duduhava-Saginashvili's theorem - we are now
in position to present a Duduhava-Saginashvili's type theorem for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators. As we will see, to establish this result we follow the same approah as the one
used in the proof of the Sarason's type theorem presented in Theorem 4.1.2, i.e., we use the
∆relation after extension between the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator and the Wiener-
-Hopf operator. By studying, in a rst plae, the regularity properties of the Wiener-Hopf
operator (with the help of the Duduhava-Saginashvili's Theorem), we then transfer these
regularity properties to the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators.
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Theorem 4.2.3. Let φ ∈ GSAPp and onsider (W±H)φ :Lp+(R)→Lp(R+), with 1<p<∞.
(a) If κ(φl) + κ(φr) < 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are right-invertible. Moreover, at
least one of these operators is properly d-normal.
(b) If κ(φl) + κ(φr) > 0, then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are left-invertible. In addition, at
least one of these operators is properly n-normal.
() If κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and
0 /∈ Ap
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
,
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
, (4.2.79)
then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are Fredholm operators.
(d) If κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and
0 ∈ Ap
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
,
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
, (4.2.80)
then at least one of the operators (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ is not normally solvable.
Proof. From the denition of SAPp, we have the following representation of φ,
φ = (1− u)φl + uφr + φ0, (4.2.81)
where φl, φr ∈ APp, φ0 ∈ Cp(R˙) is suh that φ0(∞) = 0, and u is a monotonially inreasing
real-valued funtion in C(R) satisfying u(−∞) = 0 and u(+∞) = 1. Applying the same
reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2, we obtain the following representation of φ:
φ = (1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eωl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eωr + φ0, (4.2.82)
with ωl, ωr ∈ APp and M(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0.
Due to the transfer of regularity properties from the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
to
the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W +H)φ and to the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel
operator (W −H)φ (f. Corollary 1.3.8 and Corollary 1.3.10), we will now study the
regularity properties of the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
: Lp+(R)→ Lp(R+). One again,
following the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2, we obtain
φφ˜−1 =
(1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eωl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eωr + φ0
(1− u˜)d(φl)e−κ(φl)e eωl + u˜d(φr)e−κ(φr)efωr + φ˜0
, (4.2.83)
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being the almost periodi representatives of φφ˜−1 given by
(
φφ˜−1
)
l
=
d(φl)
d(φr)
eκ(φl)+κ(φr) e
ωl−fωr , (4.2.84)
(
φφ˜−1
)
r
=
d(φr)
d(φl)
eκ(φl)+κ(φr) e
ωr− eωl. (4.2.85)
From this, taking into aount that M(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0, we obtain:
κ
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
= κ
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
)
= κ(φl) + κ(φr), (4.2.86)
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
=
d(φl)
d(φr)
, d
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
)
=
d(φr)
d(φl)
. (4.2.87)
Applying now the Duduhava-Saginashvili's Theorem to the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
(see Theorem 4.2.2), it follows that:
(a) if κ(φl) + κ(φr) < 0, then Wφgφ−1 is properly d-normal and right-invertible;
(b) if κ(φl) + κ(φr) > 0, then Wφgφ−1 is properly n-normal and left-invertible;
() if κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and
0 /∈ Ap
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
,
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
, (4.2.88)
then W
φgφ−1
is a Fredholm operator;
(d) if κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and
0 ∈ Ap
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
,
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
, (4.2.89)
then W
φgφ−1
is not normally solvable.
Applying Corollary 1.3.8 and Corollary 1.3.10, we obtain that (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are
right-invertible, left-invertible, and Fredholm operators, under the onditions of ase (a),
(b) and (), respetively. Finally, to arrive at the statement, we interpret the ∆relation
after extension between the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W+H)φ and the Wiener-
-Hopf operatorW
φgφ−1
(presented in Lemma 1.3.7) as an equivalene after extension between
diag[(W +H)φ, Tφ] and Wφgφ−1, and then use the equivalene after extension between the
operators Tφ and (W−H)φ (f. Proposition 1.3.9).
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Remark 4.2.4. Being the Duduhava-Saginashvili's type theorem a generalization of the
Sarason's type theorem presented in Theorem 4.1.2, analogous observations as in the ase
of Remark 4.1.3 hold true. First of all, Theorem 4.2.3 is alled a Duduhava-Saginashvili's
type theorem for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators sine it desribes the Fredholm nature
of (W +H)φ and (W −H)φ based on the values of κ(φl), κ(φr), d(φl) and d(φr) when
φ ∈ GSAPp. Moreover, Theorem 4.2.3 is not a omplete haraterization of all the reg-
ularity properties of (W±H)φ, sine, under the onditions of the theorem, there are still
some questions that remain to be answered (namely, in the ase of ondition (d) on-
erning the normal solvability of the operators). Finally, omparing Theorem 4.2.3 with
the Duduhava-Saginashvili's Theorem, it is easy to see the dierenes in the regularity
properties of the Wiener-Hopf plus/minus Hankel operators by adding or subtrating the
Hankel operator to the Wiener-Hopf operator. For instane, for φ ∈ GSAPp suh that
κ(φl) · κ(φr) < 0 and κ(φl) + κ(φr) 6= 0, the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators (W±H)φ are
normally solvable although the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφ is not normally solvable.
4.3 Fredholm index formula
In this setion, we establish a Fredholm index formula, in a rst plae, for Fredholm
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with SAP Fourier symbols, ating between L2 Lebesgue
spaes, and then for Fredholm Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with SAPp Fourier symbols,
ating between Lp Lebesgue spaes. Sine these Fredholm index formulae are obtained in
terms of the winding number, we begin this setion by realling the denitions of Cauhy
index and winding number of ontinuous funtions.
Consider ̺ ∈ GC(R). If arg ̺ is a ontinuous argument of ̺, then the limits (arg ̺)(±∞)
exist and are nite. In this way, the Cauhy index of ̺ is dened by
ind ̺ :=
1
2π
(
(arg ̺)(+∞)− (arg ̺)(−∞)). (4.3.90)
It follows from the denition of Cauhy index that ind ̺ is a real number and is independent
of the partiular hoie of argφ. Consider now ̺ ∈ GC(R˙). Sine, in this ase, the urve
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traed out by the point ̺(x), as x moves from −∞ to +∞, is a losed ontinuous oriented
urve on C\{0}, it holds that ind ̺ is an integer. Thus, the number of times that the
urve traed out by the point ̺(x), as x moves from −∞ to +∞, surrounds the origin
ounter-lokwise is dened as the winding number of ̺ and it is denoted by wind ̺. In
the partiular ase of ̺ ∈ GC(R˙), one gets wind ̺ = ind ̺.
For Wiener-Hopf operators with Fourier symbols in C(R˙), ating between L2 Lebesgue
spaes, there is a result due to I. Gohberg that settles the Fredholm property. Moreover,
it also presents a relation between the Fredholm index of the Wiener-Hopf operator and
the winding number of its Fourier symbol. The result is the following:
Theorem 4.3.1. ([12, Theorem 2.15℄, [36℄) If ̺ ∈ C(R˙)\{0} has a zero on R˙, then Wφ :
L2+(R) → L2(R+) is not normally solvable. If ̺ ∈ GC(R˙), then Wφ : L2+(R) → L2(R+) is
a Fredholm operator and
IndW̺ = −wind ̺. (4.3.91)
As we will see ahead, for Fredholm Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with SAP Fourier
symbols, ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes, we establish a similar result for the Fredholm
index, i.e., the Fredholm index of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators is also given in terms
of the winding number of the Fourier symbols of the operators. In the ase of Fredholm
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with SAPp Fourier symbols, ating between L
p
Lebesgue
spaes, we also obtain the Fredholm index given in terms of the winding number of a
funtion, being in this ase a ontinuous funtion onstruted from the Fourier symbol of
the operator (instead of the winding number of the Fourier symbol of the operator).
4.3.1 Fredholm index formula for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators
with SAP Fourier symbols
In [67℄, D. Sarason presented a formula for the Fredholm index of Toeplitz operators in
the Hardy spae H2 (with SAP Fourier symbols) in terms of the winding number of the
Fourier symbol. A similar result also holds true for Wiener-Hopf operators Wφ : L
2
+(R)→
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L2(R+) with Fourier symbols in the algebra of semi-almost periodi funtions (see [12,
Theorem 3.14℄).
Aording to Sarason's Theorem (f. Theorem 4.1.1), the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφ
has the Fredholm property if and only if φ ∈ GSAP is suh that κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0 and
0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)]. Therefore, in order to present an index formula for Fredholm Wiener-
-Hopf operators, we just need to onsider Wiener-Hopf operators with semi-almost periodi
Fourier symbols that satisfy the onditions mentioned above. In this way, to ompute the
Fredholm index of Wφ upon the winding number of φ, it follows that the winding number
only needs to be dened for φ ∈ GSAP suh that Wφ is a Fredholm operator.
Before presenting the denition of winding number, we will rst introdue the denition
of the Cauhy index of a semi-almost periodi funtion. For that purpose, onsider A ⊂ R+
to be an unbounded set and {Iα}α∈A = {(xα, yα)}α∈A a family of intervals Iα ⊂ R suh
that |Iα| = yα−xα →∞, as α→∞. In [12, Lemma 3.12℄, it was proved that if φ ∈ GSAP
is suh that κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0, then the limit
Υ :=
1
2π
lim
α→∞
1
|Iα|
∫
Iα
(
(argφ)(x)− (argφ)(−x))dx (4.3.92)
exists, is nite, and is independent of the partiular hoie of the family {Iα} and the
ontinuous argument of φ, argφ. In this way, for φ ∈ GSAP suh that κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0,
the value in (4.3.92) denes the Cauhy index of φ and it is denoted by indφ.
Conerned with the winding number notion, if φ ∈ GSAP suh that κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0
and 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)], the winding number of φ is dened by
windφ := indφ− 1
2
+
{
1
2
+
1
2π
arg
d(φl)
d(φr)
}
= indφ+
1
2
−
{
1
2
− 1
2π
arg
d(φl)
d(φr)
}
= indφ+
1
2π
arg
d(φl)
d(φr)
, (4.3.93)
where the last equality is valid if and only if arg(d(φl)/d(φr)) ∈ (−π, π). Here {x} denotes
the frational part µ ∈ [0, 1) of the real number x = n + µ, with n ∈ Z. Now that the
denition of winding number for semi-almost periodi funtions was introdued, we present
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the analogue of the result of D. Sarason onerned with the Fredholm index formula of
Wiener-Hopf operators with SAP Fourier symbols.
Theorem 4.3.2. (f. [12, Theorem 3.14℄ and the proof of [67, Theorem 1℄) If φ ∈ GSAP ,
κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0 and 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)], then
IndWφ = −windφ. (4.3.94)
As we will see ahead, a similar result holds true for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators.
In order to ahieve that result, we will start by generalizing the notion of Cauhy index
and winding number for semi-almost periodi funtions in the framework of Fredholm
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators.
From the Sarason's type theorem presented in Theorem 4.1.9, we know that (W+H)φ
and (W−H)φ are Fredholm operators if κ(φl)+κ(φr) = 0 and 12π arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z± 14 .
From Theorem 4.1.9, we also know that, in the ase where κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0, (W+H)φ
is a Fredholm operator if and only if
1
2π
arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z + 14 , and (W −H)φ is a
Fredholm operator if and only if
1
2π
arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z− 14 . Thus, in order to present a
Fredholm index formula, we will only onsider the ase of Fredholm Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols, i.e., Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators
with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols φ ∈ GSAP suh that φ satises the onditions
mentioned above.
Sine the Cauhy index of a semi-almost periodi was dened before for φ ∈ GSAP
suh that κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0, let us now see if we are able to generalize this denition for
φ ∈ GSAP satisfying the ondition κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0. In this sense, onsider φ ∈ GSAP
suh that κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0. Due to (2.2.27), it follows that
(argφ)(x) = (arg φr)(x) + o(1), x→ +∞, (4.3.95)
(arg φ)(−x) = (arg φl)(−x) + o(1), x→ +∞. (4.3.96)
Reall that φl, φr ∈ GSAP beause φ ∈ GSAP . Therefore, by Bohr's Theorem (f.
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(2.1.13)), we know that we may represent the almost periodi representatives of φ as
φl = eκ(φl) e
ϕl , (4.3.97)
φr = eκ(φr) e
ϕr , (4.3.98)
where ϕl, ϕr ∈ AP. In this ase, we have that
(arg φl)(x) = κ(φl)x+ ℑmϕl(x), (4.3.99)
(argφr)(x) = κ(φr)x+ ℑmϕr(x). (4.3.100)
Using the last information in the right hand-side of (4.3.92), we get
Υ =
1
2π
lim
α→∞
1
|Iα|
∫
Iα
(
(arg φr)(x)− (arg φl)(−x)
)
dx
=
1
2π
lim
α→∞
1
|Iα|
∫
Iα
(
κ(φr)x+ ℑmϕr(x) + κ(φl)x− ℑmϕl(−x)
)
dx
=
1
2π
lim
α→∞
1
|Iα|
∫
Iα
(ℑmϕr(x)−ℑmϕl(−x))dx. (4.3.101)
Sine ϕl, ϕr ∈ AP, we also have ℑmϕl,ℑmϕr ∈ AP. So, from the denition of the Bohr
mean value, it holds that M(ℑmϕl) and M(ℑmϕr) exist, are nite and independent of
the partiular hoie of the family {Iα}. Thus, it results that
Υ =
1
2π
(
M(ℑmϕr)−M(ℑmϕl)
)
. (4.3.102)
In this way, we obtain that, for φ ∈ GSAP with κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 (and onsidering
argφ to be any ontinuous argument of φ), the limit in (4.3.92) also exists, is nite, and is
independent of the partiular hoie of argφ and of the family {Iα}. Therefore, the Cauhy
index for φ ∈ GSAP suh that κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 is well dened if we onsider its value Υ
given by (4.3.92).
To establish a Fredholm index formula for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators in terms of
the winding number of φ, we need to introdue a preise denition of the winding number
of φ in the ase where φ ∈ GSAP is suh that κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0, ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) 6= 0
and 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)]. Notie that the ase of φ ∈ GSAP suh that κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0,
0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)] and 12π arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z+ 14 or 12π arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z− 14 is already
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onsidered in the denition of winding number of semi-almost periodi funtions presented
before in (4.3.93). The generalization of the denitions of Cauhy index and winding
number in the framework of Fredholm Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators is the following.
Denition 4.3.3. For φ ∈ GSAP suh that κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0, we dene the value Υ in
(4.3.92) as the Cauhy index of φ and we denote it by indφ. If φ ∈ GSAP is suh that
κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0 and 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)] or if φ ∈ GSAP is suh that κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0,
ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) 6= 0 and 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)], we dene winding number of φ as
windφ := indφ− 1
2
+
{
1
2
+
1
2π
arg
d(φl)
d(φr)
}
= indφ+
1
2
−
{
1
2
− 1
2π
arg
d(φl)
d(φr)
}
= indφ+
1
2π
arg
d(φl)
d(φr)
, (4.3.103)
where the last equality is valid if and only if arg(d(φl)/d(φr)) ∈ (−π, π).
We remark that the above ondition 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)] is equivalent to the ondition
1
2π
arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z + 12 , being therefore lear the existene of a nonzero frational
part {·} in the winding number formula.
As we an see above, the previous notions are more general than the already existent
denitions of Cauhy index and winding number in the framework of Fredholm Wiener-
-Hopf operators (i.e., for φ ∈ GSAP suh that κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0 and 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)]).
Sine Denition 4.3.3 embraes the rst denitions of Cauhy index and winding number,
we may onluded that Denition 4.3.3 is onsistent with the rst denitions of Cauhy
index and winding number for φ ∈ GSAP with κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0 and 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)].
Conerning stritly the denition of Cauhy index, we may also see that Denition 4.3.3 is
onsistent with the well-known denition of Cauhy index for funtions in GC(R). In this
ase this ours beause Υ in (4.3.92) is equal to (4.3.90).
After having the Cauhy index and winding number notions in the framework of Def-
inition 4.3.3, we are now in onditions to present a Fredholm index formula for Fredholm
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with SAP Fourier symbols.
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Theorem 4.3.4. Let φ ∈ GSAP .
(a) If κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) 6= 0, then
Ind (W±H)φ = −wind ρφ; (4.3.104)
(b) if κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0 and
1
2π
arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z+ 14 , then
Ind (W+H)φ = −wind ρφ; (4.3.105)
() and, if κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0 and
1
2π
arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z− 14 , then
Ind (W−H)φ = −wind ρφ, (4.3.106)
where
ρφ(x) := φ(x)e
−
(
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
−u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
)
d(φl)
u(x)−1
d(φr)
−u(x). (4.3.107)
Moreover, if 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)],
(i) κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) 6= 0, then
Ind (W±H)φ = −windφ; (4.3.108)
(ii) κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0 and
1
2π
arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z+ 14 , then
Ind (W+H)φ = −windφ; (4.3.109)
(iii) κ(φl) = κ(φr) = 0 and
1
2π
arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z− 14 , then
Ind (W−H)φ = −windφ. (4.3.110)
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 4.1.2, we already know that we may rewrite φ ∈ GSAP
as
φ = (1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eωl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eωr + φ0, (4.3.111)
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where u ∈ C(R) for whih u(−∞) = 0 and u(+∞) = 1, φl, φr ∈ GAP are the almost
periodi representatives of φ at −∞ and +∞ (respetively), φ0 ∈ C0(R˙), and ωl, ωr ∈ AP
suh that M(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0. Additionally, without loss of generality, let us assume that
u ∈ C(R) is a real-valued funtion. Consider now the auxiliary funtion
ρφ(x) = φ(x)e
−
(
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
−u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
)
d(φl)
u(x)−1
d(φr)
−u(x). (4.3.112)
Sine ρφ(−∞) = ρφ(+∞) = 1, we have that ρφ ∈ C(R˙). Moreover, sine φ is an invertible
funtion, it follows from (4.3.112) that ρφ ∈ GC(R˙). Beause of this, Hρφ is a ompat
operator and Wρφ is a Fredholm operator with
IndWρφ = −wind ρφ (4.3.113)
(see Theorem 4.3.1). Due to the ompatness of operator Hρφ and in virtue of Wρφ being
a Fredholm operator, it results that (W±H)ρφ are Fredholm operators and
Ind (W±H)ρφ = IndWρφ = −wind ρφ. (4.3.114)
For λ ∈ [0, 1], dene
φ
λ
(x) := ρφ(x) e
λ
((
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
+u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
))
d(φl)
(
1−(u(x))λ
)
d(φr)
(u(x))λ .
(4.3.115)
Notie that φ
λ
∈ GSAP , for all λ ∈ [0, 1]. In partiular, φ
0
= ρφ d(φr) and φ1 = φ. Sine
(W±H)ρφ d(φr) = d(φr)(W±H)ρφ, (4.3.116)
we have that (W±H)ρφ d(φr) are also Fredholm operators with a Fredholm index given by
Ind (W±H)ρφ d(φr) = Ind (W±H)ρφ = −wind ρφ. (4.3.117)
At this point, we already know that (W ±H)φ0 and (W ±H)φ1 are Fredholm operators
and we will now study this property for (W±H)φλ , with λ ∈ (0, 1). The almost periodi
representatives of φ
λ
(for λ ∈ (0, 1)) are
(
φ
λ
)
l
= eλκ(φl)e
λωld(φl),
(
φ
λ
)
r
= eλκ(φr)e
λωrd(φr). (4.3.118)
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Therefore, we get κ
(
(φ
λ
)l
)
= λκ(φl) and κ
(
(φ
λ
)r
)
= λκ(φr). Additionally, sine M(ωl) =
M(ωr) = 0, we also have d
(
(φ
λ
)l
)
= d(φl) and d
(
(φ
λ
)r
)
= d(φr). By hypothesis, it follows
that: κ
(
(φ
λ
)l
)
+ κ
(
(φ
λ
)r
)
= 0 and ℜe(d((φ
λ
)l
)
/d
(
(φ
λ
)r
)) 6= 0 for the onditions of ase
(a); κ
(
(φ
λ
)l
)
= κ
(
(φ
λ
)r
)
= 0 and 1
2π
arg
((
d(φ
λ
)l
)
/d
(
(φ
λ
)r
))
/∈ Z + 1
4
for the onditions
of ase (b); and κ
(
(φ
λ
)l
)
= κ
(
(φ
λ
)r
)
= 0 and 1
2π
arg
((
d(φ
λ
)l
)
/d
(
(φ
λ
)r
))
/∈ Z − 1
4
for
the onditions of ase (). Thus, from Theorem 4.1.9, we onlude for all λ ∈ (0, 1) that
(W ±H)φ
λ
, (W +H)φ
λ
and (W −H)φ
λ
are Fredholm operators in ase (a), (b) and (),
respetively. Consequently, sine the maps
[0, 1]→ B(L2+(R), L2(R+)), λ 7→ (W+H)φλ , (4.3.119)
[0, 1]→ B(L2+(R), L2(R+)), λ 7→ (W−H)φλ (4.3.120)
are ontinuous, applying the homotopy argument (see, e.g., [54, Theorem 3.11℄), we obtain
Ind (W±H)φ1 = Ind (W±H)φ0 , (4.3.121)
i.e.,
Ind (W±H)φ = Ind (W±H)ρφ d(φr) . (4.3.122)
Thus, ombining (4.3.117) with (4.3.122), it follows that
Ind (W±H)φ = −wind ρφ (4.3.123)
Ind (W+H)φ = −wind ρφ (4.3.124)
Ind (W−H)φ = −wind ρφ, (4.3.125)
if in the onditions of ase (a), (b) and (), respetively. Finally, it only remains to prove
that wind ρφ = windφ, when 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)], i.e., when the winding number of φ is
dened. Sine ρφ ∈ GC(R˙), we have wind ρφ = ind ρφ. By the denition of Cauhy index,
it results that
ind ρφ = indφ− ind
(
e
(
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
+u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
))
(4.3.126)
+ ind
(
d(φl)
u(x)−1
)
− ind
(
d(φr)
u(x)
)
.
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Computing the last two Cauhy indies on the right-hand side of (4.3.126), we obtain
ind
(
d(φl)
u(x)−1
)
=
1
2π
arg(d(φl)), (4.3.127)
ind
(
d(φr)
u(x)
)
=
1
2π
arg(d(φr)). (4.3.128)
Conerning the Cauhy index of e
(
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
+u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
)
, we need rst to
obtain a formula for the ontinuous argument
Ξ(x) = arg
(
e
(
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
+u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
))
. (4.3.129)
Taking into aount that u is a real-valued funtion, we have
Ξ(x) =ℑm
((
1− u(x))(iκ(φl)x+ ωl(x))+ u(x)(iκ(φr)x+ ωr(x)))+ 2kπ
=
(
1− u(x))(κ(φl)x+ ℑmωl(x))+ u(x)(κ(φr)x+ ℑmωr(x))+ 2kπ, k ∈ Z.
(4.3.130)
Thus, by the denition of the Cauhy index (f. Denition 4.3.3) and using the hypothesis
κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0, it follows
ind
(
e
(
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
+u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
))
=
1
2π
lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ 2T
T
[(
1− u(x))(κ(φl)x+ ℑmωl(x))
+ u(x)
(
κ(φr)x+ ℑmωr(x)
)− (1− u(−x))(− κ(φl)x+ ℑmωl(−x))
− u(−x)(− κ(φr)x+ ℑmωr(−x))]dx
=
1
2π
lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ 2T
T
[
κ(φr)x+ ℑmωr(x) + κ(φl)x−ℑmωl(−x)
]
dx
=
1
2π
lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ 2T
T
[
ℑmωr(x)− ℑmωl(−x)
]
dx
=
1
2π
[
M(ℑmωr)−M(ℑmωl)
]
. (4.3.131)
Beause ωl, ωr ∈ AP are suh thatM(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0, thenM(ℑmωr) = M(ℑmωl) = 0.
Consequently,
ind
(
e
(
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
+u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
))
= 0. (4.3.132)
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Combining (4.3.126), (4.3.127), (4.3.128) and (4.3.132), it results that
ind ρφ = indφ +
1
2π
(
arg(d(φl))− arg(d(φr))
)
= indφ +
1
2π
arg
d(φl)
d(φr)
= windφ, (4.3.133)
sine arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) ∈ (−π, π). Realling that wind ρφ = ind ρφ (beause ρφ ∈ GC(R˙)),
we nally obtain
wind ρφ = windφ . (4.3.134)
Remark 4.3.5. The key of the Fredholm index formula presented above is the ontin-
uous funtion ρφ. This funtion plays an important role sine ρφ ∈ GC(R˙) is suh that
Ind (W±H)ρφ= Ind (W±H)φ and wind ρφ = windφ. In this way, we obtain the Fredholm
index of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operator expressed in terms of the winding number of a
ontinuous funtion for whih we an relate with the winding number of the SAP Fourier
symbol of the operator (whenever the winding number of the Fourier symbol of the opera-
tor is dened). Due to the requirements mentioned above, the obtainment of an expression
for ρφ turned out to be a diult task. Although we have inspired in the proofs given
by D. Sarason in [67, Theorem 1℄ and also by A. Bötther, Yu. I. Karlovih and I. M.
Spitkovsky in [12, Theorem 3.14℄, the inlusion of the fator d(φl)
u(x)−1
d(φr)
−u(x)
in the
expression of ρφ was not so intuitive, and therefore several attempts were made till reah
to this onlusion.
As a onsequene of the Fredholm index formula existent for Fredholm Wiener-Hopf
operators with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols and of the ∆relation after extension
between Wiener-Hopf and Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators, we provide in the next
theorem a ondition for the invertibility of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators based on the
winding number of the orresponding Fourier symbols.
Theorem 4.3.6. If φ ∈ GSAP is suh that κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0, ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) > 0 and
windφ = 0, then the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators (W±H)φ are invertible.
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Proof. Consider the operator W
φgφ−1
. As we have seen before (in the proof of Theo-
rem 4.1.2), sine φ ∈ GSAP is suh that κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) 6= 0,
it follows that W
φgφ−1
is a Fredholm operator. Due to the Coburn-Simonenko Theorem [12,
Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6℄, it holds that W
φgφ−1
is an invertible operator if and only
if IndW
φgφ−1
= 0. Using the hypothesis windφ = 0, we will show that IndW
φgφ−1
= 0, and
therefore, we have proved that W
φgφ−1
is an invertible operator. So, applying the Fredholm
index formula for Wiener-Hopf operators with SAP Fourier symbols (see Theorem 4.3.2)
and the denition of winding number, we have
IndW
φgφ−1
= −wind(φφ˜−1) (4.3.135)
= −ind (φφ˜−1)− 1
2π
arg
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
) , (4.3.136)
where argd((φφ˜−1)l)/d((φφ˜−1)r) ∈ (−π, π). Additionally, realling that (arg φ˜)(x) =
(arg φ)(−x) and (arg φ−1)(x) = − (arg φ)(x), it holds that
(
arg (φφ˜−1)
)
(x) = (argφ) (x) +
(
arg φ˜−1
)
(x) + 2kπ
= (argφ) (x)− (arg φ) (−x) + 2kπ, k ∈ Z. (4.3.137)
Thus, from the denition of Cauhy index (f. Denition 4.3.3 and (4.3.92)), and onsider-
ing, for an unbounded set A ⊂ R+, a family of intervals Iα ⊂ R, {Iα}α∈A = {(xα, yα)}α∈A,
suh that |Iα| = yα − xα →∞, as α→∞, it follows that
ind (φφ˜−1) =
1
2π
lim
α→∞
1
|Iα|
∫
Iα
((
arg (φφ˜−1)
)
(x)−
(
arg (φφ˜−1)
)
(−x)
)
dx
=
1
2π
lim
α→∞
1
|Iα|
∫
Iα
(
(arg φ) (x)− (argφ) (−x)− ( (arg φ) (−x)− (argφ) (x))) dx
=
1
2π
lim
α→∞
1
|Iα|
∫
Iα
2
(
(arg φ) (x)− (argφ) (−x)
)
dx
= 2 indφ. (4.3.138)
Relatively to arg
(
d((φφ˜−1)l)/d((φφ˜−1)r)
)
, using the following identities from the proof of
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Theorem 4.1.2,
d
(
(φφ˜−1)l
)
= d(φl)/d(φr), (4.3.139)
d
(
(φφ˜−1)r
)
= d(φr)/d(φl) , (4.3.140)
it holds
arg
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
) = arg((d(φl)
d(φr)
)2)
. (4.3.141)
Moreover, onsidering arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) ∈ (−π2 , π2 ), it follows that
arg
((
d(φl)
d(φr)
)2)
= 2 arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
, (4.3.142)
i.e.,
arg
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
) = 2 arg(d(φl)
d(φr)
)
. (4.3.143)
Notiing that ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) > 0 is equivalent to −12+2κπ < arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) < 12+2κπ
(κ ∈ Z), whih implies that 1
2π
arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) /∈ Z+ 12 , i.e., 0 /∈ [d(φl),d(φr)], we have the
winding number of φ well dened. Combining (4.3.138) and (4.3.143) with the denition
of winding number of φφ˜−1 (f. (4.3.136)), it results that
wind (φφ˜−1) = 2 windφ. (4.3.144)
Finally, from the last identity and (4.3.135), it yields that
IndW
φgφ−1
= −2 windφ. (4.3.145)
Sine, by hypothesis, windφ = 0, it follows that IndW
φgφ−1
= 0. Therefore, due to the
equivalene between the invertibility and the zero Fredholm index properties of the Fred-
holm operator W
φgφ−1
, it turns out that W
φgφ−1
is an invertible operator. Taking into on-
sideration Corollary 1.3.8 and Corollary 1.3.10, we onlude that (W±H)φ are invertible
operators.
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Theorem 4.3.7. If φ ∈ GSAP is suh that κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0, ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) < 0 and
ℑm(d(φl)/d(φr)) 6= 0, then the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators (W±H)φ are non invertible
Fredholm operators.
Proof. From Theorem 4.1.9 and from the proof of Theorem 4.1.2, it follows that (W±H)φ
and W
φgφ−1
are Fredholm operators. Moreover, from the hypothesis ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) < 0
and ℑm(d(φl)/d(φr)) 6= 0, and onsidering the prinipal value of arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) (i.e.,
arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) ∈ (−π, π)), we have the following ases: (a) −π < arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) <
−π
2
; and, (b)
π
2
< arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) < π. From the denition of winding number of a SAP
funtion, it holds that
wind(φφ˜−1) = ind (φφ˜−1)− 1
2π
arg
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
) , (4.3.146)
where argd((φφ˜−1)l)/d((φφ˜−1)r) ∈ (−π, π). In order to express the winding number
of φφ˜−1 in terms of the winding number of φ, and sine by (4.3.138) we already know
that ind (φφ˜−1) = 2 indφ, let us now see how we an relate argd((φφ˜−1)l)/d((φφ˜−1)r)
with arg (d(φl)/d(φr)). Sine in (4.3.141) we showed that argd((φφ˜−1)l)/d((φφ˜−1)r) =
arg
(
(d(φl)/d(φr))
2)
and taking into aount that argd((φφ˜−1)l)/d((φφ˜−1)r) ∈ (−π, π), it
holds that
(i) if −π < arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) < −π2 , then
arg
((
d(φl)
d(φr)
)2)
= 2 arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
+ 2π; (4.3.147)
(ii) if
π
2
< arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) < π, then
arg
((
d(φl)
d(φr)
)2)
= 2 arg
(
d(φl)
d(φr)
)
− 2π. (4.3.148)
Combining (4.3.147) and (4.3.148) with (4.3.138) and (4.3.146), it results that
(I) if −π < arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) < −π2 , then
wind(φφ˜−1) = 2 windφ+ 1; (4.3.149)
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(II) if
π
2
< arg (d(φl)/d(φr)) < π, then
wind(φφ˜−1) = 2 windφ− 1. (4.3.150)
In both ases, we an onlude that wind(φφ˜−1) 6= 0 sine windφ is an integer num-
ber. Therefore, due to the Coburn-Simonenko Theorem (see [12, Theorem 2.5 and Corol-
lary 2.6℄), it follows that W
φgφ−1
is not an invertible operator. Finally, using Corollary 1.3.8
and Corollary 1.3.10, it holds that (W±H)φ are not invertible operators.
We end up this setion presenting two examples that illustrate Theorem 4.3.6 and
Theorem 4.3.7.
Example 4.3.8. Consider the funtion φ (see Figure 4.2) given by
φ(x) = (1− u(x)) eeipix + u(x)
(
1
4
+ 2i
)
+ φ0(x), (4.3.151)
with
u(x) =
1
2
+
1
π
arctan(x) and φ0(x) =
1
1 + x
2
100
. (4.3.152)
From Theorem 4.3.6, we onlude that (W±H)φ are invertible operators.
–1
0
1
2
1 2 3
Figure 4.2: The range of φ(x) dened in (4.3.151) for x between −100 and 100.
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Example 4.3.9. Consider now the funtion φ (see Figure 4.3) given by
φ(x) = (1− u(x)) (−1 + i) + u(x) (−i) eeix + φ0(x), (4.3.153)
with
u(x) =
1
π
arot(−x) and φ0(x) = e−
|x|
100 . (4.3.154)
Aording to Theorem 4.3.7, (W±H)φ are non invertible Fredholm operators. In fat, from
Theorem 4.3.4 it holds that
Ind (W±H)φ = −wind ρφ, (4.3.155)
where
ρφ(x) = φ(x)e
−u(x)eix(−1 + i)u(x)−1 (−i)−u(x). (4.3.156)
From the graph of ρφ (f. Figure 4.4), we obtain wind ρφ = 1. Consequently, it follows
that Ind (W±H)φ = −1, whih onrms that (W±H)φ are not invertible operators.
–2
–1
0
1
–1 1 2
Figure 4.3: The range of φ(x) dened in (4.3.153) for x between −100 and 100.
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0
1
2
1 2
Figure 4.4: The oriented graph of ρφ(x) dened in (4.3.156) for x between −500 and 500.
4.3.2 Fredholm index formula for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators
with SAPp Fourier symbols
Reall that, from the Duduhava-Saginashvili's type theorem presented in Theorem 4.2.3,
(W±H)φ are Fredholm operators if κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and 0 /∈ Ap
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
, d(φl)
d(φr)
)
. In this
sense, in the obtainment of the Fredholm index formula, we will only onsider Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operators with Fourier symbols belonging to GSAPp and satisfying the onditions
mentioned above. For that purpose, onsider φ ∈ GSAPp. From the proof of Theorem 4.2.3,
we have
φ = (1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eωl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eωr + φ0, (4.3.157)
where u is a monotonially inreasing real-valued funtion in C(R) for whih u(−∞) = 0
and u(+∞) = 1, φl, φr ∈ GAPp, φ0 ∈ Cp(R˙) suh that φ0(∞) = 0, and ωl, ωr ∈ APp
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satisfying M(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0. We introdue here the funtion ρφ ∈ Cp(R˙) given by
ρφ(x) := φ(x)e
−
(
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
−u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
)
d(φl)
u(x)−1
d(φr)
−u(x). (4.3.158)
Using this funtion and realling that Cp(R˙) ⊂ C(R˙), we will redue the problem of
determining the Fredholm index of a Fredholm Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operator with SAPp
Fourier symbol to the omputation of the Cauhy index of a ontinuous funtion. As we
will see in the next result, there is dependeny of the Lebesgue index of the spaes, p,
but this dependeny only appears in the hypothesis. Although the winding number of ρφ
is dened in the ontext of the pindex notion introdued by I. C. Gohberg and N. Ya.
Krupnik [38℄, the independeny of p in the Fredholm index formula ours due to the fat
that the pindex of a ontinuous funtion on a losed ontour does not depend on p and
oinides with its Cauhy index.
Theorem 4.3.10. Let φ ∈ GSAPp. If κ(φl) + κ(φr) = 0 and 0 /∈ Ap
(
d(φr)
d(φl)
, d(φl)
d(φr)
)
, then
Ind (W±H)φ = −wind ρφ. (4.3.159)
Proof. Sine ρφ ∈ GCp(R˙), it follows that Hρφ is a ompat operator andWρφ is a Fredholm
operator with
IndWρφ = −wind ρφ. (4.3.160)
Consequently, (W±H)ρφ are Fredholm operators with
Ind (W±H)ρφ = IndWρφ . (4.3.161)
Therefore, from (4.3.160), it holds that
Ind (W±H)ρφ = −wind ρφ. (4.3.162)
For λ ∈ [0, 1], dene now the auxiliary funtions
φ
λ
(x) = ρφ(x) e
λ
((
1−u(x)
)(
iκ(φl)x+ωl(x)
)
+u(x)
(
iκ(φr)x+ωr(x)
))
d(φl)
(
1−(u(x))λ
)
d(φr)
(u(x))λ .
(4.3.163)
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As we an see, φ
λ
∈ GSAPp, for all λ ∈ [0, 1], and φ0 = ρφ d(φr), φ1 = φ. Beause
(W±H)ρφ d(φr) = d(φr)(W±H)ρφ, (4.3.164)
it follows that (W±H)ρφ d(φr) are also Fredholm operators with a Fredholm index given by
Ind (W±H)ρφ d(φr) = Ind (W±H)ρφ = −wind ρφ. (4.3.165)
Up to now we have reahed the onlusion that (W±H)φ0 and (W±H)φ1 are Fredholm
operators, and suh property remains to be studied for (W±H)φλ, with λ ∈ (0, 1). Sine
for λ ∈ (0, 1), (
φ
λ
)
l
= eλκ(φl)e
λωld(φl) ,
(
φ
λ
)
r
= eλκ(φr)e
λωrd(φr) , (4.3.166)
we get κ
(
(φ
λ
)l
)
= λκ(φl) and κ
(
(φ
λ
)r
)
= λκ(φr). Additionally, using the fat thatM(ωl) =
M(ωr) = 0, we also have d
(
(φ
λ
)l
)
= d(φl) and d
(
(φ
λ
)r
)
= d(φr). From the hypothesis of
the theorem, we have κ
(
(φ
λ
)l
)
+ κ
(
(φ
λ
)r
)
= 0 and
0 /∈ Ap
(
d
(
(φ
λ
)r
)
d
(
(φ
λ
)l
) , d((φλ)l)
d
(
(φ
λ
)r
)) . (4.3.167)
Thus, from the Duduhava-Saginashvili's type theorem (f. Theorem 4.2.3()) we onlude
that (W±H)φ
λ
are Fredholm operators, for all λ ∈ (0, 1). Finally, sine the maps
[0, 1]→ L(Lp+(R), Lp(R+)), λ 7→ (W+H)φλ , (4.3.168)
[0, 1]→ L(Lp+(R), Lp(R+)), λ 7→ (W−H)φλ (4.3.169)
are ontinuous, we an apply the homotopy argument, and then obtain
Ind (W±H)φ1 = Ind (W±H)φ0 , (4.3.170)
i.e.,
Ind (W±H)φ = Ind (W±H)ρφ d(φr) . (4.3.171)
Combining (4.3.165) and (4.3.171), it follows the announed index formula
Ind (W±H)φ = −wind ρφ. (4.3.172)
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To illustrate the previous theorem  and to exemplify its importane  we present the
Fredholm index for three Fredholm Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators in Lp Lebesgue spaes,
having a Fourier symbol in GSAPp, in the following ases: (i) p ≥ 2; (ii) 1 < p ≤ 2; (iii)
p 6= 2.
Example 4.3.11. Consider the funtion (see Figure 4.5)
φ(x) = (1− u(x)) (1 + i) e2ix + u(x) 5 e−2ix + φ0(x), (4.3.173)
where
u(x) =

1
2
ex if x < 0
1− 1
2
e−x if x ≥ 0
and φ0(x) =

5 sin(x)
x
if x 6= 0
5 if x = 0
. (4.3.174)
Let 2 ≤ p < ∞. From Figure 4.5, we observe that φ is an invertible funtion, and so
we have φ ∈ GSAPp. Therefore, from (4.3.173) and proposition () in Theorem 4.2.3,
it diretly follows that (W ±H)φ : Lp+(R) → Lp(R+) are Fredholm operators beause
0 /∈ Ap
(
5
1+i
, 1+i
5
)
, for all 2 ≤ p < ∞. Additionally, from the oriented graph of ρφ (f.
Figure 4.6) we have wind ρφ = −1 and using Theorem 4.3.10, we obtain Ind (W±H)φ = 1.
–5
5
–5 5
Figure 4.5: The range of φ(x) dened in (4.3.173) for x between −100 and 100.
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–1
0
1
1 2 3
Figure 4.6: The oriented graph of ρφ(x) for x between −1000 and 1000 (f. Example 4.3.11).
Example 4.3.12. Consider now the funtion φ (see Figure 4.7) given by
φ(x) = (1− u(x)) (1 + i) eiπx + u(x) 2i e−iπx + φ0(x), (4.3.175)
with
u(x) =
1
2
+
1
2
tanh(x) and φ0(x) =
1
x2 + 1
. (4.3.176)
Consider 1 < p ≤ 2. From Figure 4.7, it follows that φ is an invertible funtion, and in
this way we have φ ∈ GSAPp. Applying proposition () in Theorem 4.2.3 to (W±H)φ,
and sine 0 /∈ Ap
(
2i
1+i
, 1+i
2i
)
for all 1 < p ≤ 2, it follows from (4.3.175) that, for 1 < p ≤ 2,
(W ± H)φ : Lp+(R) → Lp(R+) are Fredholm operators. Additionally, diretly from the
graph of ρφ (f. Figure 4.8) we observe that wind ρφ = 0. Consequently, Theorem 4.3.10
provides Ind (W±H)φ = 0.
Example 4.3.13. Consider the funtion φ (see Figure 4.9) given by
φ(x) = (1− u(x)) i ei 25x eeipix + u(x) e−i 25x + φ0(x), (4.3.177)
where
u(x) =
1
2
+
1
π
arctan(100x) and φ0(x) = e
−|x|. (4.3.178)
Let p 6= 2. From Figure 4.9, we have that φ is an invertible funtion, and so φ ∈ GSAPp.
Sine 0 /∈ Ap
(
1
i
, i
)
, for all p 6= 2, (4.3.177) and proposition () in Theorem 4.2.3 assure
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that (W±H)φ : Lp+(R) → Lp(R+) are Fredholm operators. Moreover, from the graph of
ρφ (f. Figure 4.10) we have wind ρφ = 0, and aording to Theorem 4.3.10 we obtain
Ind (W±H)φ = 0.
–2
2
–2 2
Figure 4.7: The range of φ(x) dened in (4.3.175) for x between −1000 and 1000.
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Figure 4.8: The range of ρφ(x) for x between −1000 and 1000 (f. Example 4.3.12).
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Figure 4.9: The range of φ(x) dened in (4.3.177) for x between −250 and 250.
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Figure 4.10: The range of ρφ(x) for x between −1000 and 1000 (f. Example 4.3.13).
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Chapter 5
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel Operators with
Pieewise Almost Periodi Symbols
In this hapter, we present a generalization of the Sarason's type theorem presented
in Setion 4.1.2 for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi Fourier
symbols and ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes.
After we reah the onditions for the Fredholmness of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel oper-
ators under study, the natural question of determine a formula for the Fredholm index
of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi Fourier symbols arises.
Contrarily to the results obtained for Fredholm Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with semi-
-almost periodi Fourier symbols, here we establish a formula for the sum of the Fredholm
indies of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel and Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators. Taking
into aount the disontinuities of the Fourier symbols, the formula for the sum of the Fred-
holm indies of the Wiener-Hopf plus and minus Hankel operators will be interpreted and
simplied upon dierent ases of symmetries of the disontinuities of the Fourier symbols.
To illustrate this index formula, several examples will be provided. Finally, a ondition for
the invertibility of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi Fourier
symbols is presented in terms of the winding number of the Fourier symbols.
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5.1 A semi-Fredholm and invertibility riterion
In reent times, several generalizations of Sarason's Theorem have been made. For
instane, in [12℄ we nd the following generalization of Sarason's Theorem for Wiener-
-Hopf operators with pieewise almost periodi symbols:
Theorem 5.1.1. (f. [12, Theorem 3.16℄, and [14, 9.27℄) Let φ ∈ PAP suh that φ is not
identially zero.
(a) If φ ∈ GPAP , κl(φ) = κr(φ) = 0 and
0 /∈
[
dl(φ),dr(φ)
]
∪
⋃
x∈R
[
φ(x− 0), φ(x+ 0)
]
, (5.1.1)
then Wφ is a Fredholm operator.
(b) If φ ∈ GPAP , κl(φ) · κr(φ) ≥ 0, κl(φ) + κr(φ) > 0 and
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
φ(x− 0), φ(x+ 0)
]
, (5.1.2)
then Wφ is properly n-normal and left-invertible.
() If φ ∈ GPAP , κl(φ) · κr(φ) ≥ 0, κl(φ) + κr(φ) < 0 and
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
φ(x− 0), φ(x+ 0)
]
, (5.1.3)
then Wφ is properly d-normal and right-invertible.
(d) In all the other ases, the operator Wφ is not normally solvable.
Motivated by this last result, we obtain here a semi-Fredholm theory for Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi Fourier symbols. As we will see below,
the addition and the subtration of the Hankel operator to the Wiener-Hopf operator also
introdue in this ase several hanges in the regularity properties of the resultant operator.
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Theorem 5.1.2. Let φ ∈ GPAP .
(a) If κl(φ) + κr(φ) = 0 and
0 /∈
[
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
,
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
]
∪
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
, (5.1.4)
then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are Fredholm operators.
(b) If κl(φ) + κr(φ) > 0 and
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
, (5.1.5)
then (W +H)φ and (W −H)φ are left-invertible. Moreover, at least one of these
operators is properly n-normal.
() If κl(φ) + κr(φ) < 0 and
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
, (5.1.6)
then (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ are right-invertible. In addition, at least one of these
operators is properly d-normal.
(d) In all the remaining ases, at least one of the operators (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ is
not normally solvable.
Proof. From the denition of PAP (f. (2.3.34)), we have
φ = (1− u)φl + uφr + φ0, (5.1.7)
where φl, φr ∈ AP , φ0 ∈ PC0 and u ∈ C(R) satisfying u(−∞) = 0 and u(+∞) = 1.
Additionally, sine φ ∈ GPAP , then φl, φr ∈ GAP . Applying Bohr's Theorem to φl, φr and
using then the denition of the geometri mean value, it follows
φ = (1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eωl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eωr + φ0, (5.1.8)
with ωl, ωr ∈ AP and M(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0.
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One more, we will use the ∆relation after extension between the Wiener-Hopf plus
Hankel operator (W +H)φ and the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφgφ−1 to study the regularity
properties of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators (W±H)φ (f. Corollary 1.3.8 and Corol-
lary 1.3.10). Thus, we will start by studying the regularity properties of the Wiener-Hopf
operatorW
φgφ−1
, and then we transfer them to the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators (W±H)φ.
Computing φφ˜−1, one gets
φφ˜−1 =
(1− u)d(φl)eκ(φl)eωl + ud(φr)eκ(φr)eωr + φ0
(1− u˜)d(φl)e−κ(φl)efωl + u˜d(φr)e−κ(φr)efωr + φ˜0
. (5.1.9)
By the denition of pieewise almost periodi funtion, we know that φφ˜−1 is of the form
φφ˜−1 = (1− v)(φφ˜−1)
l
+ v
(
φφ˜−1
)
r
+
(
φφ˜−1
)
0
, (5.1.10)
where v ∈ C(R) is suh that v(−∞) = 0 and v(+∞) = 1, (φφ˜−1)
0
∈ PC0 and
(
φφ˜−1
)
l
,(
φφ˜−1
)
r
are the almost periodi representatives of φφ˜−1 at −∞ and at +∞, respetively.
From (5.1.9), we get
(
φφ˜−1
)
l
=
d(φl)
d(φr)
eκ(φl)+κ(φr)e
ωl−fωr , (5.1.11)
(
φφ˜−1
)
r
=
d(φr)
d(φl)
eκ(φl)+κ(φr) e
ωr−fωl . (5.1.12)
Sine ωl, ωr ∈ AP are suh that M(ωl) = M(ωr) = 0 (reall that in this ase M( ω˜l ) =
M( ω˜r ) = 0), we obtain
κ
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
= κ
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
)
= κ(φl) + κ(φr) (5.1.13)
and
d
((
φφ˜−1
)
l
)
=
d(φl)
d(φr)
, d
((
φφ˜−1
)
r
)
=
d(φr)
d(φl)
. (5.1.14)
Aording to the denitions of left and right mean motions, and left and right geometri
mean values of pieewise almost periodi funtions (see (2.3.37)), it holds
κl
(
φφ˜−1
)
= κr
(
φφ˜−1
)
= κl(φ) + κr(φ) (5.1.15)
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and
dl
(
φφ˜−1
)
=
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
, dr
(
φφ˜−1
)
=
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
. (5.1.16)
Applying Theorem 5.1.1 to the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
, it follows from (5.1.15) and
(5.1.16) that:
(a) if κl(φ) + κr(φ) = 0 and
0 /∈
[
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
,
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
]
∪
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
, (5.1.17)
then W
φgφ−1
is a Fredholm operator;
(b) if κl(φ) + κr(φ) > 0 and
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
, (5.1.18)
then W
φgφ−1
is properly n-normal and left-invertible;
() if κl(φ)+κr(φ) < 0 and 0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x−0), (φφ˜−1)(x+0)
]
, thenW
φgφ−1
is properly
d-normal and right-invertible;
(d) in all the other ases, the operator W
φgφ−1
is not normally solvable.
Applying now Corollary 1.3.8 and Corollary 1.3.10, we obtain that (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ
are Fredholm operators, left-invertible, and right-invertible, under the onditions of ase
(a), (b) and (), respetively. To arrive at the nal assertion, we have just to interpret
the ∆relation after extension between the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W +H)φ
and the Wiener-Hopf operator W
φgφ−1
(f. Lemma 1.3.7) as an equivalene after extension
between diag[(W +H)φ, Tφ] and Wφgφ−1 , and use the equivalene after extension between
the operators Tφ and (W−H)φ (f. Proposition 1.3.9).
Remark 5.1.3. Conerning the last result, we would like to mention the following:
(a) as we saw before in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2, sine dl(φφ˜−1) and dr(φφ˜−1) are
inverses of eah other (f. (5.1.16)), ondition
0 /∈
[
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
,
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
]
(5.1.19)
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is satised if and only if dl(φ)/dr(φ) is suh that ℜe(dl(φ)/dr(φ)) 6= 0;
(b) Theorem 5.1.2 may also be alled a Sarason's type theorem for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators sine it desribes the Fredholm nature of (W+H)φ and (W−H)φ based on
the values of κl(φ), κr(φ), dl(φ) and dr(φ) when φ ∈ GPAP and
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x−0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
; (5.1.20)
() also in this ase we an provide an example that illustrates the dierenes in the
regularity properties of the Wiener-Hopf plus/minus Hankel operators by adding
or subtrating the Hankel operator to the Wiener-Hopf operator. If we onsider
φ ∈ GPAP suh that κl(φ) · κr(φ) < 0, κl(φ) + κr(φ) 6= 0,
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
φ(x− 0), φ(x+ 0)
]
(5.1.21)
and
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
, (5.1.22)
then we have that the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W+H)φ and the Wiener-
-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)φ are normally solvable although the Wiener-
-Hopf operator Wφ is not normally solvable.
5.2 Fredholm index formula
5.2.1 A formula for the sum of the indies of Fredholm Wiener-
Hopf plus/minus Hankel operators
In [30℄, Example 3.25, T. Ehrhardt gave an example of a Toeplitz plus Hankel operator
and a Toeplitz minus Hankel operator, with the same Fourier symbol but having dierent
Fredholm indies. The example is the following. For β ∈ C, let
tβ(e
iθ) := e(iβ(θ−π)), 0 < θ < 2π, (5.2.23)
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and onsider Toeplitz and Hankel operators ating on Hp+(T). If 1/2p < ℜeβ < 1/2+1/2p,
then (T + H)tβ is a Fredholm operator with index −1, while (T − H)tβ is an invertible
operator and thus has zero Fredholm index.
Considering the isometri isomorphismB0 from L
∞(R) onto L∞(T) dened in (1.3.118),
it is possible to diretly onstrut the orresponding example in the framework of Wiener-
-Hopf-Hankel operators ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes. This happens beause it is
possible to relate, through an equivalene relation, Toeplitz minus Hankel operators with
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators and Toeplitz plus Hankel operators with Wiener-Hopf
minus Hankel operators (f. Lemmas 1.3.11 and 1.3.13). In this way, onsidering
φβ(x) :=
(
x− i
x+ i
)β
e−iβπ, x ∈ R, (5.2.24)
with β ∈ C suh that 1/4 < ℜeβ < 3/4, the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator
(W−H)φβ : L2+(R)→ L2(R+) is a Fredholm operator with Ind (W −H)φβ= −1, and the
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W+H)φβ : L
2
+(R)→ L2(R+) is invertible (and there-
fore Ind (W+H)φβ = 0). Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show two Fourier symbols that illustrate this
example.
In partiular, this example shows that Fredholm Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel and Fred-
holm Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators with pieewise ontinuous Fourier symbols may
have dierent Fredholm indies. Consequently, the same onlusion holds for Fredholm
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel and Fredholm Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators with piee-
wise almost periodi Fourier symbols, ontrarily to what happens in the ase of Fredholm
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols where, as we have seen
in Theorem 4.3.4 and Theorem 4.3.10, Fredholm Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel and Fredholm
Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators have the same index.
Due to this, in the present subsetion we will ahieve a formula for the sum of the indies
of Fredholm Wiener-Hopf plus/minus Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi
symbols. Reall that from Theorem 5.1.2, we have that (W +H)φ and (W −H)φ are
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Figure 5.1: The range of φ 1
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(x) dened in (5.2.24) for x between −500 and 500.
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Figure 5.2: The range of φpi
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(x) dened in (5.2.24) for x between −500 and 500.
Fredholm operators if φ ∈ GPAP is suh that κl(φ) + κr(φ) = 0 and
0 /∈
[
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
,
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
]
∪
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
. (5.2.25)
Thus, for all Fourier symbols φ satisfying the onditions mentioned above, we will obtain
a formula whih relates the Fredholm index of the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator
(W+H)φ with the Fredholm index of the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)φ
based on the winding number of a pieewise almost periodi funtion (onstruted from the
initial Fourier symbol of the operators). In addition, taking into aount the disontinuities
of this pieewise almost periodi funtion, we will be able to simplify the formula of the
winding number of this funtion aordingly with the following three situations: (1) φ has
no symmetri disontinuities; (2) φ has symmetri disontinuities and φ is ontinuous at 0;
and nally, (3) φ is disontinuous at 0. We say that φ ∈ PAP has symmetri disontinuities
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if φ has disontinuities at x0 and −x0 for some x0 ∈ R. Thus, a pieewise almost periodi
funtion φ has symmetri disontinuities if and only if φ and φ˜ have ommon disontinuities.
Moreover, φ ∈ GPAP has symmetri disontinuities if and only if φ and φ˜−1 have ommon
disontinuities. In partiular, a funtion with a disontinuity at 0 is said to be a funtion
with symmetri disontinuities.
For having all the neessary instruments to establish the Fredholm index formula, we
will start with the denitions of winding number and Cauhy index of a pieewise on-
tinuous funtion. Then, we will present the denition of winding number of a pieewise
almost periodi funtion, and nally, we will introdue a generalization of the denition of
winding number of a pieewise almost periodi funtion from the ontext of Wiener-Hopf
operators to the framework of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators.
Reall, from Subsetion 4.2.2, that for all ψ ∈ PC, the funtion ψ# : R˙× [0, 1]→ C is
dened by
ψ#(x, µ) = (1− µ) ψ(x− 0) + µ ψ(x+ 0) (5.2.26)
suh that the range of ψ# is a ontinuous losed urve with a natural orientation indued
by the orientation of R from −∞ to +∞. If ψ#(x, µ) 6= 0 for all (x, µ) ∈ R˙× [0, 1], then
the winding number of ψ is dened as the number of times that the urve ψ#
(
R˙, [0, 1]
)
surrounds the origin ounter-lokwise.
For dening the Cauhy index of a pieewise ontinuous funtion, let us rst onsider
ψ ∈ PC having nitely many jumps. In this ase, let Λψ ⊂ R˙ denote the set of points at
whih ψ is disontinuous, and Θ be the set of all onneted omponents l of R˙\Λψ. For
eah l ∈ Θ, we dene indl ψ as (2π)−1 times the inrement of the argument of ψ on l. If
ψ#(x, µ) 6= 0 for all (x, µ) ∈ R˙× [0, 1], we dene the Cauhy index of ψ by
indψ :=
∑
l∈Θ
indl ψ +
∑
x∈Λψ\{∞}
(
− 1
2
+
{
1
2
+
1
2π
arg
ψ(x+ 0)
ψ(x− 0)
})
=
∑
l∈Θ
indl ψ +
∑
x∈Λψ\{∞}
(
1
2
−
{
1
2
− 1
2π
arg
ψ(x+ 0)
ψ(x− 0)
})
. (5.2.27)
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Considering arg
(
ψ(x+ 0)/ψ(x− 0)) ∈ (−π, π), for all x ∈ Λψ\{∞}, we have
indψ =
∑
l∈Θ
indl ψ +
1
2π
∑
x∈Λψ\{∞}
arg
ψ(x+ 0)
ψ(x− 0) . (5.2.28)
The geometri meaning of the Cauhy index of ψ is therefore (2π)−1 times the inrement of
the argument of z when z moves along the ontinuous urve ψ#
(
R˙, [0, 1]
)
from ψ(−∞) to
ψ(+∞). Consider now ψ ∈ PC having ountably many jumps. In this ase, if ψ#(x, µ) 6= 0
for all (x, µ) ∈ R˙×[0, 1], we an also dene the Cauhy index of ψ. For this purpose, we an
uniformly approximate ψ by ψn ∈ PC with nitely many jumps and suh that ψ#n (x, µ) 6= 0
for all (x, µ) ∈ R˙× [0, 1], with ψn(±∞) = ψ(±∞). Then the Cauhy index of ψ is dened
by
indψ := lim
n→+∞
indψn. (5.2.29)
Considering the above denitions of winding number and Cauhy index, we have the follow-
ing relation between the winding number and the Cauhy index of a pieewise ontinuous
funtion:
windψ = indψ − 1
2
+
{
1
2
+
1
2π
arg
ψ(−∞)
ψ(+∞)
}
= indψ +
1
2
−
{
1
2
− 1
2π
arg
ψ(−∞)
ψ(+∞)
}
= indψ +
1
2π
arg
ψ(−∞)
ψ(+∞) , (5.2.30)
where the last equality is valid if and only if arg (ψ(−∞)/ψ(+∞)) ∈ (−π, π).
Now having already dened the winding number of pieewise ontinuous funtions, we
are in position to present the denition of winding number of pieewise almost periodi
funtions. Reall from Proposition 2.3.1 that, for φ ∈ GPAP , φ an be represented as
φ = ϕψ, (5.2.31)
where ϕ ∈ GSAP and ψ ∈ GPC satisfying ψ(−∞) = ψ(+∞) = 1. Considering this
representation of φ, A. Bötther, Yu. I. Karlovih and I. M. Spitkovsky presented in [12℄
the following denition of the winding number of pieewise almost periodi funtions. If
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φ ∈ GPAP is suh that κl(φ) = κr(φ) = 0, 0 /∈ [dl(φ),dr(φ)], and ψ#(x, µ) 6= 0 for all
(x, µ) ∈ R˙× [0, 1], then the winding number of φ is dened by
windφ := windϕ+ windψ. (5.2.32)
After having introdued a denition for the winding number of pieewise almost periodi
funtions, A. Bötther, Yu. I. Karlovih and I. M. Spitkovsky presented in [12℄ a gener-
alization of the Fredholm index formula obtained by D. Sarason, i.e., a Fredholm index
formula for Wiener-Hopf operators with pieewise almost periodi Fourier symbols upon
the winding number of the orresponding Fourier symbols.
Theorem 5.2.1. (f. [12, Theorem 3.16℄) If φ ∈ GPAP , κl(φ) = κr(φ) = 0 and
0 /∈ [dl(φ),dr(φ)] ∪
⋃
x∈R
[
φ(x− 0), φ(x+ 0)
]
, (5.2.33)
then
IndWφ = −windφ. (5.2.34)
As we will see later, we obtain a similar result in the framework of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators. To aomplish this result, and in the same way that we had to generalize the
denition of winding number of semi-almost periodi funtions in the ontext of Wiener-
-Hopf operators to the ontext of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators, here we also have to
generalize the denition of winding number of pieewise almost periodi funtions in the
same sense, sine from Theorem 5.1.2 we have that (W ±H)φ are Fredholm operators if
φ ∈ GPAP is suh that κl(φ) + κr(φ) = 0 and
0 /∈
[
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
,
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
]
∪
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
. (5.2.35)
Notie that in Denition 4.3.3 we introdued an appropriated denition of winding number
of semi-almost periodi funtions in the ontext of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators. Suh
generalization of the winding number of a semi-almost periodi funtion gives the answer
in the generalization of the existent denition of winding number of a pieewise almost
periodi funtion, as we an see in the following denition.
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Denition 5.2.2. For φ ∈ GPAP , onsider that φ is represented as in (2.3.38), φ = ϕψ,
and with ψ#(x, µ) 6= 0 for all (x, µ) ∈ R˙× [0, 1]. If κl(φ) = κr(φ) = 0 and 0 /∈ [dl(φ),dr(φ)]
or if κl(φ) + κr(φ) = 0, ℜe(d(φl)/d(φr)) 6= 0 and 0 /∈ [dl(φ),dr(φ)], then the winding
number of φ is dened by
windφ := windϕ+ windψ. (5.2.36)
Having the winding number notion in the framework of Denition 5.2.2, we will now
proeed and present a Fredholm index formula for the sum of Fredholm Wiener-Hopf plus
Hankel and Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi Fourier
symbols.
Theorem 5.2.3. If φ ∈ GPAP , κl(φ) + κr(φ) = 0 and
0 /∈
[
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
,
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
]
∪
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
, (5.2.37)
then
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = −wind
(
φφ˜−1
)
. (5.2.38)
Moreover, if ℜe (dl(φ)/dr(φ)) > 0 and:
(a) φ does not have symmetri disontinuities, then
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = −2windφ ; (5.2.39)
(b) φ has symmetri disontinuities and φ is ontinuous at 0, then
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = −2
(
windϕ+ wind ̺ψ
)
, (5.2.40)
onsidering φ = ϕψ (f. the representation (2.3.38) of φ), and
̺ψ(x) :=

ψ(0)
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x) if x ≤ 0
ψ(0) if x > 0
; (5.2.41)
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() φ is disontinuous at 0, then
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ
= −2
(
windϕ+ ind
((
ψψ˜−1
)
−
))
− 1
2π
arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
ψ(0− 0)
)2)
, (5.2.42)
onsidering φ = ϕψ (in the sense of the representation (2.3.38)),
(
ψψ˜−1
)
−
(x) :=

(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x) if x ≤ 0(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0− 0) if x > 0
(5.2.43)
and
arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
ψ(0− 0)
)2)
∈ (−π, π). (5.2.44)
Proof. Under the hypothesis, Theorems 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 ensure that W
φgφ−1
, (W+H)φ and
(W −H)φ are all Fredholm operators. Realling now that (W +H)φ is ∆related after
extension with W
φgφ−1
(f. Lemma 1.3.7), it holds that
IndW
φgφ−1
= Ind (W+H)φ + Ind Tφ. (5.2.45)
In Proposition 1.3.9 it was proved that the operator Tφ is equivalent after extension to the
Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)φ. Therefore, we have
Ind Tφ = Ind (W−H)φ. (5.2.46)
Combining the two last identities, it results that
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = IndWφgφ−1 . (5.2.47)
From the Fredholm index formula for Wiener-Hopf operators with PAP Fourier symbols
presented in Theorem 5.2.1, we have
IndW
φgφ−1
= −wind
(
φφ˜−1
)
. (5.2.48)
Thus, ombining (5.2.47) and (5.2.48), it follows
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = −wind
(
φφ˜−1
)
. (5.2.49)
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Having in mind the representation (2.3.38) of φ (i.e., φ = ϕψ with ϕ and ψ in the indiated
lasses), it holds
φφ˜−1 = ϕϕ˜−1 ψψ˜−1 (5.2.50)
where ϕϕ˜−1 ∈ GSAP , and ψψ˜−1 ∈ GPC is suh that
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(−∞) =
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(+∞) = 1.
Aording to Denition 5.2.2, one gets
wind
(
φφ˜−1
)
= wind
(
ϕϕ˜−1
)
+ wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
. (5.2.51)
In this ase, taking into aount that
(
ϕϕ˜−1
)
l
=
(
φφ˜−1
)
l
and
(
ϕϕ˜−1
)
r
=
(
φφ˜−1
)
r
, it follows
that wind
(
ϕϕ˜−1
)
is well dened sine
κ
((
ϕϕ˜−1
)
l
)
= κ
((
ϕϕ˜−1
)
r
)
= κl(φ) + κr(φ) = 0 (5.2.52)
and
0 /∈
[
d
((
ϕϕ˜−1
)
l
)
,d
((
ϕϕ˜−1
)
r
)]
=
[
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
,
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
]
. (5.2.53)
From the proof of Theorem 4.3.6 (see (4.3.144)), we already know how to relate windϕ
with wind(ϕϕ˜−1) when ℜe(d(ϕl)/d(ϕr)) > 0, i.e., when ℜe(dl(φ)/dr(φ)) > 0:
wind
(
ϕϕ˜−1
)
= 2 windϕ. (5.2.54)
Let us now look for an identity involving wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
and windψ. For this purpose, we will
analyze the funtions ψ#,
(
ψ˜−1
)#
,
(
ψψ˜−1
)#
: R˙× [0, 1]→ C. For all (x, µ) ∈ R˙× [0, 1],
we have(
ψψ˜−1
)#
(x, µ)− ψ#(x, µ)
(
ψ˜−1
)#
(x, µ)
= (1− µ)µ
(
ψ(x+ 0)− ψ(x− 0)
)(
ψ˜−1(x+ 0)− ψ˜−1(x− 0)
)
. (5.2.55)
We will now onsider three dierent situations: (1) ψ has no symmetri disontinuities; (2)
ψ has symmetri disontinuities and ψ is ontinuous at 0; and nally, (3) ψ is disontinuous
at 0. Sine the disontinuities of φ arise from the fator ψ (in the fatorization φ = ϕψ),
we are in fat faing the following ases: (a) φ has no symmetri disontinuities; (b) φ has
symmetri disontinuities and φ is ontinuous at 0; and, () φ is disontinuous at 0.
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Case 1: Sine in this ase ψ and ψ˜−1 have no ommon disontinuities, we onlude from
(5.2.55) that (
ψψ˜−1
)#
(x, µ) = ψ#(x, µ)
(
ψ˜−1
)#
(x, µ) (5.2.56)
for all (x, µ) ∈ R˙ × [0, 1]. Thus, observing that ψ# and
(
ψ˜−1
)#
are losed ontinuous
urves away from zero, the identity holds
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)#
= windψ# + wind
(
ψ˜−1
)#
, (5.2.57)
(f. e.g. [14, 2.41℄). Furthermore, windψ# = indψ# and wind
(
ψ˜−1
)#
= ind
(
ψ˜−1
)#
.
Computing now the Cauhy index of
(
ψ˜−1
)#
, one gets
ind
(
ψ˜−1
)#
=
1
2π
[(
arg
(
ψ˜−1
)#)
(+∞)−
(
arg
(
ψ˜−1
)#)
(−∞)
]
=
1
2π
[
(arg ψ˜−1)(+∞)− (arg ψ˜−1)(−∞)]
=
1
2π
[− (argψ)(−∞) + (argψ)(+∞)]
=
1
2π
[(
argψ#
)
(+∞)−
(
argψ#
)
(−∞)
]
= indψ#, (5.2.58)
i.e.,
wind
(
ψ˜−1
)#
= windψ#. (5.2.59)
From (5.2.57) and (5.2.59), it follows
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)#
= 2 windψ#. (5.2.60)
Applying the denition of winding number for pieewise ontinuous funtions, we obtain
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= 2 windψ. (5.2.61)
From (5.2.51), (5.2.54), (5.2.61), and Denition 5.2.2, we have
wind
(
φφ˜−1
)
= 2 windϕ+ 2 windψ = 2 windφ. (5.2.62)
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Aording to (5.2.49), it follows that
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = −2windφ. (5.2.63)
Case 2: In this ase, we may write
ψ = ψ−ψ+ (5.2.64)
in suh a way that ψ−, ψ+ ∈ PC do not have ommon disontinuities. For that, onsider
ψ−(x) =

ψ(x) if x ≤ 0
ψ(0) if x > 0
and ψ+(x) =

1 if x ≤ 0
ψ(x)
ψ(0)
if x > 0
, (5.2.65)
where ψ− has only disontinuities in R− and ψ+ has only disontinuities in R+. From
(5.2.64), it follows
ψψ˜−1 = ψ−ψ+ψ˜−1+ ψ˜
−1
− =
(
ψ−ψ˜−1+
)(
ψ+ψ˜
−1
−
)
. (5.2.66)
Computing ψ−ψ˜−1+ and ψ+ψ˜
−1
− , one gets
(
ψ−ψ˜−1+
)
(x) =

ψ(0)
ψ(x)
ψ(−x) if x ≤ 0
ψ(0) if x > 0
, (5.2.67)
(
ψ+ψ˜
−1
−
)
(x) =

1
ψ(0)
if x ≤ 0
ψ(x)
ψ(0)ψ(−x) if x > 0
. (5.2.68)
From here, we see that ψ−ψ˜−1+ is a funtion with disontinuities in R− while ψ+ψ˜
−1
− is a
funtion with disontinuities in R+. Putting ̺ψ = ψ−ψ˜−1+ , it follows that ψ+ψ˜
−1
− =
˜̺−1
ψ .
Rewriting (5.2.66) in terms of ̺ψ and
˜̺−1
ψ , we obtain
ψψ˜−1 = ̺ψ˜̺−1ψ , (5.2.69)
where ̺ψ and
˜̺−1
ψ do not have ommon disontinuities. Additionally, from the hypothesis
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
, (5.2.70)
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it follows that
0 /∈
⋃
x∈R
[
(ψψ˜−1)(x− 0), (ψψ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
, (5.2.71)
i.e.,
(
ψψ˜−1
)#
(x, µ) 6= 0 for all (x, µ) ∈ R˙× [0, 1]. Therefore, we have ̺#ψ (x, µ) 6= 0 for all
(x, µ) ∈ R˙× [0, 1] and ˜̺−1ψ #(x, µ) 6= 0 for all (x, µ) ∈ R˙× [0, 1], whih means that wind ̺ψ
and wind
˜̺−1
ψ are well dened. Following now the same reasoning as in Case 1, we obtain
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= 2 wind ̺ψ. (5.2.72)
Finally, from (5.2.51), (5.2.54), (5.2.72), we have
wind
(
φφ˜−1
)
= 2
(
windϕ+ wind ̺ψ
)
, (5.2.73)
whih, by (5.2.49), yields that
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = −2
(
windϕ+ wind ̺ψ
)
. (5.2.74)
Case 3: Sine ψ is disontinuous at 0, we may identify ψ with
ψ(x) =

ψ1(x) if x ≤ 0
ψ2(x) if x > 0
, (5.2.75)
where ψ1, ψ2 ∈ GPC are suh that ψ1(0) 6= ψ2(0 + 0) and ψ1(−∞) = ψ2(+∞) = 1 (reall
that from Proposition 2.3.1 we have ψ(−∞) = ψ(+∞) = 1). Thus, it follows that ψψ˜−1
may be written in the form
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x) =

(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(x) if x ≤ 0(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
(x) if x > 0
. (5.2.76)
Due to the equality
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(−∞) =
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(+∞), and aording to (5.2.30), it follows
that
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= ind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
. (5.2.77)
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In order to ompute the Cauhy index of ψψ˜−1, let us assume (without lost of generality)
that ψψ˜−1 has nitely many jumps. It is lear that the disontinuities of ψψ˜−1 are symmet-
ri. Note however that ψ admits a disontinuity at 0 but ψψ˜−1 is not always disontinuous
at 0. Hene
Λ
ψgψ−1
= {−xn, . . . ,−x1, x0, x1, . . . , xn} (5.2.78)
or
Λ
ψgψ−1
= {−xn, . . . ,−x1, x1, . . . , xn}, (5.2.79)
with n ∈ N0 := {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}, xj ∈ R+ (for all j = 1, . . . , n), and x0 = 0. Let us
rst onsider the ase Λ
ψgψ−1
= {−xn, . . . ,−x1, x0, x1, . . . , xn}. Taking into aount the
denition of Cauhy index of a pieewise ontinuous funtion, we get
ind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= ind]−∞,−xn[
(
ψψ˜−1
)
+
n∑
j=1
ind]−xj ,−xj−1[
(
ψψ˜−1
)
+
n∑
j=1
ind]xj−1,xj [
(
ψψ˜−1
)
+ ind]xn,+∞[
(
ψψ˜−1
)
+
∑
x∈Λ
ψ
g
ψ−1
1
2π
arg
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x+ 0)(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x− 0)
, (5.2.80)
i.e.,
ind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= ind]−∞,−xn[
(
ψψ˜−1
)
+
n∑
j=1
ind]−xj ,−xj−1[
(
ψψ˜−1
)
+
∑
x∈Λ
ψ
g
ψ−1
∩R−
1
2π
arg
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x+ 0)(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x− 0)
+
1
2π
arg
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0 + 0)(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0− 0)
+
∑
x∈Λ
ψ
g
ψ−1
∩R+
1
2π
arg
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x+ 0)(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x− 0)
+
n∑
j=1
ind]xj−1,xj [
(
ψψ˜−1
)
+ ind]xn,+∞[
(
ψψ˜−1
)
, (5.2.81)
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where arg
((
ψψ˜−1
)
(x+ 0)/
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x− 0)
)
∈ (−π, π), for all x ∈ Λ
ψgψ−1
. Using now
(5.2.76), it follows that
ind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= ind]−∞,−xn[
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
+
n∑
j=1
ind]−xj,−xj−1[
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
+
∑
x∈Λ
ψ
g
ψ−1
∩R−
1
2π
arg
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(x+ 0)(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(x− 0)
+
1
2π
arg
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0 + 0)(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0− 0)
+
∑
x∈Λ
ψ
g
ψ−1
∩R+
1
2π
arg
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
(x+ 0)(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
(x− 0)
+
n∑
j=1
ind]xj−1,xj [
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
+ ind]xn,+∞[
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
. (5.2.82)
Notiing that
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
(x) =
˜(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)−1
(x), for all x > 0, we have(
arg
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
))
(x) = −
(
arg
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
))
(−x) (5.2.83)
for all x > 0. Therefore, we obtain the following identities:
ind]xn,+∞[
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
=
1
2π
((
arg
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
))
(+∞)−
(
arg
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
))
(xn)
)
=
1
2π
((
arg
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
))
(−xn)−
(
arg
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
))
(−∞)
)
= ind]−∞,−xn[
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
, (5.2.84)
ind]xj−1,xj [
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
=
1
2π
((
arg
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
))
(xj)−
(
arg
(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
))
(xj−1)
)
=
1
2π
((
arg
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
))
(−xj−1)−
(
arg
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
))
(−xj)
)
= ind]−xj ,−xj−1[
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
, (5.2.85)
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for all j = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, it holds(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
(x+ 0)(
ψ˜−11 ψ2
)
(x− 0)
=
(
ψ−11 ψ˜2
)
(−x− 0)(
ψ−11 ψ˜2
)
(−x+ 0)
=
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(−x+ 0)(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(−x− 0)
, (5.2.86)
for all x > 0. Inserting (5.2.84), (5.2.85) and (5.2.86) in (5.2.82), we obtain
ind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= 2

ind]−∞,−xn[
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
+
n∑
j=1
ind]−xj,−xj−1[
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
+
∑
x∈Λ
ψ
g
ψ−1
∩R−
1
2π
arg
(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(x+ 0)(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(x− 0)
+ 1
2π
arg
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0 + 0)(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0− 0)
, (5.2.87)
where arg
((
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(x+ 0)
/(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(x− 0)
)
∈ (−π, π) for all x ∈ Λ
ψgψ−1
∩ R− and
arg
((
ψψ˜−1
)
(0 + 0)/
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0− 0)
)
∈ (−π, π). Considering the funtion
(
ψψ˜−1
)
−
given
by
(
ψψ˜−1
)
−
(x) =

(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x) if x ≤ 0(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0− 0) if x > 0
(5.2.88)
=

(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(x) if x ≤ 0(
ψ1ψ˜
−1
2
)
(0− 0) if x > 0
, (5.2.89)
we an represent the Cauhy index of ψψ˜−1 in the form
ind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= 2 ind
((
ψψ˜−1
)
−
)
+
1
2π
arg
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0 + 0)(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0− 0)
, (5.2.90)
onsidering arg
((
ψψ˜−1
)
(0 + 0)/
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0− 0)
)
∈ (−π, π). Sine(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0 + 0)(
ψψ˜−1
)
(0− 0)
=
(
ψ(0 + 0)
ψ(0− 0)
)2
, (5.2.91)
it holds
ind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= 2 ind
((
ψψ˜−1
)
−
)
+
1
2π
arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
ψ(0− 0)
)2)
, (5.2.92)
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for arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
/
ψ(0− 0))2) ∈ (−π, π). In the ase where ψψ˜−1 is not disontinuous at
0, i.e., in the ase where Λ
ψgψ−1
= {−xn, . . . ,−x1, x1, . . . , xn}, (5.2.90) also holds, and so
we have in this ase
ind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= 2 ind
((
ψψ˜−1
)
−
)
. (5.2.93)
From (5.2.77) and (5.2.92), it follows then
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= 2 ind
((
ψψ˜−1
)
−
)
+
1
2π
arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
ψ(0− 0)
)2)
, (5.2.94)
where arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
/
ψ(0− 0))2) ∈ (−π, π). Taking into aount (5.2.51), (5.2.54),
(5.2.94), we obtain the formula for the winding number of φφ˜−1:
wind
(
φφ˜−1
)
= 2
(
windϕ+ ind
((
ψψ˜−1
)
−
))
+
1
2π
arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
ψ(0− 0)
)2)
, (5.2.95)
for arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
/
ψ(0− 0))2) ∈ (−π, π). Finally, from (5.2.49) it holds
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ
= −2
(
windϕ+ ind
((
ψψ˜−1
)
−
))
− 1
2π
arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
ψ(0− 0)
)2)
, (5.2.96)
onsidering arg
((
ψ(0 + 0)
/
ψ(0− 0))2) ∈ (−π, π).
Remark 5.2.4. Although in the ase where ψ does not have symmetri disontinu-
ities we have wind (ψψ˜−1) = 2 windψ (and onsequently wind (φφ˜−1) = 2 windφ, if
ℜe (dl(φ)/dr(φ)) > 0), this is  in general  not true for ψ with symmetri disontinuities
(as we will see in Example 5.2.7). In this sense, we need to nd another way to om-
pute wind (ψψ˜−1) based on a winding number or a Cauhy index of a funtion related
with ψ. The obtained formula in the ase where ψ has symmetri disontinuities and ψ
is ontinuous at 0, wind (ψψ˜−1) = 2 wind ̺ψ, an also be applied when ψ does not have
symmetri disontinuities. In the ase where ψ is disontinuous at 0, we obtain a more
general formula that also applies to the previous rst and seond ases. We would like
also to mentioned that, using a similar reasoning, it is possible to ompute wind (ψψ˜−1) in
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terms of a winding number or a Cauhy index of a pieewise ontinuous funtion related
with ψ and having disontinuities in R+. Consequently, if in the onditions of ases (b) and
() of Theorem 5.2.3, it is possible to derive formulae for the sum of the Fredholm indies of
Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel and Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators with pieewise almost
periodi Fourier symbols in terms of pieewise ontinuous funtions with disontinuities in
R+.
Finally, we would like also to point out that although it is very tempting to write
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = IndWφ + IndHφ + IndWφ − IndHφ
= 2 IndWφ, (5.2.97)
this is not true (for φ ∈ GPAP ). In the next subsetion we will provide two strutural
examples related with this issue. Example 5.2.5 shows that the Fredholm property may
even do not held for all the operators used in (5.2.97) while Example 5.2.6 presents the
ase of Fredholm operators (W+H)φ, (W−H)φ and Wφ suh that the sum of the Fredholm
indies of (W +H)φ and (W−H)φ is not equal to two times the Fredholm index of Wφ.
To onstrut an example of suh kind, we observe that the ase of Fredholm operators
(W+H)φ, (W−H)φ and Wφ only ours when κl(φ) = κr(φ) = 0, and
0 /∈
[
dl(φ),dr(φ)
]
∪
⋃
x∈R
[
φ(x− 0), φ(x+ 0)
]
, (5.2.98)
0 /∈
[
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
,
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
]
∪
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
. (5.2.99)
This onlusion follows straightforward if we ombine Theorem 5.1.1 with Theorem 5.1.2.
5.2.2 Examples and invertibility
To end up this hapter, we present some examples that illustrate the observations made
in Remark 5.2.4, as well as a ondition for the invertibility of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators
with pieewise almost periodi Fourier symbols.
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Figure 5.3: The range of φ(x) dened in (5.2.100) for x between −1000 and 1000.
Example 5.2.5. Consider the funtion φ (see Figure 5.3) given by
φ(x) = (1− u(x)) (1 + i) e2ix + u(x) 5 e−2ix + φ0(x), (5.2.100)
where
u(x) =

1
2
ex if x ≤ 0
1− 1
2
e−x if x > 0
and φ0(x) =

ex if x ≤ 0
ar ot x if x > 0
. (5.2.101)
From Theorem 5.1.1 and Theorem 5.1.2, we have that the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel opera-
tor (W+H)φ and the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)φ are Fredholm operators
while the Wiener-Hopf operator Wφ is not a Fredholm operator (sine it is not normally
solvable).
Example 5.2.6. Consider now the funtion φ (see Figure 5.4) given by
φ(x) = (1− u(x)) i eeix + u(x) (1− i) eeix + φ0(x), (5.2.102)
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Figure 5.4: The range of φ(x) dened in (5.2.102) for x between −1000 and 1000.
where
u(x) =
1
2
(1 + tanh x) and φ0(x) =

1
2
(i− 1)ex+1 if x ≤ 0
−
(
1 +
i
2
)
e−x+1 if x > 0
. (5.2.103)
Sine φ ∈ GPAP , we may look for a representation of φ as (2.3.38). For instane, onsider
ϕ and ψ given by
ϕ(x) = (1− u(x)) i eeix + u(x) (1− i) eeix (5.2.104)
and
ψ(x) = 1 + (φ0ϕ
−1)(x) =

1 +
(i− 1)ex+1
2ϕ(x)
if x ≤ 0
,
1−
(
1 +
i
2
)
e−x+1
ϕ(x)
if x > 0
(5.2.105)
respetively. In this way, we get
φ = ϕψ. (5.2.106)
We see that ϕ ∈ GSAP and ψ ∈ GPC is suh that ψ(−∞) = ψ(+∞) = 1. Computing the
winding numbers of ϕ, ψ, ϕϕ˜−1 and ψψ˜−1 (see Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8), we have
windϕ = 0, wind
(
ϕϕ˜−1
)
= −1, windψ = wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= 1. (5.2.107)
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Figure 5.5: The range of ϕ(x) dened
in (5.2.104) for x between −500 and 500.
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Figure 5.6: The oriented graph of ψ#, for ψ
dened in (5.2.105).
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Figure 5.7: The range of
(
ϕϕ˜−1
)
(x) for x
between −1000 and 1000, where ϕ is de-
ned in (5.2.104).
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Figure 5.8: The oriented graph of
(
ψψ˜−1
)#
,
for ψ dened in (5.2.105).
From Denition 5.2.2, we obtain
windφ = 1, wind
(
φφ˜−1
)
= 0. (5.2.108)
Additionally, by the Fredholm index formulae presented in (5.2.34) and (5.2.38), it follows
that
IndWφ = −1, Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = 0, (5.2.109)
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whih shows that
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ 6= 2 IndWφ. (5.2.110)
In order to exemplify the simpliation for the formula of the winding number of ψψ˜−1
presented in the seond ase of Theorem 5.2.3, we will now present an example of a partiu-
lar pieewise ontinuous funtion ψ (with symmetri disontinuities) for whih we ompute
the winding number of ψψ˜−1 based on the winding number of a pieewise ontinuous fun-
tion whih depends on ψ, but having only disontinuities in R−.
Example 5.2.7. Consider the pieewise ontinuous funtion ψ (represented in Figure 5.9)
given by
ψ(x) =

1 +
1− i
x
if x ≤ −1
−x+ i x+ 1
2
if − 1 < x ≤ 1
1 +
10− i
x3
if x > 1
. (5.2.111)
It is lear that ψ is a ontinuous funtion at 0, and has symmetri disontinuities sine ψ
is disontinuous at −1 and 1. Additionally,
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x) =

x3 + x2(1− i)
x3 − 10 + i if x < −1
i
i− 1 if x = −1
x(i− 2) + i
x(2− i) + i if − 1 < x < 1
1 + i if x = 1
x3 + 10− i
x3 + x2(i− 1) if x > 1
(5.2.112)
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and therefore we may identify ψψ˜−1 with
(
ψψ˜−1
)
(x) =

x3 + x2(1− i)
x3 − 10 + i if x ≤ −1
x(i− 2) + i
x(2− i) + i if − 1 < x ≤ 1
x3 + 10− i
x3 + x2(i− 1) if x > 1
. (5.2.113)
From Figures 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13, we may observe that
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)#
6= wind
(
ψ#
(
ψ˜−1
)#)
, (5.2.114)
i.e.,
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)#
6= windψ# + wind
(
ψ˜−1
)#
. (5.2.115)
Realling that wind
(
ψ˜−1
)#
= windψ#, it follows that
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)#
6= 2windψ#, (5.2.116)
whih gives us
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
6= 2 windψ (5.2.117)
(by using the denition of winding number of a pieewise ontinuous funtion). From the
denition of ̺ψ (see (5.2.41)) we have
̺ψ(x) =

i
2
x3 + x2(1− i)
x3 − 10 + i if x ≤ −1
i
2
x(i− 2) + i
x(2− i) + i if − 1 < x ≤ 0
i
2
if x > 0
. (5.2.118)
Aording to Figure 5.14, we see that wind ̺ψ = 1. Thus, from (5.2.72) it follows that
wind
(
ψψ˜−1
)
= 2 (whih is also onrmed by Figure 5.12).
We lose this hapter with a result that provides the invertibility of the Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operators (W ±H)φ in terms of the winding number of φφ˜−1. This is in fat
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Figure 5.9: The range of ψ(x) dened in (5.2.111) for x between −10000 and 10000.
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Figure 5.10: The graph of ψ#, for ψ de-
ned in (5.2.111).
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Figure 5.11: The graph of
(
ψ˜−1
)#
, for ψ de-
ned in (5.2.111).
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Figure 5.12: The oriented graph of(
ψψ˜−1
)#
, for ψψ˜−1 dened in (5.2.113).
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Figure 5.13: The graph of ψ#
(
ψ˜−1
)#
, for ψ
dened in (5.2.111).
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Figure 5.14: The oriented graph of ̺#ψ , for ̺ψ dened in (5.2.118).
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an interesting result sine, with the help of the ∆relation after extension between the
operators (W+H)φ and Wφgφ−1 , we an onlude that if
Ind (W+H)φ + Ind (W−H)φ = 0, (5.2.119)
then (W±H)φ are invertible operators (for pieewise almost periodi Fourier symbols).
Theorem 5.2.8. If φ ∈ GPAP , κl(φ) + κr(φ) = 0,
0 /∈
[
dl(φ)
dr(φ)
,
dr(φ)
dl(φ)
]
∪
⋃
x∈R
[
(φφ˜−1)(x− 0), (φφ˜−1)(x+ 0)
]
(5.2.120)
and wind
(
φφ˜−1
)
= 0, then (W±H)φ are invertible operators.
Proof. Under the onditions of the statement, we have a salar Wiener-Hopf operator
W
φgφ−1
with zero Fredholm index (f. Theorem 5.2.1). Thus, from the Coburn-Simonenko
Theorem (see [24, 71℄), we derive that W
φgφ−1
is invertible. Therefore, Corollary 1.3.8 and
Corollary 1.3.10 ensure that (W±H)φ are invertible operators.
From the last result we onlude now that the operators (W±H)φ presented in Exam-
ple 5.2.6 are invertible Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators (although Wφ is not an invertible
operator). Moreover, we an also onlude that an analogue of the Coburn-Simonenko
Theorem (ited above) does not hold for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators sine in Exam-
ple 5.2.6 we have windφ = 1 and the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators presented there are
invertible. In this sense, we may onsider Theorem 5.2.8 a Coburn-Simonenko type theorem
for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi Fourier symbols.
Chapter 6
Matrix Wiener-Hopf-Hankel Operators
with Good Hausdor Sets
The present hapter deals with a generalization of the invertibility and semi-Fredholm
riteria presented in Setion 3.2. In this ase, the generalization is in terms of onsidering
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with matrix APW Fourier symbols and having a partiu-
lar Hausdor set bounded away from zero. The motivation for that is a result of R. G.
Babadzhanyan and V. S. Rabinovih that settles the (one-sided and both-sided) invertibil-
ity and the semi-Fredholm property of Wiener-Hopf operators with matrix APW Fourier
symbols having Hausdor sets bounded away from zero.
6.1 Preliminaries
Let Φ be a n × n matrix funtion with elements belonging to L∞(R), i.e., Φ ∈
[L∞(R)]n×n. In this hapter, we will onsider matrix Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators
given by
(W+H)Φ := WΦ +HΦ : [L
2
+(R)]
n → [L2(R+)]n (6.1.1)
and matrix Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operators given by
(W−H)Φ := WΦ −HΦ : [L2+(R)]n → [L2(R+)]n , (6.1.2)
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with WΦ and HΦ being matrix Wiener-Hopf and Hankel operators dened by
WΦ := r+F−1Φ · F : [L2+(R)]n → [L2(R+)]n , (6.1.3)
HΦ := r+F−1Φ · FJ : [L2+(R)]n → [L2(R+)]n , (6.1.4)
respetively.
As about the notations, here and in what follows, for a given set A, we use An and An×n
to denote the olumns of length n and the n × n matries with entries in A, respetively.
Moreover, r+ represents the operator of restrition from [L
2
+(R)]
n
into [L2(R+)]
n
, and J is
the reetion operator on R dened by JΨ(x) = Ψ˜(x) = Ψ(−x), for matries Ψ.
To ahieve the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riteria, we will use the same tehnique
as the one used before in Chapters 4 and 5, i.e., we will use the ∆relation after extension
between Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators and Wiener-Hopf operators. Sine the results
for matrix Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators (as well as their proofs) are similar to the results
presented in Setion 1.3.3, here we only present the results without giving their proofs.
Lemma 6.1.1. Let Φ ∈ G[L∞(R)]n×n. The matrix Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator
(W+H)Φ : [L
2
+(R)]
n → [L2(R+)]n (6.1.5)
is ∆related after extension with the Wiener-Hopf operator
W
ΦgΦ−1
: [L2+(R)]
n → [L2(R+)]n (6.1.6)
(with the same matrix size as the original one), being the ∆relation after extension made
the with the help of the auxiliary operator
TΦ := F−1(Φ · −Φ · J)FP+ + P− : [Lp(R)]n → [Lp(R)]n . (6.1.7)
Corollary 6.1.2. Let Φ ∈ G[L∞(R)]n×n. If the Wiener-Hopf operator W
ΦgΦ−1
is invertible,
left-invertible, right-invertible, Fredholm, n-normal, d-normal or normally solvable, then
the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W+H)Φ has the same property as WΦgΦ−1.
Proposition 6.1.3. Let Φ ∈ G[L∞(R)]n×n. The operator TΦ is equivalent after extension
to the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)Φ.
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Corollary 6.1.4. Let Φ ∈ G[L∞(R)]n×n. If the Wiener-Hopf operator W
ΦgΦ−1
is invertible,
left-invertible, right-invertible, Fredholm, n-normal, d-normal or normally solvable, then
the Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel operator (W−H)Φ has the same property as WΦgΦ−1.
6.2 Hausdor sets
The Hausdor set (or numerial range) of a omplex matrix Θ ∈ Cn×n is dened as
H(Θ) := {(Θη, η) : η ∈ Cn, ‖η‖ = 1}. (6.2.8)
If Φ ∈ [APW ]n×n, then (due to the denition of APW ) it holds that H(Φ(x)) is a well-
-dened subset of Cn for all x ∈ R. In this way, the Hausdor set of Φ is said to be bounded
away from zero (or said to be a good Hausdor set) if
inf
x∈R
dist
(
H(Φ(x)), 0) > 0 (6.2.9)
or, equivalently, if there is an ε > 0 suh that
∣∣(Φ(x)η, η)∣∣ ≥ ε‖η‖2 for all x ∈ R and all η ∈ Cn. (6.2.10)
Consider Φ ∈ [APW ]n×n and η ∈ Cn\{0}. If the Hausdor set of Φ is bounded away
from zero, then the funtion (Φη, η) given by
(Φη, η)(x) := (Φ(x)η, η) , x ∈ R, (6.2.11)
is invertible in APW . Therefore, the mean motion of (Φη, η), denoted by κ
(
(Φη, η)
)
, is
well-dened for all η ∈ Cn\{0}. In [1, 2℄, R. G. Babadzhanyan and V. S. Rabinovih proved
that κ
(
(Φη, η)
)
is independent of η ∈ Cn\{0}, as we an see in the next result.
Theorem 6.2.1. ([1, 2℄) If Φ ∈ G[APW ]n×n and the Hausdor set of Φ is bounded away
from zero, then Φ has a right APW fatorization and all right AP indies are equal to
κ((Φ η, η)) where η is an arbitrary vetor in Cn\{0}.
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As a onsequene of this last result, R. G. Babadzhanyan and V. S. Rabinovih pre-
sented in [1, 2℄ a riterion that settles the (one-sided and both-sided) invertibility and
the semi-Fredholm property of Wiener-Hopf operators with matrix APW Fourier symbols
having Hausdor sets bounded away from zero, based on the value of the mean motion of
a partiular salar APW funtion, κ
(
(Φη, η)
)
. This result is in the origin of this hapter
and states the following:
Theorem 6.2.2. ([1, 2℄) Let Φ ∈ G[APW ]n×n suh that the Hausdor set of Φ is bounded
away from zero.
(a) If κ((Φ η, η)) = 0, then WΦ is invertible.
(b) If κ((Φ η, η)) > 0, then WΦ is properly n-normal and left-invertible.
() If κ((Φ η, η)) < 0, then WΦ is properly d-normal and right-invertible.
In the next setion, we will obtain a generalization of this result for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel
operators with matrix APW Fourier symbols.
6.3 Invertibility and semi-Fredholm riteria
Theorem 6.3.1. Let Φ ∈ G[APW ]n×n suh that the Hausdor set of ΦΦ˜−1 is bounded
away from zero.
(a) If κ
(
(ΦΦ˜−1 η, η)
)
= 0, then (W+H)Φ and (W−H)Φ are invertible.
(b) If κ
(
(ΦΦ˜−1 η, η)
)
> 0, then (W+H)Φ and (W−H)Φ are left-invertible, and at least
one of these operators is properly n-normal.
() If κ
(
(ΦΦ˜−1 η, η)
)
< 0, then (W+H)Φ and (W−H)Φ are right-invertible, and at least
one of these operators is properly d-normal.
Proof. The statement is a onsequene of the ∆relation after extension presented in
Lemma 6.1.1, and of the orresponding result for Wiener-Hopf operators (f. Theorem 6.2.2).
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In fat, rst, the hypothesis in (a), (b), and () give us the invertibility, left-invertibility,
and right-invertibility ofW
ΦgΦ−1
, respetively. Seondly, by using Corollary 6.1.2 and Corol-
lary 6.1.4, we obtain that (W+H)Φ and (W−H)Φ are invertible, left-invertible, and right-
invertible, under the onditions of ase (a), (b) and (), respetively. Finally, interpreting
the ∆relation after extension between the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operator (W+H)Φ
and the Wiener-Hopf operator W
ΦgΦ−1
(f. Lemma 6.1.1) as an equivalene after extension
between diag[(W+H)Φ, TΦ] and WΦgΦ−1, and applying then the equivalene after extension
between the operators TΦ and (W −H)Φ (f. Proposition 6.1.3), we reah to the nal
onlusion about the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators.
Remark 6.3.2. We would like to point out that the ondition of the Hausdor set of ΦΦ˜−1
be bounded away from zero is obviously a fundamental ondition in our main result, and
it is lear that not every matrix funtion in G[APW ]n×n has this property. For instane,
Φ(x) =
2e eix e eix
e−eix e−eix
 , x ∈ R, (6.3.12)
is invertible in [APW ]n×n but produes a matrix funtion ΦΦ˜−1 whih does not have a
Hausdor set bounded away from zero. Indeed, omputing ΦΦ˜−1 we obtain
(ΦΦ˜−1)(x) =
e eix − e−ix 0
0 e e
−ix − eix
 , x ∈ R, (6.3.13)
and onsidering η = (η1, η2)
⊤ ∈ C2, suh that ‖η‖ = 1, it follows
((
ΦΦ˜−1
)
(x) η, η
)
=
(η1 e eix − e−ix
η2 e
e−ix − eix
 ,
η1
η2
)
= |η1|2e e
ix − e−ix + |η2|2e e
−ix − eix . (6.3.14)
Thus,
H
((
ΦΦ˜−1
)
(x)
)
=
{
|η1|2e e
ix − e−ix+ |η2|2e e
−ix − eix : η=
η1
η2
∈ C2, ‖η‖ = 1}, (6.3.15)
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and
dist
(
H
((
ΦΦ˜−1
)
(x)
)
, 0
)
=
∣∣∣∣|η1|2e eix − e−ix + |η2|2e e−ix − eix∣∣∣∣, (6.3.16)
with η = (η1, η2)
⊤ ∈ C2 suh that ‖η‖ = 1. Sine
dist
(
H
((
ΦΦ˜−1
)
(x)
)
, 0
)
= 0⇔ η1 = ± 1√
2
∨ η2 = ± 1√
2
, (6.3.17)
we onlude that the Hausdor set of ΦΦ˜−1 is not bounded away from zero.
Considering Φ ∈ G[APW ]n×n suh that the Hausdor set of ΦΦ˜−1 is bounded away
from zero, from Theorem 6.2.1, we have that ΦΦ˜−1 admits a right APW fatorization.
Combining this fat with analogue versions for matrix Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators of
some of the results presented in Chapters 1 and 3, we will now see how to obtain the
properly limit ase for both Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel and Wiener-Hopf minus Hankel
operators in Theorem 6.3.1.
Theorem 6.3.3. Let Φ ∈ G[APW ]n×n suh that the Hausdor set of ΦΦ˜−1 is bounded
away from zero. Then ΦΦ˜−1 admits a right APW fatorization of the form(
ΦΦ˜−1
)
(x) = Ψ−(x) diag
[
e
κ
(
(ΦgΦ−1 η,η)
)] Ψ+(x), (6.3.18)
where Ψ− ∈ G[APW−]n×n, Ψ+ ∈ G[APW+]n×n, and η is an arbitrary vetor in Cn\{0}.
If Ψ+ = Ψ˜
−1
− and
(a) κ
(
(ΦΦ˜−1 η, η)
)
= 0, then (W+H)Φ and (W−H)Φ are invertible.
(b) κ
(
(ΦΦ˜−1 η, η)
)
> 0, then (W +H)Φ and (W−H)Φ are properly n-normal and left-
-invertible.
() κ
(
(ΦΦ˜−1 η, η)
)
< 0, then (W+H)Φ and (W−H)Φ are properly d-normal and right-
-invertible.
Proof. Sine ΦΦ˜−1 ∈ G[APW ]n×n is suh that the Hausdor set of ΦΦ˜−1 is bounded
away from zero, aording to Theorem 6.2.1 it follows that ΦΦ˜−1 admits a right APW
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fatorization of the form(
ΦΦ˜−1
)
(x) = Ψ−(x) diag
[
e
κ
(
(ΦgΦ−1 η,η)
)] Ψ+(x), (6.3.19)
where Ψ− ∈ G[APW−]n×n, Ψ+ ∈ G[APW+]n×n, and η is an arbitrary vetor in Cn\{0}.
Considering Ψ+ = Ψ˜
−1
− , we obtain(
ΦΦ˜−1
)
(x) = Ψ−(x) diag
[
e
κ
(
(ΦgΦ−1 η,η)
)] Ψ˜−1− (x), (6.3.20)
whih means that ΦΦ˜−1 admits an APW antisymmetri fatorization (see (3.1.11)). Using
the matrix version of Proposition 3.1.5, we onlude that Ψ admits an APW asymmetri
fatorization:
Φ(x) = Ψ−(x) diag
[
e 1
2
κ
(
(ΦgΦ−1 η,η)
)] Ψe(x), (6.3.21)
with
Ψe = e− 1
2
κ
(
(ΦgΦ−1 η,η)
)Ψ−1− Φ. (6.3.22)
Applying now the analogue of Propositions 1.3.4 and 1.3.5 and Remark 1.3.6 for matrix
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators, it holds that:
(a) (W+H)Φ is equivalent to (W+H)
diag
2
4e
1
2κ
(
(Φ
g
Φ−1 η,η)
)3
5
,
(b) and (W−H)Φ is equivalent to (W−H)
diag
2
4e
1
2κ
(
(Φ
g
Φ−1 η,η)
)3
5
.
The assertion follows now from Theorem 3.2.1 and Remark 3.3.4.
Remark 6.3.4. We would like to point out that Theorems 6.3.1 and 6.3.3 are a general-
ization of the invertibility and semi-Fredholm riteria presented in Chapter 3 for Wiener-
-Hopf-Hankel operators with salar APW Fourier symbols. Moreover, we would like also
to stress that Theorem 6.3.3, being the properly limit ase of Theorem 6.3.1, is ahieved
with an extra ondition about the APW antisymmetri fatorization of ΦΦ˜−1, Ψ+ = Ψ˜−1− .
Like in the salar ase, the APW antisymmetri fatorization of ΦΦ˜−1 is related with
the APW asymmetri fatorization of Φ. However, sine an analogue of Theorem 3.1.3
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does not hold for [APW ]n×n funtions and onsequently we annot guarantee that every
Φ ∈ G[APW ]n×n admits an APW asymmetri fatorization, we annot remove the on-
dition about the APW antisymmetri fatorization of ΦΦ˜−1 (or equivalently, the ondition
about the APW asymmetri fatorization of Φ) presented in Theorem 6.3.3 like in the
ase of Theorem 3.2.1 (where a ondition about the APW asymmetri fatorization of the
Fourier symbol of the operators does not appear in the statement of the theorem).
6.4 An example
To illustrate Theorem 6.3.1, we will present in this last setion a onrete ase of
invertible matrix Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators (W ±H)Φp with an [APW ]2×2 Fourier
symbol Φp.
Example 6.4.1. Let us onsider the partiular matrix-valued funtion
Φp(x) =
 2e eix e eix − 1
e e
−i3x + 1 e e
−i3x
 , x ∈ R. (6.4.23)
From the reformulation of Bohr's theorem to the lass GAPW mentioned before (f.
(3.1.19)), it follows that Φp ∈ [APW ]2×2. Moreover, Φp is invertible and we have
Φ−1p (x) =
 e−eix −e−e−i3x − 1
−e−eix + 1 2e−e−i3x
 , x ∈ R. (6.4.24)
It an be easily seen that Φ−1p ∈ [APW ]2×2, whih yields that Φp ∈ G[APW ]2×2. As about
the form of ΦpΦ˜−1p , we have in this ase
(ΦpΦ˜−1p )(x) =
e eix − e−ix 0
0 e e
−i3x − ei3x
 , x ∈ R. (6.4.25)
We will now show that the Hausdor set of ΦpΦ˜−1p is bounded away from zero. Considering
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η = (η1, η2)
⊤ ∈ C2, suh that ‖η‖ = 1, it follows that((
ΦpΦ˜−1p
)
(x) η, η
)
=
( η1 e eix − e−ix
η2 e
e−i3x − ei3x
 ,
η1
η2
)
= |η1|2e e
ix − e−ix + |η2|2e e
−i3x − ei3x , x ∈ R. (6.4.26)
Therefore,
H
((
ΦpΦ˜−1p
)
(x)
)
=
{
|η1|2e e
ix − e−ix+|η2|2e e
−i3x − ei3x :η =
η1
η2
∈ C2, ‖η‖ = 1}, x ∈ R. (6.4.27)
Then, we have that
dist
(
H
((
ΦpΦ˜−1p
)
(x)
)
, 0
)
=
∣∣∣∣|η1|2e eix − e−ix + |η2|2e e−i3x − ei3x∣∣∣∣, (6.4.28)
with η = (η1, η2)
⊤ ∈ C2 suh that ‖η‖ = 1. Let us rst analyze the partiular ase when
|η1| = 1 (and η2 = 0). In suh a ase, it is lear that dist
(
H
((
ΦpΦ˜−1p
)
(x)
)
, 0
)
= 1, for
all x ∈ R. Assume now that 0 < |η1| < 1. From (6.4.28), we have
dist
(
H
((
ΦpΦ˜−1p
)
(x)
)
, 0
)
=
∣∣∣∣|η1|2e i2 sin(x) + |η2|2e−i2 sin(3x)∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣|η1|2e−i2 sin(3x)(e i2(sin(x) + sin(3x)) + c)∣∣∣∣
= |η1|2
∣∣∣∣ e i2(sin(x) + sin(3x)) + c ∣∣∣∣, (6.4.29)
where
c =
1− |η1|2
|η1|2 > 0. (6.4.30)
We will now verify that ∣∣∣∣ e i2(sin(x) + sin(3x)) + c ∣∣∣∣ 6= 0, (6.4.31)
for all x ∈ R and c > 0. Considering the notation
θ = 2(sin(x) + sin(3x)), (6.4.32)
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we have∣∣∣∣ e i2(sin(x) + sin(3x)) + c ∣∣∣∣2 = (cos(θ) + c)2 + sin2(θ) = 1 + 2c cos(θ) + c2 (6.4.33)
and notie that c2 + 2c cos(θ) + 1 = 0 if and only if c = − cos(θ)± i| sin(θ)|. Therefore, on
one hand, if θ = 0 we obtain c = −1, and on the other hand, if θ 6= 0 then c is a omplex
(non-real) number. Both ases are impossible due to (6.4.30). Altogether, we obtain
inf
x∈R
dist
(
H
((
ΦpΦ˜−1p
)
(x)
)
, 0
)
> 0, (6.4.34)
i.e., the Hausdor set of ΦpΦ˜−1p is bounded away from zero (or good).
Now for omputing the orresponding mean motion, we start by onsidering η = (1, 0)⊤.
From (6.4.26), it follows that((
ΦpΦ˜−1p
)
(x) η, η
)
= e e
ix − e−ix , x ∈ R . (6.4.35)
Sine eix− e−ix ∈ APW , from the reformulation of Bohr's theorem to the lass GAPW , it
follows that
κ
(((
ΦpΦ˜−1p
)
η, η
))
= 0 (6.4.36)
for η = (1, 0)⊤. Due to (6.4.34) and (6.4.36), and aording to Theorem 6.2.1, we onlude
that κ
(
((ΦpΦ˜−1p )η, η)
)
= 0 for all η ∈ Cn\{0}. Finally, applying Theorem 6.3.1, we derive
that (W±H)Φp are in fat invertible operators.
Conlusion
Nowadays, the theory of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators is well developed for some
lasses of Fourier symbols. This is the ase of ontinuous and pieewise ontinuous symbols,
sine they are of great importane for the appliations. However, this is not the ase for
almost periodi and semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols whih are also important in the
view of appliations. Due to this, in this thesis we studied the regularity properties of
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with Fourier symbols belonging to the algebras of almost
periodi, semi-almost periodi and pieewise almost periodi funtions, and ating between
Lp Lebesgue spaes.
After have dened, in Chapter 1, the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators under study, and
presented several relations between some lasses of onvolution type operators that had a
fundamental role in the ahievement of the invertibility and Fredholm riteria presented in
Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6, we devoted the seond hapter to the algebras of almost periodi,
semi-almost periodi and pieewise almost periodi funtions. In Chapter 3 we proposed
a fatorization theory for the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with almost periodi Fourier
symbols ating in L2 Lebesgue spaes. We introdued a fatorization onept for almost
periodi Fourier symbols suh that the properties of the fators allow orresponding op-
erator fatorizations. A riterion for the semi-Fredholm property and for the one-sided
and both-sided invertibility was obtained upon ertain indies of the fatorizations. Under
those onditions, the one-sided and two-sided inverses of the operators were also obtained.
Moreover, the introdued fatorizations also allowed the exposition of dependenies be-
tween the invertibility of Wiener-Hopf and Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with the same
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Fourier symbol.
Based on the delta relation after extension, in Chapter 4, we established a Sarason's
type theorem for Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols
and ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes. This means a haraterization of the Fredholm
property, and one-sided invertibility of these operators, based on the mean motions and
geometri mean values of the almost periodi representatives of the Fourier symbols at
minus and plus innity. A formula for the Fredholm index was derived, and onditions for
the invertibility of the operators in study were obtained. Considering then Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operators with semi-almost periodi Fourier symbols, ating between Lp Lebesgue
spaes, we derived a generalization of the Sarason's type theorem, the so-alled Duduhava-
-Saginashvili's type theorem. Additionally, a formula for the Fredholm index was provided
by introduing a orresponding winding number of some new elements.
Chapter 5 was dediated to Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with pieewise almost peri-
odi Fourier symbols, ating between L2 Lebesgue spaes. For these operators, a riterion
for the Fredholm property and for the one-sided invertibility was also obtained upon the
use of the delta relation after extension. Due to the nature of pieewise almost periodi
funtions, this riterion was based on the mean motions and geometri mean values of
the almost periodi representatives of the Fourier symbols as well as on the disontinuities
of ertain auxiliary funtions. A formula for the sum of the Fredholm indies of these
Wiener-Hopf plus and minus Hankel operators was also derived, and interpreted upon
dierent ases of symmetries of the disontinuities of the Fourier symbols.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we onsidered a generalization of Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators
with APW Fourier symbols ating in L2 Lebesgue spaes presented in Chapter 3, i.e., we
onsidered Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators with matrix APW Fourier symbols. For these
operators, we ahieved an invertibility and semi-Fredholm riteria based on the assumption
that a partiular Hausdor set is bounded away from zero.
As about open questions that remain to be answered, we would like to stress the
following two. In the rst hapter, we derive neessary onditions for the semi-Fredholm
property of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operators. We onluded that if the Fourier symbol
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of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operator is not invertible in Mp(R), then the Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operator is not a semi-Fredholm operator. In the ase of Wiener-Hopf operators,
there is a stronger result that asserts that if the Fourier symbol of the operator is not
invertible in Mp(R), then the Wiener-Hopf operator is not normally solvable. Although
our intuition goes into the same diretion, until now we were not able to show that if the
Fourier symbol of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operator is not invertible in Mp(R), then the
Wiener-Hopf-Hankel operator is not normally solvable.
The other question onerns to the Fredholm index formula for Fredholm Wiener-Hopf-
-Hankel operators with pieewise almost periodi symbols and ating between L2 spaes.
Reall that, in Chapter 5, we provided a formula for the sum of the Fredholm indies of the
Wiener-Hopf plus and minus Hankel operators, this was obtained due to the ∆relation
after extension between the Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel and the Wiener-Hopf operators.
There we have also shown that Wiener-Hopf plus and minus Hankel operators may have
dierent Fredholm indies. Thus, the question of nding formulae for the Fredholm index
of Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators and for the Fredholm index of Wiener-Hopf minus
Hankel operators still remains to be solved.
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